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T7028
Bridge Overseas Ltd 16 – 18 Mary Street, Porthcawl CF36 3YA

FREEPHONE: 0800 0346 246
or tel: 01656 773178 www.bridgeoverseas.co.uk

Prices quoted on overseas holidays are for half board, flights & transfers
unless otherwise stated. The only addition is the bridge fee. Bridge is
licensed by the EBU - masterpoints, trophies, vouchers and/or prizes.

Retail agents for Balkan atol 252, 
Thomas Cook Holidays atol 1368 & Thomsons atol 2524.

Bridge Overseas
FEBRUARY 2009
24th Feb 14 & 28 nights
5* Lara Beach, Near Antalya
14 nights from ONLY £688, including
ALL INCLUSIVE BOARD, flights,
transfers & bridge.

25th Feb 14 nights
4* Avanti Hotel, Paphos. £589

26th Feb 7,14, 21 & 28 nights
4* Sands Beach Resort, Lanzarote.
LONGSTAY WINTER SUN VALUE.

MARCH 2009
10th Mar 14 nights
5* Lara Beach, Near Antalya. 
ALL INCLUSIVE.

12th Mar 14 nights
4* Sands Beach Resort, Lanzarote.

APRIL 2009
15th Apr 10 nights
Hotel Belle Aurore, Cap Ferrat, French
Riviera.

26th Apr 14 nights
5* Atlantis Hotel, Belek, Southern
Turkey. ALL INCLUSIVE. £599

MAY 2009
2nd May 14 nights
4* Hotel Relax, Torreruja, Sardinia. 
Full Board. Special offer – Limited
Singles ONLY £4.99 per night. Early
Booking Offer – FREE upgrade to Full
Board.

JUNE 2009
6th June 14 nights
4* Caesars Palace, Giardini Naxos,
Sicily. £879

AUGUST 2009
1st August 8 days
4* River cruise from Paris to Honfleur.
£749

SEPTEMBER 2009
2nd Sept 10 nights
Hotel Belle Aurore, Cap Ferrat, French
Riviera.

2nd Sept 10 nights
4* Hotel Jezero, Lake Bohinj, Slovenia
Bridge & Walking.

11th Sept 14 nights
5* Hotel Marina Grand, Golden
Sands, Bulgaria. Terrific Value from
ONLY £499

12th Sept 14 nights
4* Hotel Relax, Torreruja, Sardinia.
16th Sept 7 & 14 nights
Hotel Bisesti, Garda, Lake Garda.
21st Sept 7 & 14 nights
5* Hotel Mares, Icmeler, Marmaris,
Turkey.

OCTOBER 2009
4th Oct7 & 14 nights
4* Hotel Iberostar Albatros, Cavat,
Near Dubrovik.

5th Oct7 & 14 nights
5* Green Nature Resort & Spa,
Marmaris ALL INCLUSIVE.

6th Oct14 nights
4* Hotel Iberostar Creta Panorama,
Crete ALL INCLUSIVE.

NOVEMBER  2009
3 & 17 Nov - 14 & 28 nights from
only £429 
5* Sunrise Queen, Side
We are thrilled to return to this very
popular hotel after it closed in winter
2008 for complete refurbishment.
Nil single supplement – limited

DECEMBER 2009
22 Dec, Xmas - 14 nights £715
5* Sunrise Queen, Side
Nil single supplement – limited

21 Dec, Xmas - 14 & 28 nights
4* Flamenco Beach Resort, El Quseir,
Red Sea Egypt. New venue, winter
sunshine.

Lara Beach

Torreruja,
Sardinia

Dubrovnik

CRUISE
WITH BRIDGE OVERSEAS

19th May 7 nights fly/cruise
Mediterranean Explorer. £729

15th Sept 7 & 14 nights fly/cruise
Mediterranean Isles/Spirit.
£779/£1249 

Free all inclusive upgrade
available to first 20 bookings
taken on each cruise. 
19 Local airports available.

Island Escape

Paris-Honfleur river cruise

Sunrise Queen,
Side

WE GUARANTEE ALL OUR PRICES AGAINST CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
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I HOPE I am forgiven if I start this
column on a personal note and briefly, but
fondly, remember Hedy Brown (see pages
38 and 49) who died just before Christmas,
aged 95. She was the bridge doyenne of
Berks and Bucks as well as my local club, a
woman with a lively, warm personality
and a player with a plethora of cups to her
name, who could still win national events
well into her eighties. Her competitive
spirit, not surprisingly, was very strong: no
sooner would the traveller come out of the
board to be scored than Hedy would try to
grab it to see how her result compared to
the rest of the field. She would always be
first to check the final ranking, and be
disappointed if she didn’t win.

However, what I remember most about
Hedy Brown is the role that our local
bridge club played in her life. In this
respect, it’s fair to say that the country
numbers many Hedy Browns, regardless
of their bridge skill – ladies who make a
point of going to the hairdresser’s the
morning of the weekly duplicate evening
at their club, and always turn up on the
night as neat as ninepence, even when they
have to drag themselves on a zimmer frame
to a stationary seat in a corner where no-
one will be able to see (or compliment
them on) their elegant shoes and smart
skirt. To them, the bridge club is the main
social event of the week, and often the
flame that keeps alive their self-respect.

OF course, such a central role as per-
formed by bridge clubs is not restricted to
its elderly lady members. When my kids
where young and I was not working, the
club was very important to me as it took me
away from the nursery to a place where I
could test my brains against other grown-
ups. To others, whatever their gender and
age, bridge clubs provide a congenial
environment where the sorrows, irritations,

or just the humdrum of everyday life
can be blissfully forgotten for a few hours.
The cost is minimal (just think of table
money in relation to the price of going to
the cinema) and the benefits enormous.

If you think I’m stating the obvious, do
bear in mind that some bridge players are
not exactly spendthrifts – witness the fol-
lowing exchange I have just been sent by
EBU member Dave Robinson of Sheffield.
Having driven a partner many miles to a
national event, Dave gently suggested that
said partner might wish to contribute to
petrol costs. ‘Why?’ was the reply. ‘You
were coming here anyway!’

THE Editorial Board of English Bridge is
asking for your views. It has been pointed
out to us that issues of our magazine are not
numbered and that it would be good if they
were, both for ease of reference and also to
reflect the magazine’s long-running tradi-
tion. We are in favour of doing so, but have
hit on a problem: the predecessor magazine
(EBU Quarterly) started in May 1966. There
were three issues in 1966 and four in each
year (though only two in 1984) until English
Bridge took over in August 1984. The next
edition was November 1984, followed by
January, March, May, July, September, Dec-
ember in 1985. In 1986 the magazine settled
into the current pattern: February, April,
June, August, October, December, which
(together with one additional issue in 1994)
makes this current issue No. 148.

However, if we were to include the
Quarterly in our computations, the Feb-
ruary 2009 English Bridge would be No.
221. Which numbering do we go for? And
would you care to check my maths, just to
make sure I’ve got my sums right?

Once I’ve heard from you, we can start
numbering issues on the front cover of
our magazine as from the next, April
2009, issue. �

English Bridge
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AA
���

79%Quality Score

For further information please telephone: Richard Margaroli
THE ARDINGTON HOTEL

STEYNE GARDENS • WORTHING  
WEST SUSSEX • BN11 3DZ

Tel: (01903) 230451
Visit our website at: 

www.ardingtonhotel.co.uk

PRIVATELY OWNED &
PERSONALLY MANAGED
by the seaside in West Sussex
BRIDGE CLUBS WELCOME FOR PRIVATE

WEEKENDS THROUGHOUT 2009
No obligation complimentary overnight reconnaissance stay.

Town Centre Location - 47 Bedrooms (inc.18 Singles)
Ample nearby parking with assistance if required.

Masterpoints Bridge Breaks
Hosted by John and Linda Taylor

Full Board – No single Players

2009
February 20 - 22 (2 Nights) £175.00

April 24 - 26 (2 Nights) £187.00  June 12 - 14 (2 Nights) £189.00 
October 2 – 4  (2 Nights) £189

Bridge Licensed
by the EBU

�� �

For full details please telephone 
Susan Bloom (01273-734305) or Philip Dunn (01902-717761)

E-mail: SusanSelect@aol.com rattyd@ukonline.co.uk
BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU – PARTNERS GUARANTEED – PRIZES – MASTER POINTS

MAY
15-17/18 EASTBOURNE Hydro Hotel £215/£289 fb
29-31/1 June WINDSOR Beaumont House £205/£279 hb

JUNE
28-1 July LAKE WINDERMERE Hotel Belsfield  £279 hb

AUGUST
14-16/17 WINDSOR Beaumont House £205/£279 hb
29-1 Sept (Bank Holiday) WORTHING Ardington Hotel £289 hb

in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere
MARCH
13-16 CAMBRIDGE Gonville Hotel £269 hb
27-29/30 CHESTER Queen Hotel £199/£269 hb

JULY
24-26/27 NORTH COTSWOLDS Ettington Chase £199/£269 hb

OCTOBER
9-11/12 NORTH COTSWOLDS Ettington Chase £199/£269 hb
16-18/19 EASTBOURNE Hydro Hotel  £215/£289 fb

SEPTEMBER
11-13/14 EASTBOURNE Hydro Hotel  £215/£289 fb
27-30  CAMBRIDGE Gonville Hotel  £289 hb

NOVEMBER
13-15/16 CHESTER Queen Hotel  £205/£279 hb
27-29/30 EASTBOURNE Hydro Hotel  £215/£289 fb

APRIL
3-5/6 NORTH COTSWOLDS Ettington Chase £189/£259 hb
10-13 (Easter) WORTHING Ardington Hotel £299 hb*

*incl. Sunday lunch
17-19/20 EASTBOURNE Hydro Hotel  £215/£289 fb

11/17 South Promenade • St Annes-on-Sea
Lancashire •FY8 1LU

Standard room 3 nights £220 per person
Upgrade to a boutique room for £20

(per room per night).

Available Dates
24 – 27 April 26 – 29 June

4 – 7 September 16 – 19 October

Please call reservations on 01253 726726 or book online
www.innontheprom.co.uk quoting Bridge Break package to
take advantage of these great value offers.

Bridge Holidays for 2009
• 3 Nights Accommodation with full English

breakfast. Buffet lunch and dinner in
Vettriano’s Restaurant.

• Duplicate and teams of 4 sessions.
• Seminars/tutorials on request.
• Single players welcome.
• EBU-Qualified Tournament Director.
• Bridge licensed by the EBU.

Bridge
at the

Berystede

Set in beautiful grounds, the Berystede
hotel offers an ideal weekend retreat.
Each room is individually furnished in
a traditional style whilst boasting all
modern amenities. 

Join us for a weekend dedicated to
Bridge, hosted by David & June
Brown. 3 Nights full board from only
£230.00 per person. 

CCaallll  oouurr  rreesseerrvvaattiioonnss  tteeaamm  oonn  
00884444  887799  99110044  ttoo  bbooookk  nnooww..

• Sumptuous 4 star accommodation
• Luxurious Health & Beauty 

Spa available
• Excellent English Cuisine

• No single supplements 
- limited single rooms
• Friendly staff and 
relaxed atmosphere

• Situated close to the Royal Town 
of Windsor

• Easy access by road & rail plus 
free parking

• Master points awarded and prizes
• Bridge licensed by the EBU

MMaaccddoonnaalldd  BBeerryysstteeddee  HHootteell  &&  SSppaa,,
BBaaggsshhoott  RRooaadd,,  SSuunnnniinngghhiillll,,  AAssccoott,,  

BBeerrkksshhiirree  SSLL55  99JJHH

TTeelleepphhoonnee::  00884444  887799  99110044      
FFaaccssiimmiillee::  0011334444  887722330011

wwwwww..mmaaccddoonnaallddhhootteellss..ccoo..uukk//bbeerryysstteeddee

DDaatteess  ffoorr  bbrreeaakkss  iinn  22000099
44tthh  ––  77tthh  MMaayy  22000099  

99tthh  ––  1122tthh  AAuugguusstt  22000099  
1166tthh  ––  1199tthh  OOccttoobbeerr  22000099    

AAllll  ddaatteess,,  ££223300..0000  ppeerr  ppeerrssoonn
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IN fit auctions, the side that makes the
fewest bids tends to win. Why? Because it
is the other side that then makes the last
guess – often fatally. Take this deal from a
recent duplicate at my club. Before you
look, you hold (East’s cards):

Partner overcalls 1♠ over your left-hand
opponent’s 1♦ and right-hand opponent
passes. Which route would you choose?
(A) Bid 2♠, then let the opponents

declare at the three-level.
(B) Bid 2♠, then bid 3♠ if the opponents

compete to the three-level.
(C) Bid 3♠.

Game All. Dealer South.
♠ Q 10 9 3
♥ K 8 7 4
♦ 7 5
♣ 5 3 2

♠ K J 8 6 4 ♠ A 7 5 2
♥ A Q ♥ J 10 5 2
♦ Q J 4 3 ♦ 9 2
♣ 10 7 ♣ K 9 4

♠ Void
♥ 9 6 3
♦ A K 10 8 6
♣ A Q J 8 6

Table 1:
West North East South

1♦
1♠ Pass 2♠ 3♣
Pass Pass 3♠ Pass
Pass Dble All Pass

Table 2:
West North East South

1♦
1♠ Pass 3♠ 4♣
All Pass

Table One’s East was the villain of the
piece. By bidding 2♠ in response to his
partner’s overcall, he allowed South a
cheap chance to introduce his clubs.
Feeling he had not bid enough – after all
his side have a nine-card spade fit – East
then took another bite of the cherry and
bid 3♠. South could now pass – having
shown his hand, whereupon North, with
his useful-looking defensive hand – was
able to unleash a penalty double. 3♠
doubled went down three, losing two
clubs, two diamonds, a heart and two
trumps. North-South plus 800.

Table Two’s East showed us the way it
should be done, immediately bidding to
the level at which he was prepared to bid –
the level of the fit (5 + 4 cards = 9 tricks).
South’s 4♣ bid was normal – if losing. The
contract drifted down one, with East over-
ruffing dummy in diamonds. North-South
minus 100.

Back to the question I posed: which
route to take as East. I’d award the marks
(C) 10 – the success of this action,
immediately bidding to the level of the fit
then shutting up, is seen at the table. (A) I
would give 6: conservative, but acceptable.
(B), however, gets no marks, the lesson of
this issue.

Andrew’s Tip: Make just one support-
ing bid in a competitive auction –
to the limit. Then shut up.      �

Support
at once to
the limit in
competitive
auctions PA
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Andrew Robson

♠ A 7 5 2
♥ J 10 5 2
♦ 9 2  
♣ K 9 4

The Two-minute Interview

Louis Sachar

International best-selling writer Louis
Sachar is best known for being the
author of global blockbuster Holes.
The novel has won several awards and
was made into a film in 2003.

How did you start playing bridge?
I learned to play bridge when I was very
young by watching my parents play. I don’t
remember if I actually had any lessons, but I
was fascinated by the game, and occasional-
ly they’d let me sit in on a hand. I also
learned by using Autobridge. I stopped play-
ing once I became a teenager. Nobody I
knew played. Decades passed. I got serious
about chess, and would play in chess tourna-
ments. I’d read the chess column in the
newspaper. Then in 1991 I moved from San
Francisco to Austin, Texas. There was no
chess column, so I started reading the bridge
column, and my interest in the game
returned. Shortly thereafter I met a duplicate
player who asked if I wanted to give it a try.
I scoffed when she mentioned that there was
a game every day, and we could play several
times a week. Once a week seemed more
than enough, thank you very much. I now
play four times a week, sometimes more.

What does bridge mean to you?
I think one of the reasons I became a writer
is because I’m not all that adept at most
social situations. I’m no good at small talk. I
don’t like it. The communication in bridge is
essential, but minimalistic, where you and
your partner exchange ideas succinctly,
without a whole lot of unnecessary words,
yet there is true delight when your thoughts
and efforts are perfectly coordinated.

What are your plans for this year?

I’m currently working on a novel that is very
much about bridge, although that’s all I can
say about it for now. If I can pull it off, I hope
it will not only be enjoyed by a wide variety
of readers, but will also cause a new group of
young people to become interested in the
game.
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JOHN AND MARY DOWNING, MERCIAN TRAVEL CENTRE LIMITED
109 WORCESTER ROAD  HAGLEY  WEST MIDLANDS  DY9 0NG

Tel: (01562) 887557 (4 lines)  Fax: (01562) 886454

FREEPHONE 0800 036 8372
E-mail address: JDowning@merciantravel.co.uk  Website: www.merciantravel.co.uk

1869

Bridge licensed
by the EBU

MERCIAN BRIDGE & BOWLINGMERCIAN BRIDGE & BOWLING

Join Mercian at one of our
new venues – Spring in
Montenegro; closer to home
the beautiful city of Worcester;
cruising around the Greek
Islands or Autumn in
Scotland, to name but a few.
Still some availability at our
old favourites – Don Pablo,
Torremolinos and RIU Green
Park, Tunisia. Please call
Mercian for further information
and to check availability on 
freephone 0800 035 8372

Mercian Bridge 2009
26 Oct 08 - 7 to 154 nts. Sol Don Pablo, Torremolinos
15 Feb 09 - 7 to 42 nts nts. RIU Green Park, Tunisia
09 Jan 09 - 7-28 nts. Playa la Arena, Tenerife
03 Mar 09 - 7-14 nts. Hotel Argentina, Dubrovnik
18 Apr 09 - 14 nts. Queen of Montenegro, Montenegro
20 Apr 09 - 4 nts. Fownes Hotel, Worcester
24 May 09 - 5 nts. Gisborough Hall, North Yorkshire
10 Jun 09 - 7 nts. Greek Island Cruise
22 Jun 09 - 4 nts. Cliff Head, Cornwall
28 Jun 09 - 10 nts. Hotel Ercolini e Savi, Tuscany

02 Sept 09 - 14 nts. Golf Hotel, Lake Bled
13 Sep 09 - 6 nts. Buchanan Arms, Loch Lomond
20 Sep 09 - 10 nts. Al Waha at Shangri-La’s, Oman
18 Oct 09 - 16 nts. Wonders of China
22 Oct 09 - 4 nts. Winchester Hotel, Winchester
Oct 09 - 7 to 154 nts. Sol Don Pablo, Torremolinos
Nov 09 - 7 to 28 nts. RIU Green Park, Tunisia
Jan 10 - 7-28 nts. Playa la Arena, Tenerife
Feb 10 - 14 nts. Land of the Pharaohs, Egypt

Please call Mercian on Freephone 0800 036 8372 if you 
would like further information on any of our holidays.

THE BEST OF BRIDGE WITH MERCIAN
Montenegro

Feb09 adverts backup.qxd  16/1/09  11:49 am  Page 6
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The German master ruffed the heart
lead, drew trumps in three rounds and led
a low club towards the dummy. The
Matron’s immaculately clean fingers moved
towards the ace of clubs. ‘No, no, play a
low one,’ said Götel.

The Reverend Benson won the first
round of clubs with the ten and returned a
diamond, aiming to dislodge the entry to
dummy. Stefan Götel rose with the king of
diamonds and crossed to the ace of clubs,
West showing out. ‘Ah, the club division is
4-1,’ he exclaimed. ‘It is a good job, as you
say here in England, that I made the safety
play!’

Götel cashed the king of clubs, throwing
a diamond, and ruffed a club to establish
the suit. He then returned to dummy with
the ace of diamonds and discarded his
remaining diamond losers on the good
clubs. Twelve tricks were before him.

The Matron beamed at her partner. ‘My
unusual bid worked out very well,’ she
declared. ‘I don’t expect anyone else will
raise the spades on two low cards.’

The Reverend Benson was less pleased at
the turn of events. ‘Not the best of opening
leads, Headmaster,’ he said. ‘If you start
with your singleton club, declarer can’t
afford to duck. I would win and give you a
club ruff.’

The Matron looked at the Headmaster

with some concern. ‘You had a side-suit
singleton?’ she queried. ‘I always lead a
singleton against a slam. If partner has the
ace, he can give you a ruff.’ She paused to
enter a large 980 into the plus-column of
her score-card. ‘Madge Warner recom-
mended it only last week, in her column in
Children’s Healthcare Weekly.’

‘A diamond lead would beat it, too,’
persisted the Reverend Benson. ‘If Stefan
wins with the king, draws trumps and
ducks a club, I can knock out the ace of
diamonds before the clubs are established.’

The Matron retrieved the Headmaster’s
cards from the table, wondering what he
had held in diamonds. ‘Ah, the queen-
jack-ten!’ she exclaimed. ‘That’s what
Madge Warner calls a sequence of honours
– she recommends that as a good lead,
too.’

The Headmaster had heard enough.
‘You didn’t just happen to notice my
holding in the heart suit, did you?’ he
asked heavily. ‘I had the ace-king-queen of
hearts. Does the great Madge Warner not
recognise that as a lead of some promise?’

In an instant, all traces of concern
vanished from the Matron’s face. ‘You need
blame yourself no longer, Headmaster,’ she
declared, patting him on the back of the
hand. ‘Ace-king-queen is the most perfect
lead there is. Well defended, indeed!’ �

THE Headmaster looked closely at the
young German master, Stefan Götel, who
had just arrived at the table. He was an
intelligent man, no-one could deny it.
How could such a person tolerate an awful
partner like the Matron?

‘Interesting hands we are playing tonight,
Headmaster,’ observed Stefan Götel. ‘A most
enjoyable session, I must say.’

The Headmaster made no reply. An
enjoyable session, partnering the Matron?
Was the man a masochist?

The players drew their cards for this
board:

E/W Game. Dealer North.
♠ 9 6
♥ J 8 6
♦ A 7
♣ A K 9 7 4 2

♠ 4 3 ♠ 10 8 5
♥ A K Q 9 4 2 ♥ 10 7 5 3
♦ Q J 10 3 ♦ 8 4
♣ 8 ♣ Q J 10 6

♠ A K Q J 7 2 
♥ Void
♦ K 9 6 5 2
♣ 5 3

West North East South
Head- The Reverend Stefan
master Matron Benson Götel

1♣ Pass 1♠
2♥ Pass Pass 3♦
Pass 3♠ Pass 6♠
All Pass

The Headmaster led the ace of hearts and
the Matron laid out her dummy some-
what apologetically. ‘I was a bit worried,
raising the spades with only two trumps,’
she said. ‘I wanted to bid 3NT, with my
good clubs, but it seemed too risky on
three hearts to the jack.’

Stefan Götel liked the look of what he
saw in the dummy. ‘You bid it excellently,
partner!’ he exclaimed.

Bridge at Cholmley School

The Matron’s 
clever bid B
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David Bird

PLAYING WITH THE STARS
WIMBLEDON Bridge Club held its annual charity event on 23 November
2008. The highlight of the day was the auction to play with one of sixteen
bridge celebrities in the club’s Play with the Stars evening on 26 February

2009. Raffle tickets were also sold, the top prize being the chance to play with Andrew
Robson in the February event. This year the club chose to support the following charities:
Great Ormond Street, Breast Cancer Hope, St Raphael’s Hospice and The Village of Hope.

Almost eighteen tables turned out to support the charities on 23rd November. A very
successful auction, conducted by EBU Director Martin Lee, helped the club to collect
almost £7,200 in total. This figure will be further increased by the table money collected
on the night when the stars turn out in February. The following celebs will be in action:
Brian Senior, Ian Pagan, Espen Erichsen, Nevena Senior, Sally Brock, Colin Simpson, Bob
Rowlands, Peter Lee, Nick Sandqvist, Janet De Botton, Daffyd Jones, Ed Scerri, Rob
Cliffe, David Burn, Ben Green and Zia Mahmood.

N
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Excel Bridge

At all venues there will be a full Bridge Programme
with cheerful and instructive morning seminars

*********
EXCEL BRIDGE

53 Estuary House, Lower Burlington Rd
Portishead,  BS20 7BJ

Email: enquiries@excelbridge.co.uk

Telephone 01275-840 006
Website: www.excelbridge.co.uk

”Excel for Excellence”

Bridge
licensed  
by the
EBU

Generous
Prizes

for the very best
in Luxury Bridge Weekends

IF you want
Style & Quality, 
Personal Attention 

and a Friendly Atmosphere:
Ring for your brochure NOW

*********NEW! Cruises of a lifetime! See page 10

and still time for the Baltic in July! see page 16
********* 

Three traditional Sea Side Hotels
The Hydro EASTBOURNE

Feb 13-15/16 & Oct 9-11/12  £186/223
June 19-21/22  £202/247

Marsham Court BOURNEMOUTH
February 27-March 1/2  £170/208

The Imperial HYTHE
May 8-10/11  £203/243

*********
A Superb 4 star deluxe Hotel

The Marriott Royal BRISTOL
March 27-29/30  £215/249

August 28-31 (Bank Hol)  £279
A lovely position close to the waterfront

*********
Spend Easter in Style

Blunsdon House  BLUNSDON
April 10-13  £235

*********
A Wonderful Choice of 5 night Breaks!

The Royal Hotel, VENTNOR
April 26 - May 1  £375

The Imperial  BARNSTAPLE
June 28-July 3  £395

St Pierre  CHEPSTOW
July 26-31  £360

The Palace Hotel  TORQUAY
September 6-11  £395

Marsham Court BOURNEMOUTH
October 18-23  £285

*********
Always very popular!

Blunsdon House  BLUNSDON
July 10-12/13  £186/224

The Royal Hotel WINCHESTER
September 25-27/28  £178/210

*********

� �

� �

Tour organiser for each of the holidays above: 
Five Star Bridge Tours

Full colour brochures for all of the above holidays available on request from:
Tel: 01824 780 530   Fax: 01824 780 830  

email: LRDempster@aol.com  www.fivestarbridge.co.uk  

Five Star Bridge Tours at: Tan-y-Marian, Bryn Haidd, 
Llanarmon-yn-Ial, Nr. Mold, Denbighshire CH7 5TF 

Bridge licensed by the EBU

Each of the above holiday costs represents excellent value 
– check brochure prices! 

Except where shown, prices based upon 14 nights shared 
occupancy of a twin/double room, on a half-board basis.

Included in the costs are flights and transfers as advertised, hotel
accommodation, and ALL BRIDGE FEES. 

3850

Friendly Five Star Bridge Tours
ITALY

Grand Hotel Gardone, Lake Garda, Italy
4 Star Deluxe May 2 - 16 14 nts Half Board £1495

The Grand Gardone is a wonderful, traditional style
hotel, which arguably occupies the finest position on

Lake Garda. It is set directly on the lake shore, in
colourful flower-filled gardens with a heated swimming
pool, and private access to lake bathing. A delicious
four course dinner is served each evening, by friendly
efficient staff in the elegant dining room. Each of the
tastefully appointed bedrooms allocated to our party
has glorious views of the lake (no supplement). Our
bridge is played in a fabulous ballroom, from whose
terrace there are also breathtaking views of the lake.

ITALY
Hotel Bristol Buja, Abano Terme, Italy

5 Star June 15 - 26 11 nts full board £1385

The family owned and run Hotel Bristol Buja has
delighted us since the moment we discovered it, five

years ago. It exudes a special magic, with its fantastic
food, wonderful staff, and amazing naturally heated

thermal swimming pools. It is situated within
comfortable walking distance of the pedestrianised

town centre of Abano with its sophisticated shops, and
within a province which is awash with history and all

things beautiful and accessible. VENICE – VICENZA –
PADUA – VERONA – art – architecture – opera!
Combine this with fantastic spa treatments and

BRIDGE, and it becomes more than a holiday, it is an
indulgence for your complete delight.

CYPRUS
Amathus Beach Hotel, Limassol, Cyprus

5 Star Deluxe November 4 - 18 14 nts half board £1485

WOW! Just when we thought it could not get any
better, the Amathus Beach Hotel has closed for three
months of this year to undertake a multi-million pound
refurbishment programme. Its’ aim is to combine its’
renowned traditional impeccable service with truly

modern, state-of-the-art facilities, so why not join us for
the new, exciting Amathus experience.
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chosen. This really is a good-quality slam,
giving the option of establishing clubs by
taking ruffs in the hand with short
trumps, and he didn’t really want the club
to be 3-3, since that meant that other
inferior slams such as 6♣ or 6NT would
also be making. However, since slam was
missed at the other table, they gained 10
useful IMPs anyway.

Revenge was to follow soon after, however,
on the following deal:

Game All. Dealer West
♠ 8 5
♥ 10 8 2
♦ A 9 7 6 4 3 2
♣ J

♠ A Q ♠ 9 7 6
♥ J 7 6 3 ♥ A K 9 5
♦ J 10 ♦ 8 5
♣ Q 9 8 7 3 ♣ 10 6 5 4

♠ K J 10 4 3 2
♥ Q 4
♦ K Q
♣ A K 2

West North East South
Burn Gerald Mal’ski Stuart
Pass Pass Pass 1♣
Pass 3♦ All Pass

Stuart and Gerald finished up in a sensible
3♦ contract, after a strong club opening
was followed by a non-forcing 3♦ showing

5-7 points, with 7+ diamonds. This just
made for +110.

However, in the other room the Hackett
twins had bid to a thin game:

West North East South
Collins Jason Pat’son Justin
Pass 2♦ Pass 2NT
Pass 3♦ Pass 3♠
Pass 4♦ Pass 4♠
All Pass

2♦ was a Weak Two, and 2NT an enquiry.
3♦ showed a minimum; 3♠ was natural
and forcing, and the auction rested in the
spade game. This looked to be without
hope, but Justin had other ideas. Dummy’s
singleton jack of clubs won the first trick,
and Justin played a trump to the ten and
queen. A diamond switch was won by
declarer, who led the queen of hearts! It
was very hard for the defence to fathom
what was going on and East won and
played an unsuspecting second diamond.
Justin won, then pitched dummy’s remain-
ing two hearts on the clubs and ruffed a
heart – 11 IMPs to de Botton.

In the end the margin was just a single
IMP to de Botton. Congratulations go to
them, but also to Pat Collins’s team for
producing such an exciting final. �

THE final rounds of the Gold Cup are
held each year in the beautiful Scottish
border town of Peebles. Both semi-finals
and the final take place over the weekend
with the option also to play the quarter-
finals on the Friday.

The final was contested between 2006
winners de Botton (Janet de Botton, David
Burn, Nick Sandqvist, Artur Malinowski,
Jason Hackett and Justin Hackett), and
Collins (Patrick Collins, Derek Patterson,
Gerald Tredinnick and Stuart Tredinnick).
One unusual feature of this final was that
each team were fielding a pair of twins –
the Hacketts for de Botton and the Tredin-
nicks for Collins. It was a close affair from
start to finish, with neither side building
up any sort of a comfortable lead.

Our first deal shows some fine bidding
judgement by the Tredinnick twins:

E/W Game. Dealer West.
♠ K 9 8 7 5
♥ Q J 5
♦ A Q 7
♣ Q 9

♠ Q 10 3 ♠ J 6 4 2
♥ 9 6 3 2 ♥ 8 4
♦ J 9 2 ♦ K 10 4 3
♣ J 7 5 ♣ 10 6 3

♠ A
♥ A K 10 7
♦ 8 6 5
♣ A K 8 4 2

West North East South
Mal’ski Stuart Burn Gerald
Pass 1NT1 Pass 2♣
Pass 2♠ Pass 3♣
Pass 3NT Pass 4♥
Pass 5♣ Pass 5NT
Pass 6♥ All Pass

1 14-16 HCP

Gerald’s 3♣ bid was natural and forcing,
implying four hearts, and when he bid 4♥
that was also natural, stressing the quality
of the suit. He followed this up with 5NT
asking Stuart to pick a slam, and 6♥ was

Janet de Botton

2008 Gold Cup
final
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Dordogne Bridge Holidays

More information and photos: www.DordogneBridgeHolidays.com
Call Harris and Victoria on: ++33 553 06 36 70

email: harrisraphael@wanadoo.fr

Bridge licensed by the EBU                 Special EBU Member Offers

An exclusive Bridge experience in the Dordogne for small groups 
of friends wanting to play and improve their Bridge together

� Private residential Bridge courses tailored solely to your Group’s needs.
Relaxed, fun play and teaching sessions

� Suitable for a small Group, from 4 to 8 people. All standards and systems 
catered for. Beginners’ groups and non-Bridge playing guests welcome

� Sole occupancy of ‘Chestnut Cottage’, a wonderful, 200yr old stone 
farmhouse, luxuriously equipped and situated on a 50 acre private estate 
with 14x7 metre Pool complex, meadows, stream, lake, forests and trails

� Teaching is with Harris Raphael, a highly regarded Bridge teacher, 
professional member of the EBU Teachers Association, and Bridge journalist

� Cost per bridge-playing guest is from only £295 per week. Includes all 
accommodation, tuition, prizes, other activities and ‘Welcome Dinner’

� Enjoy the delights of the Dordogne, its Chateaux, rivers, bastide towns 
and markets, world famous pre-history sites and sublime food and wine

Our holiday has flown by. The Bridge was so much fun and so interesting.
Chestnut cottage is a delight and in such a majestic setting

Melissa and Friends – UK

‘ ‘

The Bedford Hotel

www.bedford-hotel.com  email: reservations@bedford-hotel.com

2009:
JAN 30 3nts £155.00
FEB 22 5nts £225.00
APR 13 4nts £225.00
MAY 4 4nts £225.00
MAY 25 4nts £225.00
AUG 31 4nts £245.00
NOV 2 4nts £235.00
2010:
JAN 3 5nts £240.00
JAN 29 3nts £165.00
FEB 21 5nts £240.00
Standard Room Rates
Director John Wilcox
assisted by Tony Hutchinson

307-313 Clifton Drive South, Lytham St. Annes FY8 1HN
Tel 01253 724636

The Town Centre Hotel with a Country House Atmosphere

• Partners Found
• Sherry reception 5.30pm on day 

of arrival
• High class cuisine prepared with 

fresh local produce
• Coffee shop serving lunch, cakes & 

pastries daily
• Spacious bridge setting
• Bridge 2 – 4.30pm and 7.30 – 11pm
• Cordials, tea & coffee during play
• Bridge Licensed by the EBU

Celebrating 25 Years - 1984 - 2009
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Can the opener make
Splinter bids?

Splinters can also be
employed by the
opener, and typically
involve a double jump
in a new suit. Holding
Hand B, the opener
would bid 1♣ and fol-
lowing a 1♠ response

could just raise to 4♠. However, it would
be better to show a raise with short
diamonds, so he rebids 4♦, a double jump
in a new suit, allowing responder to assess
if the partnership should try for slam.

Do Splinters always involve
a double jump?

While a double jump is often needed
when agreeing a suit, only a single jump is
necessary once a suit has been agreed, i.e.
1♥ – 2♥ – 4♣. Also, it is worth noting
that any jump to the four level should be
treated as a Splinter, e.g, 1♠ – 2♥ – 4♦.
This should be logical, as the opener could
simply bid 3♦ with a non-minimum hand,
and can only afford to go beyond 3NT
when confident that the partnership already
have a fit. Lastly, a single jump in an oppo-
nent’s suit should also be treated as a
Splinter. Again this should make sense, as
a principle of Splinters is that the Splinter
bid should not take the partnership beyond
game, but merely allow partner to decide
whether to go that step further.

How does one evaluate one’s
hand opposite a Splinter?

When partner makes a Splinter bid, an
effective approach is to consider the impact
of knowing that partner has at most one
card in the suit bid. Thus A-x-x should
be considered a very good holding as two
potential losers have effectively been re-
duced to none, while K-Q-x would be a bad
holding as there is still one loser and the five
points held in that suit could be used more
effectively in any of the suits in which the
Splinter bidder has length.

Thus, it is generally the case that one
should be encouraged by length and/or
possession of the ace in the Splinter suit,
while being discouraged by shortage and/
or possession of the king, queen and jack
in the Splinter suit.

Here is an example of Splinters in action:

♠ K J 5 3 ♠ A Q 8 6 2
♥ 5 ♥ A 7 6 4
♦ A Q 7 6 3 ♦ K J 5
♣ J 7 6 ♣ 3

West East
1♦ 1 ♠
2♠1 4♣2

4NT3 5♠4

6♠ All Pass
1 Not strong enough to Splinter
2 Splinter
3 Roman Key-Card Blackwood
4 Two key cards and the ♠Q

In summary:

• A Splinter bid typically involves a
double jump in a new suit, and
shows at least four-card support
and values for game, as well as a
shortage in the suit bid.

• Only a single jump is necessary once
a suit has been agreed, if a double
jump would take the partnership
beyond game, or when jumping in
the opponents’ suit.

• When evaluating opposite a Splinter
bid, be bold with length and/or
the ace of the Splinter suit, but be
cautious with shortage and/or the
king, queen or jack of the Splinter
suit. �

OUR second convention is a tool which
allows for greater accuracy when judging
whether to bid towards slam with minimal
values. When seeking to bid low point
count slams, it is important to determine
whether the partnership’s hands are fitting
together well. The key to this often lies in
the ability to judge whether a player’s short
suit holdings are going to either generate
extra tricks by ruffing or reduce the
number of losers held in the short suit.

How can this be achieved?

While it is helpful to
count points when
supporting partner
with a balanced hand,
it is usually advisable
to be bolder with
unbalanced hands.
This is especially true

when supporting to the game level. For
example, partner opens 1♥ and  responder
holds a hand such as Hand A. Without any
conventional tools, the responder could
either bid 4♥ (leaving partner to guess
whether the 4♥ bid is based on high cards
or just distributional values), 2♦ (hoping
to make a ‘Delayed Game Raise’ – a
treatment which is no longer particularly
fashionable), or 4NT Roman Key-Card
Blackwood (gambling that the hands will
have a play for slam if opener has at least
three key cards). However, it would clearly
be better to be able to show a hand with
the values for game with primary support
and a shortage (singleton or void) in clubs
– the essence of a Splinter bid.

How can a Splinter be
recognised?

Let us first consider Splinter bids by the
responder. In this case, a Splinter is
defined as a double jump in a new suit.
Thus, holding Hand A, the responder
would bid 4♣ (note: with a singleton
spade, the response would be 3♠). Having
fully described his hand type and values,
he would now expect the opener to judge
whether to bid towards slam.
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SSplinter
bids

David Bakhshi

Hand A
♠ K 7 4 
♥ A Q 6 5
♦ K 8 4 3 2  
♣ 7

Hand B
♠ A Q 4 3 
♥ K Q 7
♦ 2  
♣ A Q 8 3 2
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Deposit required for all events - refundable up to 4 weeks prior. Payment required 21 days prior to arrival.  All events are full board unless stated
otherwise  Terms and conditions apply.  For the new full terms and conditions visit hilton.co.uk/discoveryweekends or apply in writing to Hilton
Special Events, Hilton Birmingham Metropole, NEC, Birmingham B40 1PP or by email to uk.specialevents@hilton.com

Houseparties
Hotel Date Price (per person)
Hilton Avisford Park, Arundel 20 – 22 February 09 £216
Hilton Warwick 6 – 8 March 09 £182

�♥♣ Hilton Milton Keynes 10 – 13 April 09 £226
Hilton Coventry 24 – 26 April 09 £179
♥♣ Hilton Basingstoke 1 – 4 May 09 £252
♥♣ Hilton Newbury North 22 – 25 May 09 £252
* Hilton Puckrup Hall, Tewkesbury 7 – 9 June 09 £229
Hilton Newbury Centre 10 – 12 July 09 £173

� Hilton Coventry 17 – 19 July 09 £159
* Hilton York 2 – 4 August 09 £192
* Hilton Puckrup Hall, Tewkesbury 9 – 11 August 09 £229
♥♣ Hilton Northampton 28 – 31 August 09 £266

� Hilton Coventry 25 – 27 September 09 £159

� Hilton Milton Keynes 30 Oct – 1 Nov 09 £156
Hilton Avisford, Arundel 27 – 29  November 09 £216
Quote P37EBB (2 night event) or P26BHP (3 night event) at time of booking

♥ Event includes a Bank holiday    ♣  3 night event    � Half board event    * Sun – Tues event    Optional golf subject to availability

Best of Bridge
Hotel Date Price (per person)
Hilton Basingstoke 20 – 22 March 09 £173
♥♣ Hilton Birmingham Bromsgrove 10 – 13 April 09 £268
♥♣ Hilton Cobham 22 – 25 May 09 £251
Hilton London Canary Wharf 12 – 14 June 09 £199
Hilton Birmingham Metropole 26 – 28 June 09 £213
Hilton Warwick 31 July – 2 August 09 £182
♥♣ Hilton Cobham 28 – 31 August 09 £251
Hilton Basingstoke 11 – 13 September 09 £173
Hilton Portsmouth 16 – 18 October 09 £199
Hilton Brighton Metropole 13 – 15 November 09 £221
Hilton London Canary Wharf 20 – 22 November 09 £199 
Quote P37BBT  (2 night event) or P37EBU (3 night event) at time of booking

Join the Hilton Bridge team at a selection
of our 4-star hotels around the UK for the

very best in social bridge in 2009.

All events include:

Expert hosts, professional organisation
and a friendly atmosphere

Generous prize structure

No single supplements 

Bridge licensed by the EBU

Choice of full and half board events

Book online at hilton.co.uk/bridge
For further information call David Jones on 02476 461511
For bookings only please call 08705 201201 Please quote code at time of booking
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Sydney the Principal of Fast Arrival and
Florence the Principal of Restricted Choice.

Jan turned aside to address a little boy
who was scarcely out of nappies. ‘Don’t
put that dummy in your mouth, Jeff. It
makes the cards all damp.’

A bell rang and Jan clapped her hands.
‘Play time,’ she called out. With squeals of
glee the children formed themselves into
groups of four round the tables. I watched
Billy, the erstwhile soldier, partnering
Tanya against twin sisters.

Love All. Dealer North.
♠ K Q 10
♥ J 7 6 4
♦ A 8 4
♣ K 7 3

♠ 9 7 4 ♠ A J 8 2
♥ 2 ♥ Q 10 5
♦ Q J 9 7 6 2 ♦ 10 3
♣ Q 9 5 ♣ 10 6 4 2

♠ 6 5 3
♥ A K 9 8 3
♦ K 5
♣ A J 8

West North East South
Janice Billy Jocelyn Tanya

1NT Pass 3♥
Pass 4♥ All Pass

Janice led the queen of diamonds and
Billy laid out his hand. I could see from
my South-Easterly position that every
card was wrong. It seemed that declarer
would have to lose a trump trick and that
the finesses for the ace of spades, jack of
spades and queen of clubs would all fail.

Tanya, who had her hair in bunches,
won the diamond lead in hand and
cashed the ace-king of trumps. Then she
eliminated the diamonds, played the ace-
king of clubs and exited with the jack of
clubs. West switched to a spade and
Tanya called for the king from dummy.
Jocelyn ducked (she would have been
endplayed if she had taken the ace) but
that merely postponed the inevitable.
She was thrown in with her master
trump and had to give up a spade trick
or concede a ruff and discard.

I was impressed. If it had been East who
had won the third round of clubs the
contract was equally assured. ‘Well played,
Tanya!’ I exclaimed. ‘I thought you’d go off
with all the finesses wrong.’

‘I’ve heard them talking about finesses
in the playground,’ she said with a
dimpled smile, ‘but I don’t think we do
them until next year.’ �

I VISITED Manchester Bridge Club last
year to play in their 30th Anniversary
week-end. A great time was had by all.
I hadn’t been there before and I was
particularly impressed by the beginners’
school on the lower ground floor.

There were alphabet charts on the wall,
banners with colourful images of the letters
A, K, Q and J entwined with unicorns
and princesses. Sitting in a circle nearby
was a group of pupils enthusiastically
reciting their tables, ‘100, 300, 500, 800’.

‘What’s two plus three?’ I asked a little
boy who was playing SAS redoubles with
some toy soldiers. ‘That’s easy,’ he replied
proudly. ‘Two plus three is an underbid.’

Jan, the School Principal, showed me
round and pointed out the Geography
class, where Michelle was explaining all
about John Holland, and the History class,
where the children were learning that 1066
was the perfect distribution for the
Unusual No-Trump.

‘We’ve expanded quite a bit lately,’ she
told me. ‘with Sydney and Florence.’ Gosh,
I thought, so successful that they’ve started
schools in Australia and Italy!

‘Yes,’ she went on, ‘Sydney opens up in
the morning and looks after the children
who get dropped off early. And Florence
has started doing lunches – including a
vegetarian option.’

Ah, I thought, so that would make

Starting Young
WARNING: there is indeed a kindergarten underneath

Manchester Bridge Club, and the Club really held
a 30th Anniversary bridge weekend last year . . .

but the rest of this article is sheer fiction!
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Simon Cochemé

BOMI KAVARANA RECEIVES THE 2008 TOM BRADLEY AWARD
DR BOMI KAVARANA of Tadworth, Surrey, has been awarded the Tom Bradley Award, which is assigned each year
to a non-school teacher for services to the teaching of bridge in England.

Bomi has been interested in card play since his early days in Mumbai, playing rummy with his Zoroastrian aunts and
uncles. He studied at Sheffield University where he first started to play whist and then bridge. After graduating with a
BSc and a PhD, Bomi joined British Gas R & D in London and took the game more seriously. He played in the
Hammersmith & District and London Business Houses Leagues with a fair amount of success and occasionally in open
EBU events. Bomi was later secretary and treasurer – and is now chairman – of the H & D League for over twenty years.

In 1980, Bomi took the EBU’s Teachers Diploma Course at the London School of Bridge under the supervision of
Alan Hiron, and passed the examinations with GCH Fox as examiner. In 1997, Bomi applied to become Surrey County
Youth Officer, because as he says: ‘I wanted to be able to give something back to a game that I have enjoyed for so
long and so much. This seemed the best way.’ During the twelve years that he has been the CYO, Surrey has had ten
annual bridge events for schools, and in 2008 he introduced the first one-day bridge teach-in for young people.

Currently Bomi teaches three times a week at schools across Surrey and, in his free time, he enjoys rowing, wines, travelling and painting. 
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formed heroically and with huge success.
Gold-silver-silver in the Women’s, Open and
Under-21. Absolutely brilliant and our con-
gratulations go to everyone involved!

We will look first at a deal from the finals
(the same boards were played in all events).
David Gold and Tom Townsend, by common
consent the best-performing England pair in
the Open event, faced Lorenzo Lauria and
Alfredo Versace. Gold rated his hand as a 2♣
opening – yes, indeed – and everything flowed
easily thereafter. Townsend marked time with
two negative responses and raised the limiting
3NT to 6NT. With the ♦K protected from the
opening lead, this was very much the best
spot.

At the other table, Antonio Sementa chose

to open just 1♥ and came to a halt in 4♥.
(‘Read all about it. Italy outbid by England on
a slam deal!’) 

In the Women’s final, Nicola Smith opened
with an Acol 2♥, rather than 2♣, and the auc-
tion stopped short: 2♥ – 2NT – 3♠ – 4♥. Sally
Brock's 2NT was a positive response in spades;
2♠ would have been a negative response.Their
Chinese opponents bid the slam, using Precision
Club: 1♣ – 1NT – 2♥ – 2♠ – 3♥ – 4♥ – 4NT –
5♣ – 6♥. It seems that East simply guessed that
West held a diamond control.

Both East-West pairs in the Seniors final bid
to 6♥ after a 2♣ opening.

� Awards: 6NT/6♥ (by West) (10), 6♠ (9),
6NT/6♥(E) (7), games (4).

1. Love All. Dealer West.

♠ A Q 10 4 3 ♠ Void
♥ K 9 4 ♥ A J 8 5 3
♦ J 10 9 7 2 ♦ A 6 5 3
♣ Void ♣ A Q 10 4

3. N/S Game. Dealer West.

2. N/S Game. Dealer East.

China (yes!).
Tom Paske opened 1♠ on the West cards.

Only 10 points, but it is worth opening when
you have such a good suit to bid. The heart fit
came to light and Ed Jones then bid 3NT. This
was not a suggestion to play there. It was the
‘serious 3NT’, showing interest in a slam. The
method originated in the USA, where a two-
over-one response is often played as forcing to
game. Since a sequence such as 1♠ – 2♥ – 3♥
does not then limit the opener’s hand, it is
necessary for responder to distinguish
between a cue-bid that merely shows a control
(without extra values) and a hand that also
contains extra values.

When Paske cue-bid his club void, the
Chinese North made a lead-directing double.
Jones redoubled to show first-round club con-
trol and Paske signed off in 4♥. Aware now of
at least one likely loser in diamonds, Jones bid
no more and the young England pair had
stopped at the right level.

At the other table, the Chinese West opened
2♠, showing a weakish spade-minor two-
suiter. The auction continued: 2♠ – 2NT – 3♠
– 5♦, where 3♠ showed a maximum opening
with a diamond side suit.

� Awards: 4♥ (10), 5♦ (9), 5♥/3NT (7), 6♥/
6♦ (4), part scores (2).

our fabulous gold-medal winning Women’s
team. What should Heather Dhondy rebid, do
you think? With only six clubs, 3♣ would be
enough. On her actual club suit, 3NT was in
order since nine tricks might require only a
spade lead or one useful card from partner.

Expecting good clubs opposite, Nevena
Senior was happy to advance. She bid 4♦ to
show her excellent suit. Although Dhondy had
no diamond support, her hand was suitable
for slam purposes. She cue-bid the ace of
hearts, confident that partner would not assume
diamonds were now agreed as trumps. When
she heard a spade cue-bid opposite, she leapt
to 6♣, a denomination that Senior was happy

to accept. An overtrick was made after a heart
lead.

At the other table, the Precision Club auc-
tion by Gu and Zhang was less successful: 1♣
– 2♦ – 3♣ – 3♦ – 3NT – 4♦ – 4♥ – 4♠ – 5♦.
Zhang bid her diamonds three times and the
club fit was missed.

In the Open final Jason and Justin Hackett
bid 1♣ – 1♦ – 3♣ – 4NT – 5♣ – 6♣. In the
Seniors final, the USA’s Baze and Milner went
one down in 6NT.

� Awards: 6♣ (10), 6♦ (6), games (4), 7♣/
6NT (3).

Beat today’s
experts

Bidding problems on page 1 of the pull-out at the centre of the magazine
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David Bird

N
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♠ Q J 5 3 ♠ A K 10
♥ K 9 ♥ A Q J 8 5 3
♦ K J 6 2 ♦ 7 5
♣ 10 6 3 ♣ A K

N
W    E

S

♠ A Q J ♠ K 4
♥ 9 ♥ A 8 4
♦ K Q J 10 3 2 ♦ 8
♣ 8 7 6 ♣ A K J 10 5 4 2

N
W    E

S

We continue with a look at the slam bidding of

In this article all the deals will come from the
2008 World Mind Sports Games (formerly the
Olympiad), where the England teams per-

We will look next at the semi-final of the
Under-21 event, where England defeated

West East
Townsend Gold
Pass 2♣
2♦ 2♥
2NT 3NT
6NT

West North East South
Senior Dhondy

1♣ Pass
1♦ Dble 3NT Pass
4♦ Pass 4♥ Pass
4♠ Pass 6♣

West North East South
T. Paske Jiang Jones Dong       
1♠ Pass 2♥ Pass
3♥ Pass 3NT Pass
4♣ Dble Rdble Pass
4♥
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Tips to remember
• When a major suit has been agreed, it

is not very useful to suggest 3NT as an
alternative contract. Instead, you should
use the ‘Serious 3NT’ to indicate slam
potential. When instead you simply cue-
bid, you admit to a control but deny
extra strength.

• The safest time to compete against a
Multi 2♦ is on the first round, when
the opponents are not in a playable
contract. Enter with a double on 12-15
balanced, or on any strong hand that
can control the bidding later.

• To reach the top in this game, you
must put in some hard work. Gold and
Townsend bid many hundreds of
potential slam hands in preparation
for Beijing and this paid wonderful
dividends.

4. Game All. Dealer East.

6. N/S Game. Dealer South.

England faced France in the final of the
Under-21 championship. Rob Myers began
with a standard transfer bid to show his five-
card spade suit. The 2NT continuation was
not a limit bid, as you might imagine, but a
second transfer bid to indicate a club suit
(clever stuff!)

Ben Paske showed his club support and
Myers then invited a slam with his splinter bid
of 4♦. The East hand could hardly have been
more suitable, with nothing wasted in dia-
monds.

Paske continued with RKCB (safe, because
he could sign off in 5♠ if West held only two

key cards) and the excellent club slam was bid.
LeBatteux and L’Huissier, for France, were

also using 2NT as a forcing continuation but
1NT – 2♥ – 2♠ – 2NT – 3♠ – 4♠ failed to hit
the jackpot.

� Awards: 6♣ (10), 6♠ (8), 5♠/4♠ (5),
5♣ (4), grand slams (2), 3NT (1).

The England Women’s team welcomed back
former world champions, Sally Brock and
Nicola Smith. How well they played! The
Chinese South opened a Multi on this deal
from the final and Brock doubled, showing
12-15 balanced or a strong shapely hand.
North redoubled, asking partner to show her
suit, and Smith passed for the moment. When

2♠ ran back to her, she doubled for take-out.
Her subsequent 3♠ asked for a spade stopper
initially. The retreat to 4♦ denied one and
RKCB then discovered three key-cards. 5NT
asked for specific kings; Brock would have
responded 6♣ with the king of clubs and a
grand slam would have been reached.

Only one of the other five East-West pairs
managed to reach 6♦: Abe and Ino for the
Japan Seniors.

� Awards: 6♦ (10), 7♦ (7), 6NT/6♥ (5),
games (4).

♠ ♥ ♦ ♣

I make no apology for the fact that our experts
scored a wonderful 60 out of 60, depriving
you of the chance to beat them. They are
among the best players in the world, as their
gold and silver medals prove. Well played,
indeed!

♠ 6 5 3 ♠ A
♥ A J 4 ♥ K Q 3 2
♦ A K 10 3 ♦ Q 9 8 7 4
♣ 10 9 3 ♣ A Q 6

N
W    E

S

West East
Myers B. Paske

1NT
2♥ 2♠
2NT 3♣
4♦ 4NT
5♦ 6♣

♠ A 10 9 6 4 ♠ K Q 7
♥ A 8 3 ♥ K Q
♦ Q ♦ 6 5 3
♣ K J 10 9 ♣ A Q 8 3 2

N
W    E

S

♠ Void ♠ J 8 3 2  
♥ A K J 9 2 ♥ 8 6 5 4
♦ A 9 4 ♦ K 8 7
♣ A K Q 4 2 ♣ 9 6

5. N/S Game. Dealer East. At five of the six tables in the finals, the bid-
ding began 1♥ – 2♥ (at the sixth table, West
for the Chinese women opened a Precision
1♣). Three Wests rebid 3♠, showing the void,
but only Fantoni of the Italian open team was
willing to cue-bid his ♦K on such a weak
hand. Justin Hackett signed off in 4♥, ending
the auction, as did Baze for the USA Seniors
with the same result.

Dhondy-Senior followed the splendid and
highly commendable path: 1♥ – 2♥ – 6♥.
Well bid! I like also the start of the auction by
the Japan seniors, Ohno and Yamada: 1♥ –

2♥ – 3♣ – 3♥ – 3♠. After his sign-off, Yamada
can surely cue-bid 4♦ now. No, he ended the
auction with 4♥. The Chinese women, Gu and
Zhang, also stopped in 4♥.

In the Good Old Days, which some of us
remember fondly, nearly everyone would have
opened 2♣ on those West cards. Nowadays,
players appreciate how important it can be to
name a suit before intervention comes.

� Awards: 6♥ (10), 7♥ (6), 4♥ (4).

N
W    E

S

When you have finished reading this magazine,
if you don’t want to keep it, please recycle it.

West East
Nunes Fantoni

Pass
1♥ 2♥
3♠ 4♦
6♥

West North East South
Brock Sun Smith Wang      

2♦
Dble Redble Pass 2♠
Pass Pass Dble Pass
3♦ Pass 3♠ Pass
4♦ Pass 4NT Pass
5♣ Pass 5NT Pass
6♦
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The 2NT bid was meant to show a good
heart raise with four trumps. At least the
second part was correct! Accurately, Selway
started with the ace of spades and switched
to the seven of diamonds, taken in dummy
with the eight. Declarer was fearful of West
winning a heart trick and giving East a
diamond ruff. Nevertheless, he led the ten of
hearts in the hope of a cover from East.
Espen Erichsen played low smoothly, so
declarer followed his original plan and rose
with the ace, ending one down.

At the other table the contract was the same
but West led a club, so declarer had the
luxury of the correct per-
centage play in trumps
for only one loser.

It is unfortunate that
after England’s tremen-
dous success in Beijing,
where we sent five teams
with thirty players, just
four of them were in the
first division of the
Premier League and
fifteen in the second.
Also, for next season two
of the three pairs who
won silver in the Open
category in Beijing will
be in the second division

making selection for the Camrose very
difficult.

The clear winners of Division 1 were the
team captained by Nick Irens, who could
not play in the final weekend. Espen

Erichsen, Norman Selway,
David Gold and Tom
Townsend received the
Raymond Brock Trophy
presented by Raymond’s
widow, Sally, and daughter
Briony. Paul Hackett, Tony
Waterlow, Michelle Brun-
ner and John Holland
ended second, 10 VPs
behind the winners.

After a very tight finish,
the winners of Division 2
were Neil Rosen, Martin
Jones, David Price and
Colin Simpson, who re-
ceived the John Arm-
strong Trophy.

These trophies are a
poignant reminder of

how we have lost two true greats of our
game in the past year. �

LIKE the Phoenix rising from the ashes,
the Premier League has had a renaissance
as a way of helping the Selection Com-
mittee pick teams for the Camrose.

Things did not start well, with unhap-
piness among many of the players because
of issues concerning the eligibility of the
participants and the timing of the event
so soon after the Mind Sports Games in
Beijing. However, sixteen teams entered
and played a complete round-robin of
twenty-board matches over two week-
ends in London and Solihull. They then
split into two divisions, and played another
round-robin with a complete carry-
forward. The reward for the two leading
teams in Division 1 was selection for the
Camrose Trophy, assuming they met the
eligibility criteria. The top team in Div-
ision 2 would be promoted for next
year’s event.

Both the Hackett and Irens teams had a
decent carry-forward into the final week-
end, and would probably be in contention
at the end. For Irens, Norman Selway
showed in only the second deal of the first
match that he was ready for battle:

E/W Game. Dealer North. 
♠ K Q 5 3
♥ 10 8 6 3
♦ 10 9 8 5 3
♣ Void

♠ A 10 8 6 2 ♠ J 7 4
♥ 2 ♥ K Q 7
♦ J 7 ♦ 6
♣ K J 6 4 3 ♣ Q 9 8 7 5 2

♠ 9
♥ A J 9 5 4
♦ A K Q 4 2
♣ A 10

West North East South
Selway Allfrey Erichsen Robson

Pass Pass 1♥
1♠ 2NT 3♠ 4NT
Pass 5♦1 Pass 5♥
All Pass

1 3 or 0 key cards

The 2008
Premier League

R
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Colin Simpson

Briony Brock and her mother, Sally, present the Raymond Brock
Trophy to the winners of Division 1: (from the left) Tom

Townsend, David Gold, Norman Selway and Espen Erichsen.

Ph
o
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: 
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U

Division 2 winners (left to right) David Price, Neil Rosen,
Colin Simpson and Martin Jones with the John Armstrong

Trophy presented by EBU Chairman Sally Bugden.
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Ideally situated in the centre of the 
picturesque village of Filzmoos. Short 
level walks to all the village amenities.

Our third season in this excellent family 
run hotel in the beautiful spa town of 
Montecatini.

5* luxury. Walk out of the hotel onto the 
flower filled promenade that stretches 
for nearly five miles along Lake Geneva.

£795 £895 £1295

Bridge Player Maz Lander will be hosting three 
night breaks for intermediate players at Bells.

• Duplicate Bridge • Half Board Plus 
(coffee and sandwiches during play) 

• Sherry Reception on arrival
• Daily sessions 2pm – 5pm, 8pm – 11pm

£185.00 per person for three nights (based on 
2 guests sharing a twin/double room)

Situated within walking distance of the market town
centre, the hotel is able to offer 52 en-suite bedrooms,

many of which are situated on the ground floor (including
two for wheelchair users). The hotel also offers golf,

bowls, tennis and beauty therapy.
Groups, pairs and singles accommodated.

Lords Hill, Coleford, Gloucestershire GL16 8BE
tel: 01594 832583  
fax 01594 832584

email: enquiries@bells-hotel.co.uk
web: www.bells-hotel.co.uk

Book now for
Friday 22nd – Monday 25th May 2009

Bridge Licensed by the EBU

Bridge licensed by the EBU   

Coombe Cross Hotel
Coombe Lane, Bovey Tracey, 
Devon TQ13 9EY
(01626 832476)                     www.coombecross.co.uk

� Comfortable Country Hotel with spectacular  views 
of Dartmoor

� Really delicious food, carefully prepared and courteously 
served. All food is home made.

� Duplicate Bridge sessions directed by the very popular 
Peter Bowles

� Luxury indoor pool, spa, sauna, solarium and fitness suite
� Friendly staff and informal atmosphere
� Master Points and Prizes given each evening

AA�� ETC��

Dates for 2009
Feb 27th – Mar 2nd £175.00 pp
Mar 27th – Mar 30th £185.00 pp
Oct 16th – Oct 19th £185.00 pp
Oct 30th – Nov 2nd £170.00 pp 
Nov 13th – Nov 16th £170.00 pp

June 21st – June 26th £315.00 pp
Dec 27th – Jan 1st 2010 £415.00 pp

Feb09 adverts backup.qxd  16/1/09  9:45 am  Page 18
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With eight tricks on top it seems that
you must decide between playing on hearts,
and risk finding West with a five card
diamond suit or take a simple club finesse
hoping West has the queen. You could also
cash some, or all, of your spade winners
aiming to get some vital information
although discards from dummy are none
too comfortable.

The first declarer was conscious of the
two five-card suits on view and decided
that the theory of symmetry suggested
West probably had one too. So he took the
club finesse and landed his contract.

At the opposite table West decided that
this might be the
moment for a little
fine-tuning and led . . .
the two of diamonds.
Although the partner-

ship arrangement was fourth highest,
there seemed to be some merit in a small
degree of deception. Of course, it was not
possible to foresee any great advantage in
this ploy but it didn’t look likely to do any
harm either. After all, the acid test was
whether West’s shenanigans would be
likely to mislead his partner to the
detriment of the defence, and since East
was marked with something close to zilch
the answer had to be: ‘No, it wouldn’t.’

Obviously declarer didn’t have to believe
that West had led from a four-card suit
since there was no law that decreed this
was de rigueur, but it was obviously a
factor that had to be considered. Delaying
the decision for the moment, he tried the
effect of cashing his spade winners but
West calmly discarded a small heart and a
small club. Eventually declarer decided that
playing on hearts was a better bet than
finessing West for the queen of clubs.
Perhaps the two of diamonds played its
part – we’ll never know for sure – but at
least the score was no longer in doubt.

Minus 100, unlucky!
There is another situation where a

smidgen of fine-tuning stands to reap a
rich reward:

E/W Game. Dealer South. Pairs.
♠ J 3
♥ K 7 4
♦ Q 6 2
♣ A Q J 8 4

♠ A K Q 10 5 ♠ 8 6 4
♥ J 9 6 3 ♥ Q 10 8 5 2
♦ Void ♦ J 10 4
♣ 9 5 3 2 ♣ 10 7

♠ 9 7 2
♥ A
♦ A K 9 8 7 5 3
♣ K 6

The popular contract was 5♦ by South
after West had overcalled in spades. In
most cases this resulted in a fairly routine
+ 400. West took his two spade tricks and
declarer collected the rest. However, at one
table East saw the possibility of misleading
declarer without it having any ill effects on
his partner. All that was needed was a spot
of fine-tuning; so he petered in spades
(the eight followed by the four) ostensibly
showing a doubleton. West, naturally, con-
tinued with a third spade and, not wishing
to be overruffed, declarer called for dum-
my’s queen of trumps. When East innocent-
ly followed with the six of spades, declarer
gave him a suspicious look, then pondered
deeply over how to play the trumps.

The two of diamonds was followed by
the four and, after an agonising trance when
it seemed as though the world stood still,
declarer, with a shrug of his shoulders,
played a very hesitant ace.The scam had
worked and the ironclad contract was
defeated. �

ONCE the auction is over and the
information thus generated has been fully
digested, the defenders have to rely on
their carding methods – true or false – to
maximise their strategy against declarer.
Most of the time they will favour true
cards, so that they keep one another in the
picture and make it easier to plot declarer’s
demise Indeed, it is fair to say that a careful
defender’s nightmare is to be partnered by
a player who wallows in a maze of false
cards for no apparent reason.Declarer is
seldom disadvantaged while the other
defender is left regretting that he was not
blessed with the powers of Mystic Meg!

So, if we accept that
there are some good
moments to be a little
economical with the
truth, what are they?
In a nutshell, whenever you are fairly sure
that it won’t direct your partner down the
wrong path; then, at least, a little fine-
tuning may well be in order.

Let’s look at a couple of deals:

Game All. Dealer East. Teams.
♠ J 10
♥ K Q J 7 5
♦ 10 9 4
♣ K J 6

♠ 8 7 4 ♠ 9 5 2
♥ A 6 ♥ 9 8 4 2
♦ A Q 8 5 2 ♦ J 7
♣ Q 3 2 ♣ 10 9 7 5

♠ A K Q 6 3
♥ 10 3
♦ K 6 3
♣ A 8 4

After South has bid his spades and North
his hearts, South plays in 3NT and receives
the lead of the five of diamonds.

Deception
in defence

F
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Freddie North

The time to mislead partner
is when his actions cannot

jeopardise the defence  

1 + 2 Tables at home
info see www.scorer123.com
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Mike Swanson Presents

DIAMOND BRIDGE

* operated by Northenden Travel ATOL3042
** payments to Northenden Travel ABTA56434, agents for P&O and Fred Olsen

Bridge licensed by the EBU

Our prices are inclusive of bridge costs.

Santorini
5th May - 14 nights - from £1096 half-board

Our first visit to this spectacular Greek island, with dramatic
mountains, deep clear dark blue sea and memorable
sunsets. Flights from Gatwick & Manchester. * 

The Sunny Mediterranean
1st June - 14 nights - from £1543

A “cruise without flights” aboard P&O’s luxurious Oriana
from Southampton to Praia da Rocha, Barcelona,
Villefranche, Genoa, Civatavecchia (for Rome), Sardinia &
Gibraltar. ** 

Waterways of the Tsars
17th July - 12 nights -from £2508

A Russian river cruise aboard Viking Surkov from St
Petersburg to Moscow, with 3 days in each city. 10 guided
excursions are included in the price. Flights from Heathrow,
Manchester, Birmingham & Edinburgh. *

Round Britain Cruise
5th September - 9 nights - from £1086

Join us on Fred Olsen’s Balmoral from Dover to Invergordon,
Kirkwall (Orkneys), Tobermory (Mull), Dublin, Falmouth &
St Peter Port (Guernsey). **

Skiathos
18th September - 14 nights - from £935 half-board
Our 2008 holiday to this tiny island with 60 palm-fringed
sandy beaches was so successful that we just had to return.
Flights from Gatwick & Manchester. *

Corfu
2nd October - 14 nights - from £1045 half-board

The Corfu Chandris, always popular with our clients, now
has a large new outdoor pool set in the grounds. It is right
by the sea amidst extensive gardens and is just a short ride
from Corfu Town. Flights from Gatwick, Manchester,
Birmingham & Bristol. * 

Ancient Wonders
23rd October - 13 nights - from £1555

A fly-cruise aboard Thomson Celebration from Corfu to
Piraeus (for Athens), Kusadasi (for Ephesus), Rhodes,
Antalya, Limassol, Ashdod (for Jerusalem), Suez Canal, 
Port Sokhna (for Cairo), Eilat, Aqaba (for Petra) & Sharm 
El Sheikh. Flights from Gatwick, Manchester, Birmingham 
& Bristol. *

Diamond Bridge
The Cheshire Travel Centre, 

268 Finney Lane, Heald Green, Cheshire SK8 3QD
email: info@diamondbridge.co.uk   www.diamondbridge.co.uk

Tel: 01928 790080  Fax: 0161 437 0212

FOR THE BEST

JOHN BEARD
BRIDGE HOLIDAYS

� � � � � � � � 

� � � � � � � � 

Stoke Vaults, 33 Waterloo Street, PLYMOUTH, PL1 5RP
TEL & FAX: (01752) 565593

Mobile 07815 634090
Email: johnbeardholiday@aol.com
Website: www.jbbridgeholidays.co.uk

MASTER POINTS
BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU

FEBRUARY 20TH TO 23RD   
SWINDON MARRIOTT HOTEL

£198.00  3 Nights full board
£15 Single room supplement.

MARCH 6TH TO 8TH 
KINGSTON LODGE HOTEL, Kingston Upon Thames.

£169.00 Full board  No single room supplement 

MARCH 13TH TO 15TH        
RAMADA JARVIS HOTEL

REDBOURN NEAR HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 
£179.00 Full board  No single room supplement

MARCH 27TH TO 30TH 
HUNTINGDON MARRIOTT HOTEL

£179.00 2 Nights Full Board 
£198.00 3 Nights full board

£15 Single room supplement.

APRIL 10TH TO 13TH

4 days EASTER BREAK
£269.00 Full board  No single room supplement

MAY 29-31ST
BANK HOUSE HOTEL, WORCESTER,

NO FEAR WEEKEND SIMPLE SYSTEM ONLY.
£169.00 Full board  No single room supplement.

JULY 19TH TO 24TH 
BANK HOUSE HOTEL, WORCESTER,

£299.00 Demi-pension  
No single room supplement.

OCTOBER 16TH TO 18TH 
RAMADA JARVIS HOTEL

REDBOURN NEAR HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 
£179.00 Full board

No single room supplement.

NOVEMBER 13TH TO 16TH 
SWINDON MARRIOTT HOTEL

3 NIGHTS FULL BOARD 
£198.00 3 nights

£15 Single room supplement.

NOVEMBER 20TH TO 22ND 
WEST GRANGE HOTEL

MIDGHAM, NEAR NEWBURY
£179.00 Full board  No single room supplement.
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make a 3♠ splinter bid if Julie rebid 2♥;
however his plans were thwarted when
East leapt to 4♠.

‘What should I do now?’ John thought
to himself. ‘It could be right just to bid 5♥,
but that could be disastrous if Julie’s
hearts are poor. I could just bid 5♦, but
that could be wrong. I know, surely this is
one situation where 4NT isn’t asking for
aces, it must be a general forward-going
bid.’

West then turned to Julie and asked,
‘What is the 4NT?’

‘Well, I don’t think this has ever come up
before, but I can’t imagine John bidding
4NT without intending it to be some form
of Blackwood.’

John did his best to remain straight-
faced, even though he felt a little hurt that
Julie was accusing him of a lack of
imagination.

When Julie bid 5NT
over West’s 5♠, East
turned to John and
asked what her bid
meant, which presented
John with a dilemma: he knew that Julie
was responding to Blackwood but only
through the unauthorised information he
had gained from her answer to the
previous question, so what should he say?
Eventually he decided (rightly) that the
opponents were entitled to know what
Julie intended the bid to mean, even if he
as player had to behave as if he didn’t
know.

‘We play DOPI, so Julie’s 5NT shows
two aces,’ answered John.

Over Julie’s 5NT John decided that 6♦
would surely give her the choice between
the red suits and, with her four-card
support, Julie was happy to pass.

Before West led, John said: ‘I don’t
believe that we have ever discussed the
meaning of 4NT in that situation and so
Julie was wrong to tell you that my bid was
Blackwood. It may or may not have been.’

East and West just looked at each other
and shook their heads, not really under-
standing what John was wittering on about.

West then unwisely led the three of
spades to the first trick
(given East’s leap to
4♠, he could easily have
been giving John a ruff
and discard) rather
than the killing heart

lead. John ruffed in hand, drew two rounds
of trumps and then stopped to take stock of
the situation: he could see that to finesse
twice in hearts gave him a 76% chance of
success, but could he do better? He then
realised that, if East only had hearts and
spades left, he could take the heart finesse
and East would be forced either to return a
heart or give him a ruff and discard.

When East failed to follow to the second
round of clubs, John just played a heart to
the Jack and proceeded to look smug as he
knew he had made his contract.

Julie for once was full of praise. ‘Well
done, partner! What a brilliant idea to bid
4NT when you did and then you played
brilliantly to make your contract. I think
this deserves a celebration, why don’t we
do something special on the 14th?’

‘Good idea; it’s a Saturday, so there must
be a special bridge event somewhere,’
replied John.

Julie just shook her head in despair, in
the realisation that John had probably never
been anybody’s Valentine. �

‘NOW just remind me, this Roman Key-
Card Blackwood, is it forty-one / thirty or
thirty / forty-one?’ asked John.

‘How many times do I have to tell you?’
replied Julie. ‘It’s forty-one / thirty.’

‘And when it is just ordinary Black-
wood?’ asked John.

‘When we haven’t agreed a suit and
when the Blackwood bid wasn’t a jump
(which would by implication agree
partner’s last bid suit),’ replied Julie
angrily. ‘It should be obvious what sort of
Blackwood it is when one of us bids 4NT.’

N/S Game. Dealer North.
♠ 10
♥ A J 10 9 5
♦ K 10 4 2
♣ A 10 3

♠ K 6 4 3 2 ♠ A Q J 9 8 7 5
♥ 4 ♥ K Q 6 2
♦ J 8 ♦ 5
♣ J 8 7 6 5 ♣ 2

♠ Void
♥ 8 7 3
♦ A Q 9 7 6 3
♣ K Q 9 4

West North East South
Julie John
1♥ 4♠ 4NT

5♠ 5NT Pass 6♦
All Pass

When Julie opened 1♥ John worked out
that, after he had responded 2♦, he could

John stands accused

of lack of imagination
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Mike Swanson

The opponents are entitled
to know what a bid

was intended to mean
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HAPPY 95TH BIRTHDAY, JACK!
JACK Spencer has been playing bridge successfully for sixty years,
mostly with his wife, Sonja. He was born on 22nd March 1914, and has
been married to his 86-year-old wife for sixty-two years. In March 2009
Jack will celebrate his 95th birthday – probably playing bridge, as he
still does three or four times a week!

Last November, in a duplicate at the Acol Club where he regularly
partners his son, Richard, there were three generations of Spencers in
action: Jack was playing with his grandson, Harry, and Richard was also playing.

Jack is still upright, alert, and certainly does not look his age. He insists he will still be
playing bridge when he is 100! (David Solomons)
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WINCHESTER HOTEL, WINCHESTER
5th-9th March 2009

Located close to the heart of this historic city, this 4-star hotel offers 71
bedrooms, a health club and an award-winning brasserie and bar. 
Four nights, half board from £283.00. Director Graham Hedley.

METEOR HOTEL, CROATIA
Two breaks: 21st March-4th April & 4th-11th April 2009

Our first visit to this beautiful location on the stunning Dalmatian coast. The hotel
is within easy reach of Makarska with its lively marina, bars, cafés and shops.

Free local drinks (11am-11pm). Two weeks, full board from £899.00, or one week,
full board from £649.00. Director Graham Hedley.

LA QUINTA HOTEL, MENORCA
24 th April-1st May 2009 (Daily seminars)†

Our sixth visit to this luxurious hotel located close to Cuitadella, Menorca’s ancient
Moorish capital. One week, half board from £597.00. Director Andrew Kambites.

HOTEL S’ALGAR, MENORCA
1st-8th May 2009 (Daily seminars)†

Join us for our 11th spring holiday at this popular hotel with its warm and
welcoming atmosphere. Enjoy extensive sports and leisure facilities including

scuba diving, water skiing and snorkelling, or try bowls, archery, tennis and rifle
shooting. One week, full board from £567.00. Director Andrew Kambites.

†Why not book a spring break at both the La Quinta Hotel and the Hotel
S’Algar for only £1017.00 (plus single supplements) – a big saving on

brochure prices.

DURRANT HOUSE HOTEL, BIDEFORD
Two breaks: 31st May-5th June & 19th-24th July 2009

Superbly situated for exploring the region’s magnificent coastline, beaches and
fishing villages. Choice of two five-night breaks, half board, at North Devon’s largest

hotel from £293.00. Director Andrew Kambites.

HOTEL S’ALGAR, MENORCA
2nd-16th October 2009*

With extensive sports and leisure facilities (see May break for details), a great
seafront location and an exciting and innovative bridge programme, it’s the perfect

autumn break. Two weeks, full board from £929.00. Director Graham Hedley.

LA QUINTA HOTEL, MENORCA
16th-23rd October 2009*

Our second October visit to the 5-star La Quinta – voted one of the world’s top
hotels by TUI. One week, half board from £597.00. Director Graham Hedley.
*Why not book a 3-week autumn package at both these hotels for only
£1304.00 (plus single supplements) – a huge saving on brochure prices.  

PESTANA BAY HOTEL, MADEIRA
Two breaks: 16th-23rd November & 23rd-30th November 2009 

(Daily seminars)
Free leisure facilities, gym and outdoor heated pool at this 4-star hotel. Seven

nights, half board from £619.00 or 14 nights, half board from £949.00.
Director Andrew Kambites.

For brochures and booking forms for all our holidays, contact:

FIRST FOR BRIDGE LTD.
4 The Lyes, Congresbury, Bristol BS49 5HF

Telephone: 01934 876500 � Mobile: 07771 901579
E-mail: info@bridge-holidays.com

Keep up to date with all the latest First for Bridge news and our
£100 prize competition by logging on to our web site.

Menorca holidays operated by Celtic Line Travel Ltd, ATOL No: 1772; Croatia and Malta holidays
operated by Saga Holidays Ltd, ATOL No: 0308; Madeira holidays operated by Atlantic Holidays ATOL

No: 2704. Bridge licensed by the EBU

www.bridge-holidays.com

At First for Bridge our objective is to provide unique and enjoyable
holidays for players of all abilities including those who wish to improve.

Bridge is licensed by the EBU and is personally directed by either
Andrew Kambites or Graham Hedley. Duplimated boards are used for

evening sessions, with hand records being available. Bridge fees
included in the prices shown. Master points awarded.

Bridge Breaks and
Holidays in the UK

and Europe

Bridge Breaks and
Holidays in the UK

and Europe

Private Weekends

Would you like to organise a private
weekend away for your bridge club?  

Are you a group organiser looking for
somewhere different to host your bridge 

holiday in 2009?

Hilton Bridge have over 25 years experience
in organising bridge events so you can be assured 

you are in safe hands. We can tailor a weekend just 
for you and offer:

• Expert hosts, professional organisation and 
a friendly atmosphere

• Bridge licensed by the EBU

• A wide choice of 4 & 5 star hotels around the UK

• Full or half board events

Alternatively are you a group who would like to join one 
of our existing weekend events? Book a group of 14 people 

or more on one of our Hilton Bridge weekends and the
organiser stays free.

For further information or to discuss 
your requirements in detail please contact

David Jones on 02476 461511
For a full list of events please visit hilton.co.uk/bridge.
For the new full terms and conditions visit
hilton.co.uk/discoveryweekends or apply in writing to Hilton Special
Events, Hilton Birmingham Metropole, NEC, Birmingham B40 1PP or
by email to uk.specialevents@hilton.com
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king, he would surely have tried the jack
from dummy at trick one. Therefore it
looks most likely that partner began with
A-10-9-x-x or A-10-9-x. If this is the case,
you need to hold on to your hearts.

Now let’s think about spades. The only
time it will cost you to discard a spade is if
declarer holds A-Q-x, in which case he has
nine tricks, so you can afford to throw
one, and partner follows with the king of
diamonds.

A second spade discard looks too risky
since it will give the contract if declarer
began with A-x-x, so you discard a club
and declarer also discards a club. Now for
the first time we can get a piece of infor-
mation from partner. He discards the ♣4.

What do you discard on the fifth
diamond?

This is the position we have reached:

♠ K 10 5 4
♥ J 6
♦ 8
♣ Q

♠ J 8 2
♥ Q 7
♦ — 
♣ 9 3 2

Partner must hold four more hearts and
an ace to defeat the contract. Trust him to
be helping you out with an attitude card.
He must hold the ace of spades and needs
you to guard clubs. Discard a second spade.

This was the full deal:

♠ K 10 5 4
♥ J 6 2
♦ A Q 10 8 3
♣ Q

♠ A 6 ♠ J 9 8 2
♥ A 10 9 8 5 ♥ Q 7 3
♦ K 5 2 ♦ 9 6 
♣ J 10 4 ♣ 9 5 3 2

♠ Q 7 3
♥ K 4
♦ J 7 4
♣ A K 8 7 6

Note that declarer cannot unscramble his
entries, so he had little legitimate chance
for the contract. His best chance was to
cash his long suit, and hope the defence
discarded wrongly.

Heather’s Hints

• Even a very weak hand can have an
important part to play in defence.
On this deal you had to defend very
thoughtfully to beat the contact.

• When searching for the right discard,
go through each suit and work out
if there is any lie of the cards where
it can cost the contract.

• Look at how declarer has played to
your partner’s suit at trick one to
give you some clues. �

E/W Game. Dealer South.
♠ K 10 5 4
♥ J 6 2
♦ A Q 10 8 3
♣ Q

♠ J 9 8 2
♥ Q 7 3
♦ 9 6 
♣ 9 5 3 2

PLAYING teams, South arrives in 3NT
having opened 1NT. North bid Stayman to
check for a spade fit, South responded 2♦,
and North ended the auction with a jump
to 3NT.

West, your partner, leads the ten of
hearts, which is run round to declarer’s
king. Declarer now runs the jack of dia-
monds, partner following with the two; he
then plays another diamond to the queen,
and continues by leading the ace of dia-
monds. What discard do you make?

Unfortunately you will have to make
two discards before you have any help
from partner. Let’s examine what we know
so far.

Starting with hearts, declarer’s 2♦ res-
ponse tells us that partner has four or five
hearts. If declarer had the ace as well as the

Even a weak hand can
have an important part

to play in defence
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Heather Dhondy

A riddle where I am the answer,
So tell me what I am, sir.

Fifty-two’s your due, not less, not more.
Though away go those forever unused.
A sideways glance shows a missing four.
Come; don’t say you’re still bemused!

Observe that ours are never crossed.
Scan the figures till they agree.
Discount the two the hard man’s lost.
Makes forty-two, so plain to see.

by Mike Chanter (solution on page 36)
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Bridge Club
Live!

I WOULD welcome better
coverage of Bridge Club Live
events. Its membership and
range of competitions is greater
than most, if not all, EBU
counties, and deserves more
space. Also there are upwards
of 400 boards dealt every day,
with a wealth of interesting
deals to report. For those of us
who can no longer get to EBU
events, it would provide more
interest in the magazine.

Geoff Fogg, Brockenhurst

We’ll do the best we can, space
permitting.

Alternative
to shuffling

I agree with many others that
shuffling hands is a tiresome
task. I also accept that there
are players who would extract
information from the order in
which the deal was played.

I would rather not belong to
a club whose members indul-
ged in such underhand prac-
tices, but I do appreciate  that
rules must apply to all clubs –
and apparently there are some
clubs who need this law. Why
not instead sort the cards?  It
will have the same effect in
disguising the way the hand
had been played. It will also
save time overall because
players will not have to sort the
hand before playing.

Robert Steel, Salisbury

Tony Philpott of Farnham makes
the same suggestion, adding that
it would also benefit players with
eyesight or arthritis problems.

Climate
change

I WAS very disappointed to see
from the October magazine
that the EBU is sponsoring a
congress in Tenerife, and has
just sponsored another in
Dubrovnik, both destinations
which can only be easily
reached by flying. As you will
be aware, there is now scien-
tific consensus that carbon
emissions have contributed
significantly to climate change
during the last twenty years.

Unfortunately, flying is a
serious contributor to climate
change because one tonne of
CO2 (equivalents) is emitted
per person per flight, on ave-
rage. This compares with the
average of six tonnes of CO2
emitted annually by each
person in the UK through their
personal activities such as
heating their homes, driving,
etc. Flying is therefore a major
source of carbon emissions, to
be avoided as much as possible.

So I am writing to ask that
the EBU ceases to sponsor
bridge events aimed mainly at
UK bridge players, which take
place at destinations that are
only accessible by flying. It
seems quite unnecessary when
there are so many attractive
places to play bridge within
the UK or perhaps on the near
Continent if accessible by rail.

Donald Reid, Watford

Andrew Petrie, Chairman of
the Tournament Committee,
replies: There is a small but
significant demand amongst
our members for the oppor-
tunity to play bridge, organised
by the EBU, in climes warmer
and sunnier than the UK. The
EBU’s current view is that we
should have some events that
meet that need. Individuals can
then make their own decision
on the issue of environmental
impact. I will, however, ensure
that the Tournament Com-
mittee as a whole is aware of
Mr Reid’s views.

Development of Acol
AT one time in the Acol system
it was accepted that, after your
partner had opened one of a
suit, responder could bid
another suit at the two level
with 8 or more high-card
points and four cards in the
suit – except that 2♥ over 1♠
required five cards.

Now it appears that respon-
der needs at least 10 HCP to
bid another suit at the two
level. This means that, if
responder has 8 or 9 points, he
or she can only bid 1NT – as
he or she would also bid with 6
or 7 HCP. This seems a very

unsatisfactory development.
Also, it seems that currently

Acol expects that after respon-
der has bid 1NT, opener should
only rebid his suit if he has six
cards in it. Why not five,
provided the suit has three
honours in it, or at least the
ace-king?

I would welcome an expert
view on these points.

Francis Otway,
Painswick, Stroud

Sally Brock, who has recently
won her third world champion-
ship title, replies on page  29.

I HAVE just played a first-
round match in the NICKO for
which the winners receive 1
Green Point. The problem is
that I, like every other entrant
in 2007 who won at least a first
round match, am still waiting
to receive Green Points for the
2007-8 NICKO. This certainly
means that some people are
waiting for promotion and,
since the NICKO is aimed most
particularly at clubs, these will
be for the more modest but in
many ways more important
rankings.

Why can Points not be
awarded to all teams who lose
their match in a particular
round in any knock-out com-
petition, after the first round,
on the closing date for that
round? There may be an argu-
ment that the points must
count towards totals for, say,
2009 not 2008. In that case the
Points could be credited at the

close of the first round to be
completed in the new year. At
least this way players would
get their Points closer to when
they earn them and not nearly
a year later – in a few cases this
may even mean promotion
before death!

Malcolm Lewis, Faversham

Brian Crack, Vice Chairman of
the Tournament Committee,
replies: The Tournament Com-
mittee is very sympathetic to
the comments Mr Lewis has
made, and discussed the issue at
its last meeting. We are cur-
rently examining ways to main-
tain the integrity of the gold
point scheme and master point
competition while crediting
points at the earliest possible
time. We hope to have a
solution in the near future, so
keep your eye on the Tour-
nament Committee blog on
www.ebu.co.uk.

KO Master Points

THE DECEMBER DEBATE
Thank you for your votes and comments.

Whether to open the major or the minor with 4-4
in the two suits ended up in a draw, with most of
the votes of the ‘Chris / Sally wins the debate by a

mile’ (occasionally a ‘country mile’) variety.
Obviously the topic provoked strong feelings!
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Send your letters to the Editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road,

Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail
elena@ebu.co.uk

(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to

condense letters. Publication does not
mean the EBU agrees with the views

expressed or that the
comments are factually correct.

Jon’s declarer play was similarly
consistently accurate He played
the deal above in 4♠ on a club
lead. Jon won the ace and
played a diamond to his queen.
West won and hastily switched
to ace and another trump,
thinking that Jon had the king
and queen of diamonds, and
desperate to stop ruffs in
dummy. Ten tricks! The IMPs
gained allowed him to win the
Harrogate teams for the third
time. It was the final match of
the day and Jon would accept
no praise for the play, which to
him was automatic.

Jon was an enthusiast who
loved playing bridge. As a
partner, team-mate and friend
especially, I will miss him
tremendously.

Bill Niccol, Liverpool

LETTERS  CONTINUED from page 24

JON would sort his hand in a
jiffy, and never seemed to need
more than a couple of seconds
to select his bid as dealer. By
then he would look to his left.
Only when LHO was ready
would he say: ‘OK?’ and enter
his box. The essence of the
man: a gentleman. He had a
supreme sense of humour.
‘Yes, the game must be very
difficult for you, Bill – at your
age!’ was his frequent jest –
and I loved it.

John’s card play was ex-
emplary. After I misdefended,
Jon told me what I should have
done, then laughed saying:
‘Sorry, possibly I shouldn’t
have mentioned it!’ But how
could he ever cause offence?
He certainly hadn’t! 

Dummy
♠ Q 2
♥ K Q 5 4 3
♦ 5 4
♣ A 7 4 3

Jon
♠ K J 10 9 8 7
♥ A 10
♦ Q 6 2
♣ K 2

social bridge with friends, but
interested enough to progress
to duplicate bridge at a club –
can pick up and comprehend.

Without going into the well-
aired aspects of the EBU’s new
strategy, club players are not
going to be hijacked into mem-
bership of an organisation that
does not seem to address their
level of the game.

David Mullineaux,
Hindhead

Jeremy Dhondy, Chairman of
the Laws & Ethics Committee,
replies: The Laws are designed
for all levels of the game, not
just the higher echelons. For
sure some bits are complicated
but in cricket so is the LBW
law which applies to all forms
of the game, from test matches
to local games on the village
green. We shouldn’t expect our
enthusiastic Club Directors to
instantly assimilate all the new
laws, which is why there is an
EBU training programme and
the far-sighted club will be
sending its Directors on one of
these courses at the club’s ex-
pense (see page 34  for details.)

Mr Mullineaux’ idea of a
simplified Orange Book for
clubs is an excellent one, and
two members of the Laws and
Ethics Committee have already
started work on this. The clubs
are the lifeblood of the EBU,
and I hope that the L&E will
be able to respond to the ideas
of the Club Committee set up
precisely to give clubs a greater
voice.

I AM pleased to see that the
EBU’s ‘vision’ (December issue)
includes ‘Our Clubs’ and ma-
king a commitment to ‘simplify
regulation’. Unfortunately that
ideal seems to be rather remote.
We currently have a new set of
Laws that introduce more lega-
listic verbiage than ever, and an
Orange Book, larger than its
predecessor, that describes ‘EBU
Directives & Permitted Agree-
ments’, the majority of it irre-
levant to normal club practice.

The Laws of the game are
formulated by an international
committee, and are designed
essentially, for a higher level of
competition than club bridge.
It is difficult to get club mem-
bers to volunteer to become
Directors, as they are deterred
largely by the complexity of
the Laws. They are invariably
playing Directors, not non-
playing individuals being paid
for their expertise. This is an
issue the EBU should address.

As regards the Orange Book,
much of it could be abbrevia-
ted – even by page 13 we are
into talk about ‘nebulous clubs’
and ‘phoney clubs’. How many
club members understand this,
or need to? What the average
club player needs, especially if
new to duplicate bridge, is a
straightforward guide with
simple explanations. If the EBU
wish to connect with club
bridge, there is a need to intro-
duce a simplified level of the
Laws, written in plain English,
that a newcomer to the game –
maybe aware of the basics from

A personal view
IN Andrew Robson’s December
article on sacrifices at pairs,
three criteria are given which
must all be satisfied in order
for the sacrifice to be good.
One is that the field must be
bidding the game.

I think this is incorrect. If
the opponents’ game is making,
then it is irrelevant how many
people are bidding the game at
other tables. Once your oppo-
nents have found the making
game, there is now no way for

you to beat those pairs who
stopped in a part-score. Sacri-
fice or not, you will always lose
to them. Therefore, only the
first two criteria should be of
importance: does the game
make, and is your sacrifice good
enough. If no one else bid the
game you cannot improve, but
you should take the sac anyway,
since you can’t lose out either
and it gains for every pair who
does bid the game.
Matthew Johnson, Cambridge

Laws and Regulations

The arguments for opening
the major or the minor when
4-4 are finely balanced; either
can be right. There is a different
approach altogether: open the
stronger suit! You gain when
partner ends up on lead, as
you prefer him to lead your
stronger suit, and also when
partner supports with three
cards, because the 4-3 fit will

be much more comfortable if
you have plenty of high trumps.

Lastly, there's the old adage
about not bidding weak suits
on strong hands. What this
means here is that when you
have plenty of points, you
might be better off in 3NT than
four of your 4-4 major fit when
it is J-x-x-x opposite 9-x-x-x.

Jim Simons, Prestbury  �

My friend, Jon Williams

N
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A different approach
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Cheltenham Bridge
Congress

The Cheltenham Chase Hotel
Shurdington Road

Brockworth 

Friday 1 May 2009
No Fear pairs, 

Men’s, Ladies’ and Mixed pairs

Saturday 2 May 2009
Championship Pairs

Sunday 3 May 2009
Green Pointed Swiss Teams

Full details from and entries to:
Anne Swannell, Stantway House
Westbury-on-Severn, Gloucester

GL14 1QF

01452 760228

Gloucestershire &
Herefordshire

GREEN POINTED WEEKEND

The Larruperz Centre
Ross-on-Wye

Saturday 20 June 2009
Green Pointed Swiss Pairs - 1.00pm

7 x 7-board matches

Sunday 21 June 2009
Green Pointed Swiss Teams - 11.00am

7 x 7-board matches
Duplimated boards throughout

Full details from and entries to:
Mrs S Mathews, Folly Cottage
Little Birch, Hereford HR2 8BD

01981 540274
sarah.mathews@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk CBA, Suffolk CBA, and the EBU present a

GREEN POINTED WEEKEND
at the

Breckland Leisure Centre
Croxton Road, Thetford, Norfolk

on

Saturday 16th May,
Sunday 17th May 2009

Swiss Pairs – Saturday 1pm
Swiss Teams – Sunday 1pm

Entry fees: £44 per pair, £82 per team
7 x 7 board matches
Duplimated Boardds

Refreshments and bar facilities
On-site parking

For further details contact:
Mark Harnden, 11 Carol Close, Stoke Holy Cross

Norwich NR14 8NN
Tel 01508 493048

email mike@harndennorwich.fsnet.co.uk

BEDFORDSHIRE
BRIDGE ASSOCIATION

Invite you and your team mates to play in
two One Day Green pointed Swiss Teams:

Sunday 15th March 2009
Woburn Safari Lodge, Woburn Safari Park,

Woburn MK17 9QN Near J12 M1

Sunday 21st June 2009
Vauxhall Recreation Club, Gypsy Lane, Luton, LU1 3JH

Easy access, near J10 M1, and Luton Parkway Stn.

Both venues provide good parking, on site
refreshments/bar/snacks/hot meals

Seven 7 board matches • computer assignments • duplimated
boards • Level 4 conventions • Direct crediting of master

points • Chief TDs: John Pyner/John Probst

Entry Fees £80 per team, reduced rates for Juniors
Standard prize structure, plus “highest score per round” prizes

Full details from Brian Keable 170 Bideford Green,
Linslade, Beds, LU7 2TS
Tel 01525 377906 

Email BrianKeable@compuserve.com Entries accepted by email
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partnering Heather Dhondy in the match
against North East, and the bidding went:

West North East South
Dhondy Senior

1♥
Pass 1NT Pass 3♦
Pass 4♣ Pass 4NT
Pass 5♦ All Pass

Heather and I were not on the same
wavelength this time. She intended 4♣ as
a cue-bid, and thought 4NT was Roman
Key-Card Blackwood. I took 4♣ as natural
and bid 4NT to play. When she ‘converted’
to 5♦, I stopped and considered that we
might have been in a cue-bidding se-
quence, but since we would be missing a
second-round spade control and partner
had bid only 1NT over my opening, I
decided I didn’t want to go further.

West led the ten of spades to my queen,
I cashed the ace and ruffed a spade. The
jack of hearts lost to the king and West
switched to a club. Diamond to the ace,
heart ruff with the jack, king of clubs
discarding a heart, diamond to the king,
and claim for twelve tricks and +620.

At the other table where Middlesex were
North-South, South was in 6♦. West led
the jack of clubs and declarer had a much
more difficult task. He won and ran the
jack of hearts, losing to the king. The ten
of clubs came back. Had declarer known
that clubs were 3-3 and diamonds 3-2, he
could have drawn three trumps ending in
dummy and ruffed a club, but that would

have been an anti-percentage line. Our
declarer won in hand and tried to establish
the hearts. Unfortunately, they were 5-2
and he was one down.

At the third table the opposition sitting
North-South was in 6♥ minus three, but
at the fourth table they reached 6NT by
South. The ten of spades was led and all
declarer needed was clubs 3-3. So they
were – which meant +1440 and 11 cross-
IMPs overall to North East.

Here is another slam, very well bid by
Sarah Teshome and Richard Winter, who
were representing Yorkshire:

Game All. Dealer South.
♠ K J 10 3 ♠ A Q 8 7 2
♥ Q J 9 7 ♥ A 10 5
♦ Q 4 ♦ A K 9 2
♣ 8 6 3 ♣ Q

West North East South
Winter Teshome

Pass
Pass 1♣ 1♠ Pass
2♣ Pass 4♣ Pass
4♦ Pass 4NT Pass
5♦ Pass 6♠ All Pass

The 2♣ was an Unassuming Cue-bid – a
good raise to at least 2♠; 4♣ was a Splinter,
and now comes the key bid of 4♦. Winter
knew his hand was worth a lot, opposite a
slam try with short clubs and although in
the system he was showing a diamond
control, he chose a small lie to get across
the fact that he liked his hand. Teshome
took control and bid the slam. True, the
heart finesse needed to work but, after all,
North had opened the bidding. Well
judged, Richard and Sarah! �

ONE of the best events in England is
undoubtedly the Tollemache Cup, the
inter-county championship for teams of
eight. All the counties are represented in
this competition, consisting of a qualify-
ing round in November and a final in
February. The teams in the qualifier are
divided into groups, playing a complete
round robin, aiming to finish in the top
two places in order to reach the final.
Every match is played at four tables (four
pairs per team). At the end, each pair
scores up with the two other pairs who are
part of their team and were sitting in the
opposite direction. The result of the
match is determined by the cumulative
number of IMPs scored in all mini-
matches, converted into victory points of
the scale of 20:0.

This year’s Tollemache qualifier was held
in Hinckley on 29th and 30th November.
Thirty-seven English counties and two
Welsh areas sent their best pairs to
compete and the field was divided into
four groups – three of nine and one of ten
teams. The teams that went through are
Middlesex, Gloucestershire, Cambs and
Hunts, East Wales, Berks and Bucks, Kent,
Yorkshire and Warwickshire.

This is an interesting board that resulted
in a negative score for the Middlesex team
of which I was part:

N/S Game. Dealer South.
♠ 3 2
♥ J
♦ J 8 4 3
♣ A K 7 6 5 2

♠ 10 9 5 ♠ K J 8 7 4
♥ K 10 7 4 3 ♥ 9 8
♦ 9 5 ♦ 10 7 6
♣ J 10 9 ♣ Q 4 3

♠ A Q 6
♥ A Q 6 5 2
♦ A K Q 2
♣ 8

At one of the tables, I was sitting South
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Tollemache
Qualifier

Nevena Senior

Richard Winter
N
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The latest version of Blue Chip Bridge now includes
Hindsight, a unique feature which tells you if you
could have done better during the play of the cards...
and then shows you what you should have done !

• Includes Acol, 5-card Majors and Standard 
English bidding systems

• Excellent practice and tuition features to sharpen 
up your game

• The ideal bridge program for players at all levels

DOWNLOAD A FREE DEMO VERSION FROM OUR WEBSITE 

For further information
please contact:

BLUE CHIP BRIDGE LTD
P O Box 167

Waltham Cross
Herts EN7 5GB

(tel. 01992  636074)

www.bluechipbridge.co.uk

Cost £65 (inclusive of postage & packing)

“The best available software...will certainly give you
a good game...good fun and excellent value”

Andrew Robson – British International

"The best program for Acol players"
Zia Mahmood

The Intelligent Bridge Program

WIN WINE AND
CHAMPAGNE

Sherry reception, bridge room soft drinks, 
Farewell buffet, free secure parking.

EASTER 10-13/14 APRIL
SPRING BH 22-25/6 MAY
Db&b £180/210 no s. supp.

Bridge licensed by the EBU (Partners not provided)

COVENTRY HILTON
0247-684-1018 (Weekdays 09.00 - 17.00)

Crantock Bay Hotel 2009

Special Offer – Book your 2009 Bridge Holiday
before the end of March and receive a 10% discount

• Prizes in the absence of Master Points!
• Champagne Reception on arrival

• Exclusive use of non-smoking Bridge Room
overlooking the sea

• No single room supplement
• Non-bridge playing partners welcome

• New beauty treatment room

a very special place all year round...
Crantock Bay Hotel, West Pentire, Crantock, Cornwall TR8 5SE
Tel: (01637) 830229  Fax: (01637 831111)
e-mail: stay@crantockbayhotel.co.uk
www.crantockbayhotel.co.uk HotelBridge licensed by the EBU

14th - 19th March - BEGINNERS Bridge Break
19th-24th March - Normal Friendly House Party 
31st Aug - 5th Sept - IMPROVERS Bridge Break
5th - 10th Sept - Normal Friendly House Party
All hosted by Chris Burkitt.

Latona Leisure Hotels

Bridge Breaks 2009 
Hosted by David and June Brown

THE COMMODORE  HOTEL
29TH MARCH 2009 - 4 NIGHTS £250PP

YOUR 4 NIGHT BRIDGE BREAK INCLUDES

high tea on arrival and four 
nights full board.

COMMODORE:
01934 415778

LIMPLEY STOKE:
01225 723333

LEIGH PARK:
01225 864885

WEBBINGTON: 
01934 750100

To book your 4 night Bridge Break please
phone the hotel of your choice quoting

‘David Brown’s Bridge Break’.
Master Points Awarded      Bridge licensed by the EBU

Visit our website www.latonahotels.co.uk 

REDUCE THE COST OF
YOUR POSTAGE

Postage stamps for sale at 90% of
face-value (all mint with full gum).

Values supplied in 100s,
higher values available as well as 
1st and 2nd class. Value may be

provided by two stamps, e.g. 100
1st class = (100 x 34) + (100 x 2).

� / Fax
020 8422 4906

or e-mail clive.goff@
londonrugby.com
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Option 2
If you were playing five-card majors

with a 15-17 NT, it is usual that a simple
no-trump rebid would show a hand too
weak to open 1NT (though the French
play this differently), i.e. 12-14 points.
And a 3NT rebid would show 18-19
points. Well, if partner is going to rebid
2NT with 12 points, then you need 11 to
bid at the two level, so the 1NT response
can be up to 2 full points more than in
standard Acol.

However, note further that if you bid at
the two level with 11 points and partner
rebids 2NT, you don’t know whether he
holds 12 or 14, so have to guess whether or
not to raise him. This is why some people
like to play the two-over-one response as
game-forcing.

Why play in 2NT?

I can see that many Acol players would
be uncomfortable with perhaps being in
3NT with only a combined 23 points.
There are several conventions in use in
this country that really home in on
precise point count. Some people like to
play that a 2♠ response to 1NT shows 11
points, while a 2NT response shows 12.
There is another convention, I believe,
whereby a 2♣ response to a 1NT
opening asks whether opener holds 12,
13 or 14 points.

Popular as these conventions may be,
they are not really what the game is about,
particularly at teams. Who wants to play
in 2NT? Sometimes hands fit well and you
can make 3NT with 23 points and some-
times you will go down when you have 27.
Sometimes the opposition will find the
wrong lead and you will make the game
when you shouldn’t. Sometimes 2NT will
go down so it doesn’t much matter that
you were a level too high. I hate playing in
2NT. On the few occasions that I end up
there, I always seem to make nine or more

tricks. I would be delighted to have no
invitational bid in my armoury. When
partner opens a weak no-trump I will pass
on poor 11-counts (partner is much more
likely to make 1NT than 2NT), and raise to
3NT the rest of the time.

Mixing and matching
doesn’t work

Now, one thing that is happening at my
club is that people are trying to mix and
match, and it doesn’t work. I see people
who, playing Acol, respond 1NT with 10
or 11 points, and are then surprised when
they miss game. Playing Acol, if you open
1♠ and partner responds 1NT, it is gen-
erally right to pass with 15 or 16 points.
The most partner will have is a poor 9 and,
yes, you may occasionally miss game when
he has 9 and you have 16, but you can’t win
’em all. At least you will stay comfortably
low when he has only 6. However, if you
start responding 1NT with various 10 and
11-point hands, you will start missing
some easy games.

Rebidding your suit

Whatever your basic method, it is normal
to prefer to raise partner’s major initially
with three-card support and a ruffing
value (playing five-card majors you would
generally raise on 4-3-3-3 hands too). So
rebidding a suit over a 1NT response shows
a six-card suit as you may well be facing a
singleton. When opener is minimum with
a 5-4-2-2 (or even 5-4-3-1) shape he should
think carefully before bidding over the 1NT
response, particularly playing a strong no-
trump when there is a possibility that
partner might make an unwelcome rebid
such as 2NT. �

WHEN I started to play bridge, thirty-five
years or so ago, apart from various strong
club systems, most people’s idea of a
natural system was Acol with four-card
majors and a weak no-trump, pretty much
like the Standard English we know these
days. Nowadays, however, a lot of tourna-
ment players have taken leaves from their
American counterparts’ books and play
five-card majors with a strong no-trump.
What is often not understood by club
players is that you can’t pick and choose
bits from one system and add it to another
(or at least not the essential bits anyway).
Let me show you what I mean.

Comparing methods

Take a simple bidding sequence:

1♠ 2♦
2NT

Option 1
If you were playing old-fashioned Acol

the 1♠ opening could be a four-card suit,
and the 2NT rebid would show a stronger
hand than an opening 1NT, i.e. 15+
points. Therefore it was reasonable for the
two-level response to be made with 8 or 9
points, because in that case (with a little
luck) 2NT would not be too high. More
modern thinking has suggested that, since
after the two-level response we are nearly
in the game zone, if we just make the
initial two-level response a little stronger
(say 9+), then we would have at least 24
HCPs between the two hands which, with
some optimism, might be enough for
game. Therefore we can play the 2NT
rebid as forcing.

All this means that a 1NT response can
be up to a poor 9 points (one without
huge intermediates or a five-card suit).
With a singleton spade you might under-
bid a little in order to make a bid that
partner can pass.
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Sally Brock

The development

of Acol
Thanks to Francis Otway of Stroud whose letter to

English Bridge (page 24) prompted this article
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EBU NewsCALENDAR
OF EVENTS

� FEBRUARY 2009
15 G.W. Arnott-Davidson 

Trophy Qualifier
London, Sheffield

20-22 Junior Camrose weekend
Northern Ireland

27-1 Mar Spring Congress
Harrogate

� MARCH 2009
2-6 WBU St David’s Day

Sim Pairs
Clubs

6-8 Camrose final weekend
Oxford

7-8 Ranked Masters Pairs
Hinckley

12-22 (American Spring 
Nationals)
Houston

14 Manchester One-day 
GP event

14-15 Wiltshire One-day 
GP events

14-15 Leicestershire One-day 
GP events

14-15 London One-day GP events
15 Bedfordshire One-day

GP event
15 Merseyside One-day

GP event
20-22 Cumbria Congress

Windermere
22 National Pairs

Regional Finals
Bradford, Bristol, Solihull, 
Leatherhead, Peterborough

28 Young Bridge Challenge 
(inc. Schools Cup)
Loughborough

29 Portland Pairs
Various

29-30 Isle of Man Congress
Isle of Man

� APRIL 2009
3-5 Cornwall Congress

Falmouth
3-5 Norfolk Congress

Kings Lynn
10 G.W. Arnott-Davidson 

Trophy Final
London

10-11 Under-25 Pairs
London

10-12 Baker Tilly Northern
Easter Festival
Buxton

10-13 Baker Tilly Easter Festival
London

11 Under-19 Pairs Final
London

14-16 BGB Spring Sim Pairs
Clubs

17-19 Lady Milne Trophy
Republic of Ireland

17-19 Devon County Congress
Torquay

18-19 Portland Bowl Finals
London

18-9 Shropshire Congress
Shrewsbury

20 Hubert Phillips Bowl 
Closing Date
Matches played privately

24-3 May Lambourne Festival
Jersey

25-26 National Pairs Final
Hinckley

OUR next Club Committee
meeting is on 19th January
when this issue of English
Bridge will have already gone
to print. However, I know that
our club reps have been
contacting all the clubs in their
regions and we look forward
to hearing their feedback in
this, our first Club Committee
consultation. We look forward
to welcoming Tim Johnson,
our new Midlands
representative to that meeting.

The Scams and Avoidances
Working Group will be
reporting back at our next
BUMP (Universal
Membership Project Board)
meeting on 13th February.
BUMP will also be addressing
any feedback from the Club
Committee that pertains to the
practical implementation of
universal membership through
Pay to Play. Aylesbury are
developing the systems and
processes for Pay to Play and
will be entering into the first
testing stage with clubs in
Spring 2009. We have set up a
working group, headed up by
John Carter, to develop the
National Rating Scheme, while
Aylesbury and the EBU Board
continue to work on a package
of benefits for our affiliated
clubs.

As well as the above, there are
references throughout this issue
of English Bridge to aspects of
‘Bidding for the Future’, our
business strategy document.
You will note that Andrew
Petrie (page 32) has asked you
to take part in the on-line
tournament survey – please do!
– and Jeremy Dhondy refers to

UNIVERSAL MEMBERSHIP

AND STRATEGY PLAN UPDATE

by Sally Bugden

work being undertaken by the
Laws and Ethics Committee on
simplified regulations in his
response to a letter on page 25.

One of our commitments on
Education is being fulfilled: we
have received permission from
the ACBL to use their on-line
teaching program. We are
working with Fred Gitelman,
the author of that program, to
alter it to Standard English. We
hope to have this freely
available on our website in the
summer of 2009.

We are in the process of
addressing organisational
development through charity
registration and the
constitutional changes required
to achieve this. This work is on-
going and we will be updating
the shareholders on a time-
table to achieve this goal at
their next meeting in March.
We are also investigating one

member one vote, through
research into organisations
similar to ourselves.

We have developed a
‘Declaration of Interest’ policy
for our Selection Committee
to assist them with the work
they undertake for us. This is
the beginning of an extensive
code of practice which we
hope to develop over the next
few months to help all our
volunteers at national level.

And finally, we have been
active at a parliamentary level
to demonstrate the benefits
that bridge can bring to society
as a whole. Unfortunately the
copy dates of this issue
conspire against us to provide
you with any further
information, but we hope to
have more to report in the
April issue.

Until then, enjoy your
bridge . . . �

The EBU and BRIDGE OVERSEAS

ANDALUSIA CONGRESS
8 – 13 October 2009

Iberostar Islantilla, Huelva, Andalusia

Bridge details: 
EBU Competitions Dept
� 01296 317203/19

For travel and 
accommodation:

BRIDGE OVERSEAS
FREEPHONE 0800 0346 246

Bridge fees:

£110
per player
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 – Beat today’s experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

Beat today’s experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

�

February 2009
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All ♠ A K 10
Dealer West ♥ A Q J 8 5 3 

♦ 7 5
(Gold) ♣ A K

2. N/S Game ♠ K 4
Dealer East ♥ A 8 4    

♦ 8          
(Dhondy) ♣ A K J 10 5 4 2

3. N/S Game ♠ Void
Dealer West ♥ A J 8 5 3

♦ A 6 5 3   
(Jones) ♣ A Q 10 4

4. Game All ♠ K Q 7
Dealer East ♥ K Q

♦ 6 5 3        
(Ben Paske)  ♣ A Q 8 3 2

5. N/S Game ♠ J 8 3 2
Dealer East ♥ 8 6 5 4

♦ K 8 7
(Fantoni) ♣ 9 6

6. N/S Game ♠ A
Dealer South ♥ K Q 3 2  

♦ Q 9 8 7 4
(Smith) ♣ A Q 6
*South opens a Multi 2♦, 
and rebids 2♠ if possible. 

Did you beat the experts? – Pages14-15

February 2009
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All ♠ Q J 5 3
Dealer West ♥ K 9

♦ K J 6 2
(Townsend) ♣ 10 6 3

2. N/S Game ♠ A Q J
Dealer East ♥ 9

♦ K Q J 10 3 2      
(Senior) ♣ 8 7 6

3. N/S Game ♠ A Q 10 4 3
Dealer West ♥ K 9 4

♦ J 10 9 7 2
(Tom Paske) ♣ Void 

4. Game All ♠ A 10 9 6 4
Dealer East ♥ A 8 3

♦ Q
(Myers) ♣ K J 10 9

5. N/S Game ♠ Void
Dealer East ♥ A K J 9 2    

♦ A 9 4           
(Nunes)  ♣ A K Q 4 2

6. N/S Game. ♠ 6 5 3
Dealer South ♥ A J 4     

♦ A K 10 3
(Brock) ♣ 10 9 3
*South opens a Multi 2♦, 
and rebids 2♠ if possible. 

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 14-15
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EBU OFFERS

� 01296 397851 / 317200
E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

Prices do not include p&p.
Offers end 28th February 2009.

EBU OFFERS

� 01296 397851 / 317200
E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

Prices do not include p&p.
Offers end 28th February 2009.

Superluxe Cards

EBU 0051 £13.46 per dozen packs
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Black Club Table

£54.76 each

POST
FREE!

EBU Diary Really Easy Books  

Buy one, get
2nd for

£5£2
Half Price!

POST

FREE!
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Coaching the Thais
The English did not go to the Mind Sports Games in Beijing just to play bridge,

but also to teach it. Marc Smith had a challenging role as bridge coach to two of
the Thai teams, and points out some valuable lessons. 

I ARRIVED in Bangkok in July, which gave
us less than three months before the Beijing
Bridge Games in October. I was officially
coach to two teams, the Open and the
Under 28s, and each presented a different
challenge.

The Open team had some experience of
major events, most of them having played
in the World Junior Championships in the
recent past, and at least their card play was
fairly sound. Their bidding certainly
needed work, though. Unfortu-
nately, the limited time available
meant we were stuck with the
basic methods they were already
using – two pairs playing steam-
age Standard American and the
third using a more-or-less un-
playable system they had invented
themselves. There were advantages
to this, though, since they were
likely to create some random
results, which was potentially
useful against the better teams in
our group in Beijing.

For the most part, I concen-
trated on identifying bidding situations
that they had not discussed, such as how
to defend against a Multi or getting them
to understand the differences in approach
needed when the opponents opened with
different no-trump ranges. We also did
some work aimed at improving compe-
titive bidding and high-level decisions in
general.

Problems of various sorts

The gaps in the U-28s’ game were at a
much more fundamental level. For ex-
ample, one pair had picked up the idea of
playing 1♥ – 3♥ and 1♠ – 3♠ as pre-
emptive, which is fine in a five-card major
system. However, when you do this you
also have to play something like Bergen
Raises so that you still have a way to bid a
hand worth an invitational raise. They had
decided they didn’t want to do this and so,
when they had an invitational raise, they
were simply guessing whether to raise to

the two level or the four level. The first
time I watched another pair play, they had
an auction that began 1♥ – 2NT – 3♦
where 2NT was a game-forcing heart
raise. Unfortunately, one member of the
partnership was playing 3♦ as showing a
shortage and the other thought it showed
a suit. These were really basic funda-
mentals that needed to be sorted out, and
there were plenty of other similar
problems.

Of course, there was also a language
problem, since my Thai was almost non-
existent and their English was poor at
best. We had plenty of helpers, though,
and they were able to translate for me, but
that did not really help to overcome the
other problem: culture. Asians generally
are famed for their inscrutability, and the
Thais in particular are totally non-
confrontational. The upshot of this is that
when you explain something to them they
have a tendency to just smile and nod,
leaving you with no clue whether they
have understood. They simply will not say
‘Can you explain that again’ or ‘I don’t
understand’. Indeed, it took me six weeks
to get one pair to change their opening
1NT range from an unplayable 15-18 to a
normal 15-17, and I still have no idea
whether this was because they didn’t
understand or whether they simply did
not want to change it.

As a coach, there are obviously practical
limitations to how much ground can be

covered in the time available. This is
particularly true here in Thailand, where
bridge is only a small part of players’ lives
– they show up and play or practice once
a week but do nothing related to the game
in between. It was, therefore, vital to iden-
tify major weaknesses and, more impor-
tantly, specific aspects of the game in
which improvement would produce the
most significant results. In the few weeks
available here, I chose to devote my time

to three primary aspects of the
game: competitive bidding, defen-
sive signalling and some card play
simply aimed at ensuring that
they were familiar with basic card
combinations.

Competitive bidding tips

By competitive bidding, what I
really mean is encouraging players
to get in early on any distribu-
tional hand and then raising to
the limit when they find a fit,
thereby putting maximum pres-

sure on the opponents. When I first
watched them, auctions such as

West North East South
1♦ 1♠ Dble Pass
2♥ Pass Pass 2♠
Pass Pass 3♥ All Pass

were common. Clearly, South should bid
2♠ immediately if he has support, thus
making it much more difficult for East-
West to judge the level. In the auction as
shown, West has been able to show a
minimum opening bid with hearts, and
East has then competed to the three level.
If South makes his raise at his first turn,
West may not have enough to bid 3♥ and
North-South might then buy the hand at
the two level. If West does bid over 2♠,
East will have to guess whether to pass 3♥
or raise to game.

The theory is that the more often you
make people guess, the higher the chance
that they will make mistakes against you.�

The Thai Under-28 Team
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� Continued from previous page

In the two months that we worked on this,
the players did take on board the prin-
ciples and results  improved noticeably.

Defensive signalling
and suit combinations

Defensive signalling, is the probably most
important of all, because we all know that
everyone bids too much in the junior
game. Why does everyone bid so much?
Defending is difficult, and it is generally
the part of the game that differentiates
decent players from good ones. In most
cases, it is usually the last aspect of the
game that players develop to a reasonable
standard. As a result, many contracts that
should go down often slip home. By
working hard on defensive signalling, we
hoped  significantly to reduce the per-
centage of contracts that get through when
they should not. Indeed, in Beijing, I think
the players exceeded all expectations in
this respect, and it was a major factor in
their relative success.

Finally, I regularly inserted prepared
hands in their practice sessions so that
they would at least see all of the common
suit combinations in a situation where
we could talk briefly about them if
necessary. I didn’t spend a lot of time on
this aspect and I can’t say that it was a
significant factor in Beijing, but when-
ever a player learns some aspect of
declarer play it ultimately makes him a
better player in the long run.

Keys to success for junior
and club players alike

In essence, it is basic competitive bidding
and efficient defensive signalling that are
the keys to achieving some degree of
success at junior level. Indeed, this is true
equally of club and county-level players
trying to improve their results.

Let’s face it, though, working on def-
ending is boring compared to being
declarer or inventing ‘new’ toys to use in
the bidding, so I have to commend the
Thai Juniors for their efforts in this
respect.

Slam bidding strategy

One other vital area to work on with
juniors is slam bidding. I don’t mean
improving their methods or trying to

teach them hand evaluation. Accurate
slam bidding is difficult and juniors,
being young and impetuous by definition,
love nothing more than bidding slams.
Unfortunately, if you went through the
results at the end of just about any junior
event, even for the winning teams, you
would find that they would almost all be
much better off if they had not bid a
single slam. When working with juniors,
therefore, the objective is simply to stop
them bidding slams, rather than to waste
valuable time trying to teach them the
difficult skills that will enable them to
bid close but good ones.

My Juniors were, therefore, instructed
to bid any obvious slams (you hold an
18 count and partner opens a strong
no-trump, bid 6NT) but simply to
ignore the rest. Of course, they thought
their slam bidding was good – don’t we
all – and I don’t think they were at all
convinced by this advice. However, to
give them their due, they trusted what
they were told and stopped bidding
anything but the really clear-cut slams.
By about half-way through the tourna-
ment they were converts, because they
had noticed that they had a 100%
success rate in the slams they bid and
also that they were picking up an
average of 10-15 IMPs per 16-board
match because the opposition were
going down in poor slams while they
quietly played in game. In the course of
the whole tournament, I think they only
missed two making slams that their oppo-
nents bid, so that strategy proved to be
a major success.

Nicely played

Here is a deal that was really well played
by one of my Juniors in Beijing:

N/S Game. Dealer South. Teams.
♠ 7 5 3
♥ K 8 4 2
♦ 6 3
♣ A Q 7 4

♠ 9 2 ♠ K Q 8 4
♥ A 9 3 ♥ J 10 7 6
♦ A J 10 9 8 4 ♦ 5 2
♣ J 6 ♣ 9 8 3

♠ A J 10 6
♥ Q 5
♦ K Q 7
♣ K 10 5 2

North South
1NT

2♣ 2♠
3NT Pass

West led the jack of diamonds around to
the king. Declarer crossed to dummy in
clubs to lead a spade, and East erred by
playing low, perhaps hoping to find
declarer with A-J-9-x, so the ten of
spades won the trick. Now declarer made
the key play of leading the club ten to
dummy’s ace and a third club back to the
king, keeping an entry to dummy with
the fourth round if needed. When West
discarded a heart on this trick in order to
keep his diamond suit intact, it was the
second and ultimately fatal error by the
defence.

Declarer was swift to take advantage by
now leading the low heart from his hand.
West cannot afford to rise with the ace
since doing so would allow declarer to
score two heart tricks and his contract
thanks to his foresight in keeping a club
entry in dummy. But West’s respite was
short-lived: declarer played a spade to
the queen and ace, cashed his last club,
and exited with a heart to the queen and
West’s now-bare ace. With only diamonds
left, West had to concede a trick to the
diamond queen: North-South +600.

Conclusions

Although neither the Open nor the
Junior team managed to qualify for the
knock-out stages in Beijing, they were at
least outside contenders to do so right up
until the final day, and the Open Team’s
25-3 VPs blitz of the USA was the high-
light of the qualifying stage for many
otherwise impartial observers. Indeed,
both teams finished in very creditable
positions considering the tiny player pool
in Thailand compared with most of the
other federations against which they
were competing. It ultimately came down
to the efforts of the players, all of whom
can be proud of what they achieved,
particularly the Juniors.

It was also noted that the two Thai
teams with a coach were in contention
throughout whilst the two without one
(the Women and the Seniors) finished
almost last in their respective qualifying
events. Perhaps this championship will
ultimately be a turning point for the
game as a whole in one of the world’s
loveliest countries. �
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EBU News
CLUB COMMITTEE NEWS

Progress report by Krys Kazmierczak

Proposed Changes to
Regulations for Alerting

Doubles

THERE has perhaps always been
some confusion, particularly at
club level, as to which doubles are
alertable and which aren’t. The
regulations on alerting of doubles
were last simplified in August
2006, at the time of the
introduction of announcements,
but it is still the case that they are
frequently not properly
understood. The Laws and Ethics
Committee is therefore
considering simplifying the
alerting rules further to say that:
‘Doubles only require an alert if
they have a highly unusual
meaning.’ This regulation would
apply equally below and above
the 3NT level.

Thus, for example, most
players use a double of a natural
one-level opening suit bid as a
take-out double. Such a double
would not need to be alerted.
However, if such a double is
intended for penalties, it is highly
unusual and would need to be
alerted.

Similarly, a double of a natural
opening bid of 1NT is normally
intended as a penalty double and
this would not need to be alerted.
However, if this double is used
for another purpose such as a
take-out or specifying a minor
two-suiter, it is highly unusual
and would have to be alerted.

The vast majority of doubles
used by club players, whether for
take-out or penalties, or asking
for a lead of the suit doubled
would not need to be alerted.

Examples of some of the
doubles which would need to be
alerted include:

• A double that shows a
specific suit in an auction
where this is highly unusual,
e.g. 1♣ – 1♦ – Dble
showing clubs; 1NT – 2♥ –
Dble showing diamonds.

• A double that has an
unusual conventional lead-
directing meaning, e.g. 1♠
– Dble – Pass – 2♠ – Dble
asking for a non-spade lead.

• ‘Anti-penalty’ doubles in
high-level forcing pass
auctions (where double
suggests bidding on and
pass suggests defending).

Note that the proposed
regulation is similar to that used
in the USA, Canada and Mexico.

Once again it should be
stressed that club players playing
normal bridge would have to
alert very few, if any, doubles
under these proposed changes.

The Club Committee and Laws
and Ethics Committee would like
to hear the views of ordinary
clubs and club members on this
proposal. Please make your views
known by writing to your Club
Committee Regional

Representative or to
lecsec@ebu.co.uk or Laws &
Ethics, EBU, Broadfields, Bicester
Road, Aylesbury HP19 8AZ.

New Midlands Club
Committee Representative

UNFORTUNATELY, Maggie
Jones has had to step down from
this position due to other
commitments. We would like to
take this opportunity to thank
her for all the work she does for
bridge in the Midlands area.

The Club Committee is very
fortunate in having now secured
the volunteer services of Tim
Johnson of Market Harborough
in Leicestershire, who has agreed
to take on the role of Regional
Representative/Club Committee
Member for the ‘Midlands’
(Herefordshire, Leicestershire,
Northamptonshire, Warwick-
shire and Worcestershire). Tim
is a Regional Master who has
been playing bridge intermit-
tently for thirty years or so but
has taken it up more seriously
since 2002. In recent years he

has played at thirteen different
clubs in the Midlands and been
a member of six of them.

Our Club Committee
members are there to help you
and represent your views to the
EBU. Once Tim has brought
himself up to date with the
work of the committee, he will
be contacting clubs in his area.
In the meantime, you can
contact him and the other
Regional Representatives
through your county secretary,
by email to cc@ebu.co.uk or by
writing to Club Committee,
Broadfields, Bicester Road,
Aylesbury, HP19 8AZ. Direct
contact details for individual
Regional Representatives can be
found at www.ebu.co.uk/club/
regions.htm

Please bear in mind that the
present regional allocations are
interim in nature, based around
the geographical location and
workload of the current
volunteer Committee Members.
The final permanent regional
structure is likely to be rather
different. �

REMINDERS
YOUR MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL INVITATION for 2009-2010 is
included with this issue of English Bridge.

TENERIFE CONGRESS: It takes place on 4-9 February. You might
still be able to enter by phoning the EBU Competitions
Department � 01296 317203 / 01296 317219; for travel and
accommodation, contact Mercian Travel Centre Ltd,
freephone 0800 036 8372.

THE EBU YOUNG BRIDGE CHALLENGE for school-age players of
all experience levels will be played on Saturday, March 28, at
Loughborough Grammar School. FREE entry and refreshments.
Information from EBU Education Dept � 01296 317217.

ENGLISH BRIDGE: Members who share an address and receive two
copies of English Bridge, but only require one, should e-mail
michael@ebu.co.uk to let us know (or ring � 01296 317200 and
ask for Michael Clark). Please be sure to quote both EBU
numbers so that we can find you easily on the system.

CLUB FOCUS: The next issue of Club Focus will be available in the
first week of March. Contributions to clubfocus@ebu.co.uk.

2009 CAMROSE
THE first weekend of this year’s Camrose (full report in the next
issue) was played on 9-11 January in Cardiff. As one of the host
nations, England was entitled to field two teams – the ‘EBU’
being the additional one. They emerged leaders with 86 VPs,
followed by co-hosts Wales (83), England (79), Republic of
Ireland (74), Northern Ireland (70) and  Scotland (52). The event
concludes in Oxford on 6-8 March – spectators welcome.

STOP PRESS
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EBU News
HELP PLEASE!

by Andrew Petrie

WE made a commitment  in
‘Bidding for the Future’ to
consult with you, our members,
to help us create a calendar of
EBU competitions that meet
your needs. In this instance we
are asking you to take part in an
on-line survey. We want to
know what you think about the
types of events we run, the
venues and locations, behaviour
and prizes, start and finish times,
and much more. The results
from this survey will be used by
the EBU’s Tournament
Committee  to develop  a
schedule of events  that takes
account of your opinions.

Barcelo Hotels, which is our
partner organisation for many
of our events, have kindly
offered a prize to be raffled by a
draw from all those members
completing the survey. This is a
weekend break (Saturday night),
for up to two people sharing at
any UK Barcelo Hotel (see
www.barcelo-hotels.co.uk),
including dinner and breakfast
and full use of all the leisure
facilities. This offer excludes
any Bank Holiday, is subject to
rooms being available and must
be taken before the end of
February 2010.

We hope you will take the
time to complete the survey; a
link can be found on the EBU
website. If you wish to take part
in the prize draw, you will need
to supply your EBU number.

THE English Bridge Union is
launching a scheme to bring
MiniBridge into schools over
the next three years. This has
been made possible by a
donation from the Milton
Damerel Trust to our Youth
and Education Trust.

MiniBridge is a simplified
version of bridge, and is the
route to bridge recommended
by the EBU. First developed in
France and the Netherlands as
an introduction to bridge for
schoolchildren, MiniBridge was
soon acknowledged as an
excellent game in its own right.

MiniBridge gives children the
opportunity to improve their
logical and lateral thinking
within the framework of play. A
study commissioned by the
EBU at St Paul’s School in
Manchester showed that bridge
and MiniBridge taught skills in
numeracy, problem solving,
probability, speaking, listening,
rule following, team building,
mental capacity and much more.

In 2007 Manchester primary
school teacher, Melanie Rankin
introduced MiniBridge to her
school with great success. As
she says: ‘During the summer
of 2007 we discussed the
impact of MiniBridge infor-
mally amongst staff. Some staff
felt that the children’s speaking
and listening skills had
improved as the children were
often asked to explain certain

decisions; other staff
commented on how children
were developing their ability to
be logical about their play and
to try out different ways if they
didn’t initially succeed. A new
member of staff commented on
how different some of her
children were when playing
MiniBridge to how they were in
other class situations: they really
appeared to be concentrating
and focused when playing
MiniBridge.’

The EBU’s initiative comes at
an exciting time for maths
education after a 2008
Government review promised to
ensure that every UK primary
school would have a maths
specialist in the next ten years.
The review also recommended a
greater focus on making maths
fun by using games – such as
MiniBridge – to apply
mathematical concepts.

MiniBridge is not just a game
for the younger age group; it
can be taught to pupils and
students in primary, secondary
and tertiary education right
through to adults. It is widely
used as a precursor to learning
bridge for all ages, and is
universally found to be both
effective and enjoyable.

For further information on
this project or to put your
school forward, please see
www.ebu.co.uk/minibridge or 
e-mail minibridge@ebu.co.uk

PREMIER
LEAGUE

THE EBU Selection Committee
invites applications for teams of
four, five or six players for next
season’s Premier League.
Qualifying teams from last
season’s event will form the first
division if they fulfil the criteria
set out in the conditions of
contest, and new teams joining
the league may therefore only be
eligible to join the second
division. If there is sufficient
interest, a third division may be
formed. Subject to the conditions
of contest the winning team will
be invited to represent England
in a Camrose match.

For conditions of contest,
please see the EBU’s website
www.ebu.co.uk. Further details
will be published in the April
issue of English Bridge.

VAT
CHANGES

AS a non-profit-making body,
the EBU has adopted a practical
approach to the recent VAT
change.

• Shop prices have been
adjusted to pass on the full
VAT reduction.

• Future competition entry
fees will reflect the VAT
changes but those for
competitions already open
for entries will not change.

• Licence fees are under
review, so the new rates will
take account of the VAT
reduction. Meanwhile the
rates remain unchanged.

• New prices for master
points were announced in
November and will not
change.

• The annual subscription for
2009-10 approved at the
October AGM will not
change. �

MINIBRIDGE IN SCHOOLS
by Matt Betts

CORN CAIRDIS – CUP OF FRIENDSHIP
APPLICATIONS are invited to play in a club and a county team of four in the
annual friendly encounter between England and Ireland. This will take place in
Ireland (Malahide, just east of Dublin) from Friday 24th April to Sunday 26th April.
Players will be responsible for their own travel costs, but full hospitality will be
provided as guests of the Irish players in their homes. The stress is on friendly,
social players. 

Please address enquiries and applications initially to Dawn Mertens (dawn@ebu.co.uk), with a
brief pen portrait and details of your local club and/or county as appropriate.
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HAVING looked at 1NT openings and the
responses over the last two issues, we now
turn our minds to opening one of a suit.
What would you open with Hand 1?

Length before strength

The correct opening bid is 1♥. Were you
tempted to open with 1♦ because of those
lovely high cards? A guideline to bear in
mind is: ‘Length is more important than
strength’. This means that lots of small
cards can be really useful, especially if they
are trumps. The high diamonds will win
tricks no matter what the contract is. This
is easy to see if they are trumps or if you
play in no-trumps. If you play with any
other suit as trumps, they will also win
tricks when your opponents can follow suit
or have run out of trumps (after you have
drawn them by leading the trump suit often
enough for the defenders to have run out).
The small hearts are much less likely to
make tricks unless they are trumps.

Examples

Let us look at some examples. What would
you open with each of Hands 2, 3, and 4?

Hand 2 Hand 3
♠ Q 9 ♠ 10 8
♥ A 6 5 4 ♥ K 9 6 3 2
♦ K Q J 9 ♦ A
♣ A 9 3 ♣ A Q 10 9 7

Hand 4
♠ K J 9 4
♥ Q J 9 8
♦ A K 3
♣ K 5
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With Hand 2, you cannot open 1NT (too
many points!) even though the hand is
balanced, so the correct opening bid is 1♥.
This is because hearts is the higher-ranking
of two equal-length suits (hearts are higher
than diamonds, diamonds are higher than
clubs, etc). Again, it does not matter that
your diamonds are better than your hearts,
it is the length that is more important.
Because you have a balanced hand, your
intention is to rebid in no-trumps if your
partner does not support your heart suit.

The correct opening bid for Hand 3 is
also 1♥: again your clubs are stronger
than your hearts but as they are the same
length you should open with the higher-
ranking suit. This time, if partner does not
support your hearts you intend to rebid
clubs if partner bids spades or no-trumps,
and rebid hearts if partner bids diamonds
(rebidding in clubs then would take the
partnership too high with so few points).

Hand 4 shows the one exception to the
rule of opening the higher-ranking of two
equal-length suits: here again you should
open 1♥. When you have exactly four
hearts and exactly four spades and the
hand is unsuitable for a 1NT opening
(this should always be our first choice of
opening if it is suitable) then you should
open with 1♥. The reason for this is that it
facilitates the finding of an eight-card
major-suit fit, which should always be
what you are looking to find if you have
room to investigate. Partner can support
you with as few as 6 points if he has four
hearts or, alternatively, can offer spades
with as few as 6 points if he has four of
those and fewer than four hearts. If
partner takes neither of these courses of
action, then you will be hoping to play in
a no-trump contract.

The shape of your hand
must be considered too, or:

the ‘Rule of Twenty’

Generally, when you open the auction
with one of a suit you are showing a hand
with 12 to 19 points and at least four cards

in the bid suit. However, sometimes you
can open the bidding with fewer points as
the shape of the hand can add much to its
playing strength.

For example:

Hand 5 has only
10 high-card points
but with such excel-
lent shape and with
all of your points in
your long suits, it is
certainly worth a
1♥ opening.

To help you to decide whether a hand is
worthy of an opening bid, you can use the
‘Rule of Twenty’, which works like this:
add together the number of your high-
card points and the number of cards in
each of your two longest suits, and if the
total comes to twenty or more then you
can open the bidding.

Hand 5 has 10 points plus 6 hearts plus
4 diamonds, bringing us to a total of 20
and so we can justify our opening of 1♥
(very useful when it comes to the post
mortem!).

Summary

• Always open with 1NT if the hand
is suitable.

• Open with the higher of two equal
length suits unless you have exactly
four hearts and exactly four spades,
when you should open with 1♥.

• With a hand with fewer than 12
points but good playing strength,
use the Rule of Twenty to decide
whether or not to open. �

Opening
one of a suit
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June Booty

Hand 1
♠ K J 
♥ J 8 7 4 3 2
♦ A K Q J  
♣ 6

Hand 5
♠ 9 7
♥ A K 10 9 8 7
♦ K 10 9 8  
♣ 5
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Club Director Courses 2009

For further information, 
or to register for a course
� 01296 317203

or email peter@ebu.co.uk 

New courses are being planned for 2009 in
Cambridge, Sussex, Cheltenham, Derbyshire and
Stamford, Lincs. Watch for details.

ESSENTIALS  £33
West Midlands BC Saturday 28 February
Salisbury Saturday 21 March
Brighton Monday 17 August
EBU HQ Aylesbury Wednesday 14 October

BOOK RULINGS  £38
West Midlands BC Saturday 28 March
Salisbury Saturday 25 April
Brighton Tuesday 18 August
EBU HQ Aylesbury Wednesday 18 November

JUDGMENT RULINGS  £38
Hexham Saturday 21 February
West Midlands Saturday 25 April
Salisbury Saturday 30 May
Brighton Wednesday 19 August
EBU HQ Aylesbury Wednesday 9 December

ASSESSMENT  £43
Welwyn Garden City Saturday 7 February
Hexham Saturday 28 March
Salisbury Saturday 27 June
West Midlands BC Saturday 11 July
Brighton Thursday 20 August
EBU HQ Aylesbury Wednesday 13 January 2010

TEACHER TRAINING COURSES - 2009

Focus on Value Teacher Training Courses -
Courses for new teachers

West Midlands BC July 3rd to 5th (note changed date) and Aylesbury EBU
HQ October 23rd to 25th (please note: the course scheduled for Feb 20th to
22nd is full). Courses £195 for the Full Course - includes how to teach bridge,
what to teach, short teaching practice, how to recruit, how to retain and how to
turn your students into a partner club.

For further details � 01296 317217 
or email lisa@ebu.co.uk

Apartment Two, 7 Grosvenor Road, Southport PR8 2HT
www.fynebridgeholidays.co.uk

Email : info@fynebridgeholidays.co.uk 
or ring 01704 567831 to request our brochure

Excellent prizes. Bridge Licensed by the EBU/WBU

The Craiglands Hotel, Ilkley  20th-23rd Feb  £259
Monk Fryston Hall, Selby  15th-18th March  £259
The St.Georges Hotel, Harrogate  10th-13th April  £272
Gisborough Hall,Guisborough, N.Yorks  17th-20th May  £289
All prices based on twin/double room, half board,singles welcome

FyneBridge Holidays
(Formerly Jepsons)
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TEAM DHONDY WINS FIRST
SEASON OF TGR’S LEAGUE

FOR some time, a few members of TGR’s Bridge Club, London,
had bemoaned the lack of opportunities to play against top-class
opposition in the capital. In 2008 they decided to talk no more but
rather do something about it, and the TGR’s Super League was
born. Various international champions could be spotted among
the ten teams assembled, and in the beautiful settings of the
renowned TGR’s Bridge Club, they had a fantastic first season
with plenty of good bridge in a warm and friendly atmosphere.

Play takes place on set dates, eliminating the hassle of arranging
matches, and it’s been easy to follow the progress of all the teams.

With seven of the nine rounds completed, it was clear that it
was going to be a close affair, with Dhondy, Hinden and Irens in a
tie for first place. De Botton was lurking just behind, and with a
good win against Dhondy in the penultimate round, they would
have a chance. But Dhondy (Jeremy Dhondy, Alan Kay, Heather
Dhondy, Rob Cliffe, Brian Callaghan and Keith Bennett)
would have none of it:

Game All. Dealer West.
♠ 7
♥ K 5
♦ A K Q 10 9 7 4
♣ J 10 2

♠ K J 9 6 3 ♠ 10 8 5 4 2 
♥ A 8 3 ♥ J 7 6 4
♦ 3 ♦ Void  
♣ A K 9 6 ♣ 8 7 5 4

♠ A Q
♥ Q 10 9 2
♦ J 8 6 5 2
♣ Q 3                       

West North East South 
Sandqvist Kay de Botton Dhondy
1♠ 2♦ 3♠ 3NT
4♠ 4NT Pass Pass
Dble All Pass

Full credit to Alan Kay and Jeremy Dhondy for bidding to the
unbeatable 4NT, and when West added a double, hoping that they
would run to 5♦, for standing their ground.

West led the ace of clubs, and Dhondy breathed a sigh of relief at
the sight of dummy’s ♣J-10-x, but he still had to make the contract! 

The defence played three rounds of clubs, and declarer started
reeling off the diamonds. At this level everyone knows what’s
going to happen: West will be subjected to a strip-squeeze and will
often bare his king of spades and try to confuse declarer with his
discards, but Dhondy has been around that block a few times and
knew the antidote. Instead of trying to follow West’s discards, he
kept a steady eye on East’s: the weak hand must try to give  the count
in every suit to the other defender and with three cards left declarer
coolly led to his ace of spades, dropping West’s king.

As the defence in the other room had had an accident, and let
through 5♦ doubled for minus 750, this excellent play saved 16
IMPs, and kept the Dhondy team in contention.

In the last round, Dhondy beat Huggins by 17-3 VPs, and were
crowned winners of the inaugural TGR’s Super League.

Teams interested in taking part can find information on the
website www.tgrsbridge.com. (Nick Sandqvist)

N
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Pairs semi-final where, although there were
eleven pass-outs, the two remaining results
were +800 and -800!

DICK Wheeler of Worthing would be
grateful for advice about a ruling
experienced at a national event. East-
West held:

♠ J 8 ♠ K 10 7 6
♥ K 7 3 ♥ A J
♦ A K J 9 8 6 3 2 ♦ Q 7 5
♣ Void ♣ J 8 6 3

West opened a Benjamin 2♣ and after
an uncontested auction he ended up
as declarer in 6♦, which made with
the spades being guessed correctly. At
the end of play, an opponent objected
because the 2♣ bid did not conform to
the Extended Rule of 25. The director
ruled that the partnership had an
agreement to open this hand 2♣ and
this was not allowed. He therefore
ruled that the board be scrapped and
fined East-West the standard penalty.

It’s the old chestnut of ‘What can you open
a strong two on?’ If it is natural your
partnership can do what it wants but you
have an obligation to describe the bid
accurately, so if you want to open natural
two bids that have lots of playing tricks
but not many points then you should
describe them as ‘intermediate’ not as
‘strong and forcing’.

With artificial twos the rules are
different and you must comply with the
‘Extended Rule of 25’, which means that
your agreement is that you will only open
these hands if they conform with one of
the conditions laid down (16+ points, or
the Rule of 25 or a hand with eight clear-

cut tricks). The hand in question meets
none of these criteria so it is not legal to
agree to open it this way. The reason for a
different standard for artificial twos is that
they are generally harder to defend against
and players derive advantage from des-
cribing their hands as strong when they
are nothing of the sort. Suppose I held:
♠ 2  ♥ K J 10 9 5  ♦ K Q 3  ♣ K J 8 3 
and you opened 2♠ in front of me. I
would double and I wouldn’t really care
whether 2♠ was weak or strong as long as
it was natural but if you opened 2♣
Artificial, which might include balanced
hands or Acol Twos, it is not as easy.

At the extremes, with hands that have
eight- or nine-card suits, then point count
or any other rule falters a bit. If the hand
in question had had the spade queen
instead of the jack, it would not materially
have affected West’s actions or the result,
but all rules, at the margin, can struggle a
bit. The young man of 17 years and 364
days is not significantly different from his
peer one day older, but some things are
not allowed to him by the arbitrary nature
of the age line.

On the whole, I find that complaints
about artificial 2♣ openings come from
those who think they ought to be allowed
to open what they want, until they defend
a hand where they are kept out of the auc-
tion by this exact bid and are thus
disadvantaged, and then they change their
mind.

On this occasion, the director was
correct to disallow the bid and cancel the
board once he was convinced that an
agreement existed to open this sort of
hand with an artificial 2♣, i.e. the player
and his partner would do this if the hand
came up again. �

GEOFF Plummer via e-mail says: ‘I
understand that it is an EBU law that
a hand must not be re-dealt if it is
passed out the first time it is played in
a duplicate bridge session, but can a
club make a club rule that this is
allowed in a club duplicate bridge
session?

‘A number of our members feel that
we come to the club to play bridge
and this is not achieved when hands
are only played once or twice during
the evening, and not played at ten or
eleven tables.’

The EBU have regulations (the Orange
Book is an example of where they may be
found). They do not make laws. Laws are
made by the World Bridge Federation. You
are free to accept or reject regulations in
your club. So, for example, you could
decide to accept EBU licensing of conven-
tions at a particular level, or plough your
own furrow, but you cannot vary the Laws
of the game. If you do so you maybe
playing a game but it is not bridge!

Law 22A1 says: ‘The auction ends when
all four players pass. The hands are returned
to the board without play. There shall not be
a redeal.’ Incidentally, this is not a new law.
It has been part of the laws for many years.

I think there is a good reason for this.
Suppose your table comprises solid bid-
ders and all decide to pass, then why
should you deprive others of a marginal
opportunity? What would happen if
someone viewed to pass a 12 count which
all other tables might open, or even mis-
count their points? In forty-odd years of
playing, I have passed hands out but have
never seen a traveller where everyone has
done so. A distant memory is of a traveller
with thirteen results on it from a National
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SNothing new
under the sun

E-mail your questions to Jeremy Dhondy at ebuproblems@btopenworld.com

or write to the editor, Elena Jeronimidis, at 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR.

Please include your name and address.

Jeremy Dhondy
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ONE of the irritating things about
education is that you end up with useless
bits of knowledge floating around in your
head.

For instance (you’ll be interested in
this), I learnt at school that the classical
Greek word ‘aporeo’ means ‘I am at a loss’.

Forty years have passed by, and not once
has this knowledge been any use to me. It
has never come up at Trivial Pursuit. No
one has turned round at a dinner party
and said: ‘It’s a bit of a long shot, but does
anyone know what “aporeo” means in
classical Greek?’

Unfortunately I cannot hit a ‘delete’
button. The information is locked in my
brain forever, taking up valuable space
which might be better deployed in remem-
bering my pin number.

So, today, I apologise. I am going to
inflict on you an equally useless bit of
knowledge.

♠ A 8
♥ Q 9 7
♦ J 10 4
♣ A K 7 3 2

♠ K 6
♥ A K J
♦ Q 9 8 6 5
♣ 9 5 4

West North East South
1NT

Pass 3NT All Pass

As South, you become the declarer in 3NT
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after the simplest of auctions. West leads
the queen of spades.

How would you play this hand?
The defence, as usual, have found the

best lead, so it is now a race to set up nine
tricks for your side before East and West
run riot in spades. It is therefore pointless
to play on diamonds, for there will be no
time to establish the suit. Your only hope is
to generate four tricks in clubs.

Yes, but how? Be precise. Write on one
side of the paper only.

Perhaps you feel that this is a daft
question. If the clubs break 3-2, you’re
home. If they break 4-1, it’s hopeless.

Indeed most players would win the
spade lead in hand and either bang out the
ace and king of clubs or, in rather more
sophisticated style, duck a round of clubs
first before taking the next spade and then
trying to run the club suit.

Neither approach is right.
If the clubs are 3-2, it doesn’t matter

what you do: you’re always going to make
four tricks. If they are 4-1, it’s nearly
hopeless . . . but not quite.

The one layout you can handle is a
singleton eight with East.

So you should begin clubs by leading the
nine, planning to let it run if West plays low.

♠ A 8
♥ Q 9 7
♦ J 10 4
♣ A K 7 3 2

♠ Q J 9 5 2 ♠ 10 7 4 3
♥ 8 6 ♥ 10 5 4 3 2
♦ 7 2 ♦ A K 3
♣ Q J 10 6 ♣ 8

♠ K 6
♥ A K J
♦ Q 9 8 6 5
♣ 9 5 4

As you can see from the full deal, West,
of course, is obliged to cover the nine.
So you win, come back to hand in hearts
and lead clubs twice more through
West’s remaining Q-J-6. He is helpless.
Whatever he does, he can only make one
trick in the suit.

What are the chances of a singleton
eight with East? About 1 in 36.

Now you may actually like knowing that
9-5-4 facing A-K-7-3-2 plays best if you
start with the nine. Or you may, on
balance, prefer to save that brain cell for
remembering to pick up a pint of milk on
your way home. �

Classical 
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Mike Newman

Answer to the riddle on page 23:
the eyes of a pack of cards
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S Fifty-two’s your due, not less, not more.
You’d expect forty-eight from the twelve
court cards, whose faces are shown twice,
plus two from each of the jokers.
Though away go those forever unused.
The jokers are four ever unused, leaving
forty-eight.
A sideways glance shows a missing four.
The jacks of spades and hearts look side-
ways. So they show four eyes, not eight,
leaving forty-four.
Come; don’t say you’re still bemused!

Observe that ours are never crossed.
Eyes may be crossed elsewhere, but not in
the pack.
Scan the figures till they agree.
Look at the figures in the pack.
Discount the two the hard man’s lost.
The hard man, the diamond king, looks
sideways and shows only two eyes.
Makes forty-two, so plain to see.
This is correct from their perspective as
well as ours.
The introduction says: ‘I’ am the answer.
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E/W Game. Dealer North.
♠ A K Q 10 9 6 3 2
♥ 7
♦ K 9 3 2
♣ Void

♠ 8 ♠ J 5 4
♥ A K 8 6 4 3 ♥ Q J 10 9 2
♦ Q 8 4 ♦ A 7
♣ A K 6 ♣ Q 10 7

♠ 7
♥ 5
♦ J 10 6 5
♣ J 9 8 5 4 3 2

The unsuspecting declarer didn’t bother
to play dummy’s jack of spades, so was

rather lucky that his eight could beat the
seven. But what a coup if it had worked!

Steve and Mark recovered from this
early set-back and not only went on to win
the match but then beat Barrie in the next
round.

Once again our on-line calendar is filled
with activities and Competitions for the
year ahead. There is no doubt that DIDO
(Drop in Drop Out) has streamlined the
daily competitions, speeding up the move-
ments and enabling many more people to
enjoy the automated changing of oppo-
nents every four boards.

You may think that on-line bridge could
be unsociable. Trust me – it isn’t. Members
have discussions and arguments both at
the tables and on our CB (Comment/
White Board). The topics range from
politics, the economy and bridge problems
to more important issues such as cookery
recipes, jokes and interesting web links.
Danders are raised and feathers are ruffled.

Then we log off the computer and start
again the next day!           (Fran Bramzel)

TOWARDS the end of 2008 we were made
very welcome at Sheffield Bridge Club,
where we held a Face to Face Swiss Pairs
for members of Bridge Club Live.

During a highly entertaining day we
were able to put faces to names as well as
on-line aliases. As in football, playing on
one’s home ground clearly has advantages
because the winners were Barrie Senior
Kibitzer Partridge and Jawaidi david
Hasan. Jean Cameo Fidler of Sheffield,
partnering John JohnWUK Whitley of
Manchester, rode the crest of a wave and
bidding every game in sight as well as
some that were over the horizon, took the
second spot.

Back on-line, Barrie was in the frame
again as he kibitzed when playing in the
Timber Trophy and tells the tale of a
spectacular defence found by the partner-
ship he would meet in the next round of
the event. The Timber Knock-out is an
almost unique bridge event in that it is a
Knock-out Pairs. In face-to-face bridge,
these are incredibly cumbersome to
organise but on-line they are trivially easy.

At favourable vulnerability, you find
yourself holding:
♠ AKQ109632   ♥ 7   ♦ K932   ♣ Void
You open 4♠, passed round to RHO who
bids 5♥, so you bid 5♠. LHO bids 6♥. All
pass and now you have to find a lead.

Steve SteveA Auchterlonie of Kent held
this hand and came up with an expert
alternative to bashing out the ace of spades
(well, he is one of Kent’s top players!). He
led the two of spades, hoping his partner,
Mark Mark Benson, would be able to win
with the jack and work out from the lead
to return a club that Steve would ruff.

QUIZ master Julian Pottage gives his view of
the best line of play in our December com-
petition and awards prizes in three categories.

♠ A K J 7 6
♥ 7
♦ Q J 9 7 4
♣ K J

♠ 5 2 ♠ 10
♥ K 9 6 ♥ Q 8 5 4 3
♦ A K 6 5 2 ♦ 10 8
♣ 10 8 3 ♣ Q 9 5 4 2

♠ Q 9 8 4 3
♥ A J 10 2
♦ 3
♣ A 7 6

You play in 6♠ after an uncontested auction.
West leads the ♠2. You capture East’s ♠10

with the ♠Q and lead your diamond. West
goes in with the ♦K and leads a second trump.

You must win the trump in dummy and
ruff a diamond. Then cash the ♥A, ruff a
heart and ruff another diamond. If everyone
has followed to three rounds of diamonds, you
can set up and cash a long diamond. If West
shows out on the third round of diamonds,
you will have a marked ruffing finesse against

East’s ace. The awkward case is when East is
short in diamonds. Now you cannot set up
any tricks in the suit; nor do you have enough
tricks on a cross-ruff.

Barring a very helpful layout in the heart
suit, the obvious source of an extra trick is by
finessing West for the ♣Q. However, as West is
longer than East in spades as well as dia-
monds, the finesse has rather less than a 50%
chance of working. A better bet is to play East
for heart length (or K-Q-x-x) and go for a
double squeeze.

Take a second heart ruff and a third dia-
mond ruff. Then cross to the ♣K and cash the
last trump. To keep a heart, East has to come
down to a singleton club. You throw the now
redundant ♥J and West feels the pinch. To
keep the ♦A West, too, reduces to a singleton
club. You lead the ♣J to the ace and make the
last trick with your ♣7.

PRIZE PLAY ANSWER
Prizes kindly donated by PIATNIK,
makers of playing cards since 1824

Congratulations to the winners:

County: David Gill,
Dorset

Regional: D. Edmunds,
Chalfont St Giles,
Bucks

Open: Adam Wood,
Birmingham
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This month’s new 
Play Quiz is featured on page 47.

Jean Fidler and John Whitley with
Barrie Partridge, who organised the event

N
W      E

S
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If partner holds:

Then 6♥ makes trivially if hearts are 2-2
or 3-1 (a 90% chance), and can still make
even when hearts are 4-0.

Yet if partner holds:

I do not fancy 6♥ even though it can make.
So how does one continue? Blackwood

(whatever variant) will not help. We
would like to make a cue-bid but we lack a
side-suit ace. We could invent 4♦ but if
partner lacks the diamond ace we could
create a disaster.

My answer is to bid 3NT showing the
trump ace (denying the spade ace) and
slam interest. I have been using this con-
vention now for about fifteen years, and it
has proved very useful in initiating slam
sequences because it saves space and also
handles hands such as the one above. It
has paved the way to many good slams
and has not had any downside. It is a con-
vention that regular partnerships could
discuss and use.

♠ A Q J
♥ Q J 8 2
♦ A 7 5 3
♣ K 4

♠ A 7 2
♥ Q 9 4 2
♦ A Q 10 5  
♣ A 5

CULBERTSON defined bids of 4NT and
5NT as ‘idle’ bids; in the sense that they are
not often needed in constructive bidding.
He suggested that they be harnessed as
artificial aids to slam bidding and gave
them the meaning of showing ace content
and seeking partner’s opinion about slam.
Easley Blackwood created the push-
button simplicity of his eponymous con-
vention and numerous variations have
grown over time.

It would seem that 3NT is not ‘idle’ but
in fact is an extremely ‘busy’ bid. In
general this is true, but there are classes of
bidding sequences where 3NT is ‘idle’.
Consider the uncontested sequence 1♦ –
1♥ – 3♥. I assume that no-one would
want to play in 3NT. It is, without doubt,
better to declare with trumps than without.
There are many more ways of making
tricks with trumps than there are without
trumps. You have uncovered an eight-plus
card major fit and if you go to game it will
be 4♥.

However, as the 3♥ rebid shows about
the same strength as a 1NT (15-17 HCP)
rebid, or the distributional equivalent,
responder may become slam minded.
Consider the following hand:

On the sequence given you should become
slam minded, but how to continue?

♠ 4
♥ A K 10 7 6
♦ K J 8  
♣ Q 8 6 2

My rules are:

• The sequences 1♥ – 3♥ and 1♠ –
3♠ are excluded because opener may
be 4-3-3-3 shape (15-19 HCP) and
may wish to suggest 3NT if
responder is the same shape.

• The trump suit must have been
explicitly agreed (i.e. bid and raised)
below 3NT.

• When the agreed suit is a major, 3NT
is the trump ace cue bid.

• When the agreed suit is a minor there
must be no possibility of wanting to
play in 3NT.

• As well as the double raise of
responder’s major, there are many
other sequences that can use this
treatment.

For example:

Opener Responder
1♣ 1♦
1♠ 2♥
2♠ 3♣

I treat this as a very strong sequence. With
my regular partner it is forcing to 5♣, so
for me 3NT is no longer a possible
contract. I expect responder to have slam
interest (with invitational values responder
can bid 3♣ rather than 2♥) in clubs. Why
bother to agree clubs otherwise?

With, say:

Opener should bid 3NT to show the club
ace (and deny all the other aces).

My recommendation is that regular part-
nerships discuss the idea and if acceptable
agree the sequences that can use the bid.

My caveat is that you must discuss and
agree the sequences in which this bid
applies. It can be dangerous, but as with
most dangerous tools it will provide useful
service if used correctly. �

♠ K Q 9 7 6
♥ 5
♦ Q 4
♣ A J 10 7 3

Your favourite conventions

3NT as a cue-bid by  David J. Mathews

HEDY BROWN 1913 – 2008

WE are sad to report the death of Hedy Brown a few weeks
before her 96th birthday. Hedy was a founder member of
both Berks & Bucks CBA and Reading Bridge Club, which
she attended regularly until the end. 

A Grand Master, Hedy was very successful on the national
women’s bridge scene, and also won the Portland Pairs, aged
84, with Nigel Guthrie. Her zest for bridge was unmatched
and she will be much missed by all her many friends.
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her an effective 14 count.
This was worth 15 IMPs when the

French player at the other table bid 4♣
intending it as forcing and her partner
(clearly on a different wavelength) passed! 

Despite this, the England girls team
were unable to recapture the title they had
won last year, and finished equal second
(with France, on 96 VPs) to the Nether-
lands (on 101 VPs) – a good performance
from a young team, many of them making
their debut for England.

In the Under-20s series England tra-
ditionally dominate the event jointly with
the Netherlands, whose aggressive style of
bidding is often effective against the
weaker teams. England started slowly
losing to the Netherlands in the first
round robin, but had worked themselves
up to a place where they could capture the
title if they could thrash them in the
second match. This deal was crucial:

Game All. Dealer East.
♠ Q 9 7
♥ Q 9 8 5
♦ 8 3
♣ Q J 5 2

♠ 8 ♠ A K J 10 6
♥ A K 10 4 3 2 ♥ J
♦ Q 10 6 5 ♦ K 9 7 2
♣ A 7 ♣ K 10 4

♠ 5 4 3 2 
♥ 7 6
♦ A J 4
♣ 9 8 6 3 

The place you’d like to play these hands is
3NT and this was duly bid by England’s
East-West, James Paul and Dan McIntosh,
who chalked up a peaceful +600.

At the other table, the Netherlands East-
West pair landed in 6♦, a horrendous
contract that needs trumps 3-2 as well as
requiring declarer to guess the jack of
diamonds and bring in one of the major
suits by ruffing it good. That was minus
1370 when everything came to pass,
and England, despite winning this match
and getting a 25-5 VPs win over Belgium
in the final match, couldn’t catch the Ne-
therlands, who ended up winners by 130
VPs with England runners-up on 86.

In the U25 series, by winning their
head-to-head match against the Nether-
lands (runners-up on 102 VPs), France
clinched the trophy with a total of 118
VPs. England started slowly and suffered
a huge loss to Belgium after several bad
boards including a good grand slam bid by
Ben Paske and Ed Jones that went one off
on a bad trump break. England finished in
third place, and I hope the experience has
made them stronger and taught them that
there is no room for complacency when
playing in an international event.

By the time you read this the players will
be preparing themselves for the Junior
Camrose on the weekend of February 20th-
22nd; let’s wish them luck for that event. �

Channel Trophy England Teams:
U25: Ed Jones – Ben Paske, John Atthey – Chris

Owen, Mike Bell – Adam Hickman, NPC

Simon Cope, Assistant NPC Michael Byrne.

U20: James Paul – Daniel McIntosh, Graeme

Robertson – Tom Paske, Shivam Shah – Tom

Rainforth, NPC Alan Shillitoe.

Women U25: Fiona Brown – Alice Kaye, Amy

Stout – Emily Middleton, Liz Roberts – Jennie

Marvin, NPCs Susan Stockdale and Sandra

Landy.

THIS year it was England’s turn to host
the annual Channel Trophy, the junior
encounter between England, France,
Belgium and The Netherlands, and the
Rosebery Hall in North London on the
last weekend before Christmas provided
the setting.

The competition is a double round
robin, with three categories, Under 25s,
Under 20s and Women Under 25s. That
meant twelve tables in play, and with every
board being computer dealt there was lots
of action taking place.

This deal caused a swing in several
matches. What do you bid with the hand
below when the auction goes 2♥ (weak)
on your left – 2NT (16-18) from partner –
3♥ from right-hand opponent?

This problem was
faced by Manches-
ter’s 19-year-old
Amy Stout, (now
doing a lot of good
work as president
of Leeds Univer-

sity Bridge Club) in her first set playing for
England. She bid an immediate 6♣,
judging that her good controls and self-
supporting suit would see her home. And
right she was – the full deal is below:

Game All. Dealer North.
♠ 10
♥ A J 10 9 4 2
♦ 7 6 5 4
♣ 8 5

♠ K Q 6  ♠ A 8 7 5
♥ 8 ♥ K 7 5
♦ 10 9 ♦ A K
♣ A Q J 10 6 4 2 ♣ K 9 7 3

♠ J 9 4 3 2
♥ Q 6 3
♦ Q J 8 3 2
♣ Void

The 6♣ contract had twelve top tricks,
and in case you think it lucky that partner
was so suitable, bear in mind that East’s
king of hearts was totally wasted giving
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England –
the perfect host

Michael Byrne

♠ K Q 6 
♥ 8
♦ 10 9  
♣ A Q J 10 6 4 2

N
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Amy Stout
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No-one else in the room seemed to be
surprised by this behaviour, though we
did notice a few tears from Madame X.
The ‘stupide’ chant went on while we
started on the third hand and this time,
they did reach 4♠ after this sequence

West North East South
Simon Mme X Tina Mr X

2NT Pass 3♠
Pass 4♠ All Pass

North had 19 points and a singleton king
of spades. Tina was sitting with A-Q-8-7
in spades.

It wasn’t an unusual contract and all
who were in it went down one as repeated
diamond leads forced South to keep ruffing
so eventually he lost the ace and queen of
trumps and the last two tricks to East who
had the last trump out and a winning
diamond. Monsieur X muttered something
rapidly in French to his wife who started
writing the score down on the traveller
and for the first time in the session the
traveller was folded over without being
shown to us. I asked to see it and very
reluctantly it was passed over. It had been
recorded as 4♠ made. I protested in my
poor French that it was ‘moins un’.

The climax

‘Non!’ said Monsieur X, ‘Egal!’ Anglo-
French relations now became strained as
we both stood our ground. Every time I
repeated ‘moins un’ I was greeted with
‘égal’. This might have gone on indefini-
tely, especially as I couldn’t quite come up
with the ‘best behaviour’ code in French,
when Tina decided she’d had enough and
told him he was ‘un animal’ and told his
wife that he was ‘un gros animal’. (We have

AS we are all concerned about behaviour
at the bridge table, a recent experience in a
French bridge club in the Dordogne
region might be of interest to members.

Disclaimer

I must record first, however, that I am not
suggesting this is typical of French bridge
players. Richmond Bridge Club, of which
I am Chairman, has close links with
Fontainebleau-Avon Bridge Club and just
this year, eight of us from Richmond were
guests of this club and had a wonderful
time both socially and at the bridge table.

The facts

Last July, my wife, Tina, and I went to stay
with cousins who are members of a bridge
club in the Dordogne region (the club
shall remain nameless). We were playing
four-board rounds and all went smoothly
until the second but last round when we
found ourselves playing a husband and
wife pairing, and received a warning from
my cousin that we might find this an
interesting experience. Indeed we did.

On the first board, they were in 3NT
making eleven tricks and a good score. On
the second board, Madame X opened 1♦,
Tina overcalled 2♣ and Monsieur X bid
2♥ (though with four hearts and four
spades a double might have described his
hand better). This proved a bottom for
them as eleven tricks were available in
spades and everyone else in the room was
in 4♠. Monsieur X went berserk. He
picked up the dealing board and flung it at
his wife striking her in the chest and
started thumping his head with two
fingers then pointing them at her
repeatedly shouting: ‘Stupide! Stupide!’

since learned from a friend whose French
is far better than ours that calling him an
‘animal’ might suggest that he was posses-
sed of considerable sexual prowess – no
wonder he looked startled – and that
when you insult somebody in French it is
best to use the ‘tu’ form – a useful tip.) 

The dénouement

Finally, a very reluctant director came over
to sort the matter out before I started
invoking Agincourt, and made us play the
hand again with all four hands exposed –
this after Monsieur decided he might try
to muddy the waters by grabbing my cards
and mixing them up with his. The result
was once again ‘moins un’ and the score
duly amended. We didn’t play the fourth
board but I did notice that it was scored
60/40 to us and we did receive an apology
from the club president. My cousin infor-
med me that they had suspected Monsieur
X had falsified scores with them in the past
but they had not felt sufficiently experien-
ced to protest. I was pleased to note,
however, that they came bottom North-
South, while we managed an honourable
third.

Final (inconsequential)
reflections

Just as an addendum to the story, there
was a marvellous running joke in Chekhov’s
Ivanov, playing at Wyndham’s recently,
where an obsessive bridge player keeps
interrupting the action to explain his latest
bridge disaster (‘I had A-K-Q-J-8 of
diamonds and the ace of spades, and my
partner bid no-trumps. . .’ and so on).
Finally, in total exasperation, while one
character is pretending to hang himself
with his own tie, another takes out a
revolver and threatens to shoot him if he
doesn’t shut up. The audience at the
performance we attended went hysterical
at this point, suggesting that there were
either a lot of bridge players in the
audience or a lot of long-suffering non-
playing partners. �

Bridge and You
Entente (not very) Cordiale

by  Simon Whiteside

BRIDGE GIFTS DIRECT
Largest selection of Bridge Gifts and accessories in the UK

For the catalogue and price list contact Carole at Bridge Gifts Direct Limited
20 Parson Street, Hendon NW4 1QB   � 020 8346 0979   Fax: 020 8346 4694
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restricting the diamond losers to only two.
Surprisingly, the king held the trick. Now
there is just a chance that we might bring
this contract home – all we need is the
heart king onside. So, come to hand with a
club and try the trump finesse. The single-
ton king appears, and we are home. Draw
trumps, and next (very important) cash
the second club. Now exit with a diamond,
and West is endplayed. Either we get a  ruff-
and-discard, or he opens up the spades
and give us two tricks in the suit.

Love All. Dealer West.
♠ K 9 8 2
♥ A 9 5 2
♦ K 9 2
♣ J 7

♠ A J 5 3 ♠ 10 4
♥ K ♥ 8 6 4
♦ A Q J 7 ♦ 6 4 3
♣ Q 5 3 2 ♣ 10 9 8 6 4

♠ Q 7 6
♥ Q J 10 7 3
♦ 10 8 5
♣ A K

If you conclude from this demonstration
of aggressive bidding, careful declarer
play, and more than a little luck, that we
sailed majestically through to the semi-
final, I am afraid I have to disappoint. We
managed to accumulate the grand total of
44.3% in the session, and so ‘qualified’ for
the Swiss Pairs on Friday evening.

As usual, the congress was excellently
organised by the EBU staff, and the hotel
is one of the best on the ‘bridge circuit’. If
any of our more mature members are
looking for  a congress where perhaps the
bridge is not quite so aggressively com-
petitive, they would be well advised to try
the Seniors  at Daventry.

Congress Winners:
Pairs ‘A’ Final Mike Butler – David Jones
Pairs ‘B’ Final Madeline Lawson –

John Jones
Swiss Pairs Berry and Graham Hedley
Swiss Teams Keith Stanley, Derek Rue,

Bill Hirst, John Hassett   �

SO you are playing in the EBU Congress at
Daventry in November. What is different
about this congress? As play proceeds you
notice a few things:

• There is not a pair of jeans in sight.

• There is a lot of grey hair visible, and
a liberal sprinkling of bald craniums.

• There are many pairs of spectacles,
often inadvertently left behind on
tables.

• The EBU have considerately selected
a hotel where the loos are adjacent to
the playing area so reducing the time
taken for the many ‘comfort’ breaks.

• Even the approach of the Tournament
Directors is different. Whereas nor-
mally they are thinking about a  case of
mis-information, following the failure
to alert the fourth round of a relay
sequence, here they are more likely to
be sorting the confusion caused by the
pair who wandered from the red to the
blue section mid-session.

You have guessed. It is the Seniors
Congress!

Does that mean the bridge is  any less
competitive than any other congress?
Certainly not. The will to win burns just as
strongly here as anywhere. It is probably
true that seniors are less likely to want  to
learn the intricacies of the Polish Club
system, with transfer responses to one
level openers. However, when it comes to
taking advantage of opponents’ indiscre-
tions in bidding and play, they are up there
with the best.

The pairs competition consisted of a
qualifier Friday afternoon, a semi-final in
the evening, and an A final and B final all
day Saturday, with the unlucky ones
playing in a Swiss Pairs.

This deal is from the qualifier.
West opened 1♣, and my partner

produced a typically aggressive take-out
double. Rapidly, I found myself in 4♥, and
West had a most unattractive hand to lead
from. The choice was the diamond queen,
on the (correct) assumption that the king
would be in dummy. How do you play the
hand?  (Diagram in the next column.)

I played the king, thinking I was merely

Graham Hedley reports on

The Daventry Seniors
Congress
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THE WHITE
SWAN HOTEL

Halifax

3* Town House Hotel
With Traditional Yorkshire

values.

Our 41 bedded Town House
Hotel and Restaurant is
offering a weekend of 

No Fear Bridge.

Bridge licensed by the EBU

Bridge weekends are 
to be held on:

22nd, 23rd and 24th 
May 2009

11th, 12th and 13th 
September 2009

The weekend includes 
3 nights Dinner, Bed and
Breakfast, Bridge Seminars

and Refreshments.

The above break is
£142.50 per person.

Please telephone the hotel
direct to reserve your place.

The White Swan Hotel,
Princess Street,

Halifax, 
HX1 1TS

Tel: 01422 355541  
Fax: 01422 357311

Email: info@whiteswanhalifax.com
Web: www.whiteswanhalifax.com 
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your normal system and a raise to 3NT
probably has one useful card.

Responses to an opening 2♣

See table below.

Practise replying to partner’s
2♣ opening

(1) (2)
♠ 4 3 ♠ A Q 4 3 2
♥ 6 5 4 ♥ K 10 4
♦ 7 6 5 ♦ 7 6 5
♣ 8 6 4 3 2 ♣ 8 3

(3) (4)
♠ J 5 4 3 2 ♠ 9 7 6 4
♥ Q 10 7 ♥ J 8 7 2
♦ Q J 8 ♦ J 6
♣ A 3 ♣ Q J 3

(5) (6)
♠ 9 7 ♠ 4 2
♥ Q 10 7 2 ♥ K Q J 10 7 2
♦ A J 8 ♦ 9 8
♣ A Q 10 9 ♣ K 8 4

(1) Tempting as it is to pass, 2♣ demands
that you find a bid. Even with this Yar-
borough and a feeling that 2♣ is already
too high, you must respond 2♦. And if
partner rebids 2♥ or 2♠, say 2NT. You

must keep the bidding open till game is
reached but 2NT shows a very poor hand.

(2) This hand is well worth the positive
response of 2♠. If opener continues with
3♣ or 3♦, bid 3NT. Since partner has a
strong hand, you don’t need to have stop-
pers in all the suits to bid 3NT. If partner
bids 2NT, bid 3NT and if partner bids 3♥,
raise to 4♥. But if partner raises spades,
you can bid 4♥ as a cue-bid, showing
first- or second-round control in hearts.

(3) With 10 points this hand is worth a
positive response. Even though you have
five spades, they are not headed by good
honours and it is best to treat the spades
like a four-card suit. Bid 2NT which is
forcing to game. If partner bids 3♣ or 3♦
bid 3♠. If partner bids 3♥, raise to 4♥.

(4) Bid 2♦. If partner now bids a major,
raise to game to prevent him looking for a
slam. If partner rebids 2NT, bid 3♣ Stay-
man to see if he has a four-card major.

(5) Bid 2NT. This hand is huge opposite a
2♣ opening. With 13 points, we must be
able to make a slam, but start quietly by
responding 2NT showing a balanced hand
with 8+ points. If you get stuck for a bid,
you can always raise partner’s suit to slam
or bid 6NT. By taking it slowly, you may be
able to bid a grand slam with confidence.

(6) Bid 2♥. Whilst you have a great heart
suit, partner may have opened 2♣ with a
spade/diamond two-suiter and your cards
will then be less useful. So take it slowly.
Give partner a chance to bid his suit and
then you can rebid your hearts. When this
hand occurred, the final contract was 7♣.
Your hearts proved useless as partner was
void, but your clubs enabled spade and
diamond losers to be ruffed. �

ONLY a few times each year are we dealt
an amazingly strong hand – so strong that
we expect to make game, even if our
partner is very, very weak. Naturally we
want to let partner know the good news. In
return we want partner to tell us about the
few bits and pieces he has in his hand. We
use an opening bid of 2♣ to convey the
good news and to ask a question. 2♣ says
nothing about opener’s clubs, it just says:
‘I have a great hand and we are going to
game and possibly even to slam. Tell me
about your hand’.

After partner has opened 2♣, you must
reply even if holding no high cards at all.
So responding to 2♣ may show no
enthusiasm, no points, not even a long
suit. But however poor the hand you have
been dealt as responder, you must not pass
a 2♣ opening – remember, opener may
not have any clubs at all, just a very strong
hand. With a poor hand that does not
include useful high cards, responder bids
2♦ and that can lead to the only sequence
which is not forcing to game: 2♣ – 2♦ –
2NT.

If opener rebids 2NT over responder’s
2♦, it shows 23-24 points, a bit stronger
than a 2NT opening bid. With 0-2 points,
responder can pass 2NT, but must find
another bid with 3 or more points. In
response to the 2NT rebid, the bidding
continues just as though 2NT had been
the opening bid. So 3♣ over a 2NT rebid
is Stayman, you can play transfers if that is

Responding to an
opening 2♣ bid
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Sandra Landy

BID MEANING

2♦ Fewer than 8 points, nothing to do with diamonds.

2♥/2♠/3♣/3♦
A positive response, forcing to game, with a five-card suit headed

by two high honours or a longer suit with one top honour.

2NT
8 or more points, fairly balanced. May have a poor five-card suit.

May be very strong. Remember you are forced to game.

3♥/3♠/4♣/4♦
A solid suit of at least six cards. Opener should be happy to play in

this suit with only one or two small cards in support.

3NT upward Not used (except 4♣/4♦) as these bids take up too much space.

RESPONSES TO AN OPENING 2♣
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WHY is Roman Key-Card Blackwood ‘a
good thing?’

If the title of this article is not familiar to
you, I suggest you might start with Sellars
and Yeatman’s masterpiece 1066 and All
That. My colleague and friend David
Gostyn may attempt to persuade you to
read a bridge book; this will be more fun.

Why is Key-Card Blackwood a good
idea? As Bob Hamman said: ‘The best play
lousy, the rest play worse’. Bridge is a game
of errors, and even the top players make
far too many mistakes, because bridge is a
game of imperfect information. When it
comes to bidding, you do not see partner’s
hand till the auction is over. So you need
either excellent judgment to work out what
partner has, or the ability to show what you
have precisely, or failing that, an excellent
system to augment your judgment.

What I hope to persuade you of is that
Blackwood is a useful tool to assist you in
your judgment. When your combined
partnership assets put you in the slam
zone, you need to ensure that you are not
missing too many aces. But that is not
enough; simple possession of three aces
will not keep you out of hopeless slams.

Say you hold:

Hand 1
♠ K 10 9 4
♥ A K Q 4 2
♦ A K J
♣ 7 

Partner opens 1NT and admits to holding
four spades. Blackwood (by whatever your
partnership route is) reveals you are
missing an ace. But does partner have the
spade jack, which might make the slam
50%, the spade queen, which would make

44 English Bridge February 2009 www.ebu.co.uk

it excellent, or neither, to make it hopeless?
Another problem.
Partner opens 1♣ and raises 1♠ to 2♠.

Holding Hand 2:

Hand 2
♠ Q J 7 4 3
♥ A K J 4 2
♦ A K 
♣ 9

You hit him with Blackwood and find one
ace opposite. If partner has the spade king,
a slam will be excellent . . . without it no
better than 50% and probably a lot worse.
Your go!

With both these problems, a discerning
critic might point out that a cue-bidding
auction would help partner value his
cards and avoid the problem, to which like
Edward Lear’s Pobble I respond ‘Fish-
Fiddle-De-Dee!’ Cue-bidding requires
judgment, Blackwood requires partner to
count his aces. The latter is easy, the former
requires a delicate partnership understand-
ing, and I know which I’d trust partner
with.

Roman Key-Card Blackwood solves the
problem on both these deals by focusing
on the trump king as the equivalent of an
ace. There are thus five aces included in
the initial response. And the trump queen
is the next most important card, posses-
sion of which should always be identi-
fiable at a level that will keep you out of
slam if appropriate.

Specifically, on Hand 1 partner’s res-
ponse of 5♦ lets us ask with 5♥ for the
trump queen. If partner has it, he makes a
descriptive bid above the level of 5♠ (cue-
bidding the cheapest king he has not yet
shown) but the call of 5♠ would deny
possession of it.

On Hand 2, the initial response will

indicate how many of the missing five key-
cards including the trump king partner has.
Problem solved.

What else does Key-Card do for you that
regular Blackwood does not? A lot of
things – mainly to do with identifying
specific kings or queens, as well as voids,
but those are all advanced ideas. One
example will have to suffice: You pick up:

Hand 3
♠ A J 4 3
♥ 9
♦ K 7 4
♣ A Q J 9 2

You open 1♣ and raise 1♠ to 3♠; partner
bids 4♦, you use Key-card Blackwood and
get a 5♣ response (0 or 3 key cards).
Knowing partner has at least one key-card
because of his earlier cue-bid, you ask for
the trump queen with 5♦; without it
partner bids 5♠, with it he cue-bids his
cheapest king, 6♣. You can jump to 7♠
facing:

♠ K Q 7 2
♥ A 4 2
♦ A 8 6 3
♣ K 5

I’m sure there are auctions involving
judgment that would get you there too . . .
but I’ll settle for having the best system.

To sum up, at a basic level Key-Card
Blackwood identifies how to stay out of
bad slams that regular Blackwood will
leave you guessing on, and helps you
identify the specific assets that will make
slam good, or bad. If you want to know
more, Eddie Kantar has written eloquently
on the subject. �

RKCB

is a ‘good thing’
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Barry Rigal

Two top players debate a hot bridge topic. Tell us whose argument
has won you over by e-mailing the Editor at elena@ebu.co.uk
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To understand my second reason,
method balance, consider the analogy of a
hi-fi system. It would be absurd to connect
the best CD player in the world to a pair of
tinny loud speakers. Similarly it makes little
sense to play a sophisticated slam conven-
tion as part of a system where there is little
sequence definition or cue-bidding.

For example, if your idea of bidding the
following hands:

♠ A K J 7 5 ♠ Q 10 6 3
♥ K 5 3 ♥ A Q J 7
♦ 6 4 ♦ A K Q
♣ J 8 6 ♣ 4 2

is for West to open 1♠ and East to respond
4NT, then it really does not much matter
which 4NT convention you are using. All
variations will show that your side has
enough aces (by whatever definition), and
none will tell you that 6♠ is off in top tricks.

My third reason, the convention’s com-
plexity, is, to my mind, by far the strongest
argument. Even simple Blackwood has
some complexity. Have you discussed what
your calls mean after intervention? You
might think that the ambiguity of simple
Blackwood’s 5♣ response (0 or 4 aces)
would never give a competent partnership
any difficulties, but you’d be wrong. In the
round robin of the 1971 Bermuda Bowl
there was a much publicised deal when a
pair from the French team (eventually the
beaten finalists) bid to a grand slam missing
all four aces after a 5♣ response.

RKCB has even more ambiguous bids of
this type: 5♣, 5♦, 5NT and 6♣ all show
either x or y key cards, and the mechanism
for dealing with these ambiguities is not
totally obvious. Suppose, for example, that
clubs is the key suit and the responder to the
4NT enquiry has three key cards. What is he
meant to respond? A 5♣ response might
well be passed because the 4NT bidder will
fear that he is facing no key cards.

While I was writing this piece, I read an

article discussing a difficult hand from the
final – ‘final’, note – of the 1995 Bermuda
Bowl. At one table the USA pair missed a
good slam but USA still gained on the
board because the Canadians at the other
table had what the writer described as a
‘key-card accident’ and bid a grand off an
ace. If the best (OK, second best: the Cana-
dians did lose the final) players in the world
can have accidents, think how many acci-
dents the average players can have.

Another source of complexity is that not
all players play RKCB exactly the same way.
In particular, there are different styles of
‘follow-up’ sequence. If you and your part-
ner are going to play RKCB, you need to
spend time making sure that you are play-
ing the same version. Note, in passing, that
follow-up enquiries were needed to reach
the top spot in most of Barry’s examples.

By a mile, the most complex aspect of
RKCB is knowing just which suit is ‘key’. As
luck would have it, in another part of the
magazine that reported the Canadian world
championship accident, there was an article
in which several experts (including world
champions) discussed the auction 1♥ – 1♠
– 2NT – 3♥ – 3♠ – 4♣ – 4♦ – 4NT, where
each partner has bid one major and then
offered secondary support for the other.
The 4NT bid was RKCB (the experts were
all agreed on that), and the experts were
discussing which major was the key suit;
they were split almost exactly 50-50.

OK, if a pair are forming a partnership for
a serious attempt at an event such as the
Gold Cup, then, sure, they should play the
best slam convention. But that pair are
going to have a detailed system definition
anyway, and will have accepted the need for
a lot of memorising. By contrast, a partner-
ship that does not want a memory strain
has to choose between playing RKCB badly
and playing the much easier simple Black-
wood – to my mind, an easy choice. �

MY friend Barry Rigal argues that players
should use Roman Key-Card Blackwood
(RKCB) because it is a more efficient slam
convention than simple Blackwood, i.e. the
convention as originally defined.

Let me start by being quite clear what I
am not going to argue. I am not going to
challenge Barry’s claims that RKCB is a
superior convention. But I shall argue that
most partnerships, even absolutely top class
ones if only playing a casual game, would be
better off using simple Blackwood. I shall
put forward three reasons: (i)  frequency;
(ii) method balance; (iii)  complexity.

Before going into detail on these three
reasons, I would also like to point out that
there are some deals where simple Black-
wood is the superior convention. Consider
the following. You hold:

♠ Q J 10 7 5 3   ♥ 4   ♦ A K Q J 4   ♣ A

and your reliable partner (‘What’s that?’ you
ask) opens 2♠ (weak). What do you do? Of
course, you bid 4NT.

First, let us assume that you are playing
simple Blackwood. If partner shows two
aces then you bid the grand. You are more
than happy to play 7♠ opposite, say:

♠ A 9 8 6 4 2   ♥ A 6 3   ♦ 6 3   ♣ 8 7

Now let us assume that you are playing
RKCB, and partner shows you two key
cards. He might well have the hand above,
but he might as easily have:

♠ K 9 8 6 4 2   ♥ A 6 3   ♦ 6 3   ♣ 8 7

in which case 7♠ is far from playable.
RKCB is less efficient than simple Black-

wood on all the hands where there is the
world of difference between the king of
trumps and a missing ace. A slam needing a
finesse against the king of trumps is play-
able; a slam that is off in aces is not.

The first of my three reasons is fairly self-
explanatory. The number of hands where it
matters which form of Blackwood you use
is very low. You might well go months
before you see a single hand where your
choice of slam convention affects the final
contract you reach.

David M. Gostyn

RKCB is NOT

always a ‘good thing’
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Or vote by post (Editor, English Bridge, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR).
Comments for publication (not more than 200 words, please) are welcome.
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Auction 2 
West North East South

1♥ Pass Pass
?

This position is called the Protective
position  because West must ‘protect’ the
possibility that East has been forced to
pass with opening values. Bidding with
few values is relative safe here: if West has
only 8 points then he knows East must
have quite a bit, otherwise why are North-
South passing out 1♥? West should be
looking for reasons to bid, not reasons to
pass! On the whole West pretends he has
an extra useful king (effectively borrowing
it from East) and then chooses his bid.
This is called: ‘transferring a king’. The
bidding criteria for West in Auction 2 are
summarised as follows:

1♠ (one-level overcall) = 5-14 HCP
2♣ (two-level overcall without jump)

= 7-15 HCP
Double (take-out) = 8+ HCP
1NT = 11-14 HCP

Some bids in fourth position don’t quite fit
this pattern of bidding with 3 fewer points:

2NT shows a balanced 20-22, because it
is not possible otherwise to cater for
strong balanced hands too good for a
protective 1NT.
2♠, a jump overcall, should be played as
12-16 HCP with a six-card suit, irres-
pective of what you play immediately
over the 1♥ bidder.
Michaels Cue-bids should remain large-
ly unaltered, though there is not much
point in bidding on complete rubbish
when you can pass the hand out.

The time for West to pass in Auction 2 is
when he has great length in opener’s suit
and is worried that if he bids North-South
might find a better contract.

Diagram (i)
♠ K J 6 4 ♠ A 8 5 2
♥ 8 7 ♥ 10 9 6
♦ A 10 7 ♦ K Q 4
♣ 8 5 4 3 ♣ A 7 2

Auction 3 
West North East South

1♥ Pass Pass
Dble Pass 2♠ All Pass

The East-West hands in Diagram (i) are
bid as shown in Auction 3. Of course if
West had been next to bid after 1♥ and
had doubled in that position, East would
be insisting on game, but East is aware that
West has added a king to his assets.
Therefore East has to correspondingly
subtract a king.

Diagram (ii)
♠ A K 8 7 2 ♠ 4
♥ 4 2 ♥ A Q 7 3
♦ J 9 2 ♦ K 10 4 3
♣ K 10 8 ♣ A J 4 2 

Auction 4
West North East South

1♥ Pass Pass
1♠ Pass 1NT Pass
2NT Pass 3NT All Pass

The East-West hands in Diagram (ii) are
bid as shown in Auction 4. East’s 1NT
might look like a huge underbid, but
opposite a standard one-level overcall
1NT shows 9-12 points. If East subtracts a
king, then he will need to have started
with 12-15 points.

Remember: West could have protected
with 1♠ with as few as 5 points! With 11
points, West makes a game try of 2NT and
now East has a comfortable raise to game.

IN the first article in this series (June
2008) we saw that with balanced hands of
up to a poor 15 points you might have no
alternative to pass, once your right-hand
opponent has opened the bidding. The
main natural options available to East in
Auction 1 are shown below:

Auction 1
West North East South

1♥ ?

1♠ (one-level overcall) = 8-17 HCP
2♣ (two-level overcall without jump)

= 10-18 HCP
Double (take-out) = 11+ HCP
1NT = Good 15-18 HCP

Clearly West cannot use the same criteria
in Auction 2, otherwise both players may
pass with 14 balanced points and an easy
game is missed. Equally, there are the large
numbers of hands where the points in the
pack are roughly evenly split between
North-South and East-West. I call these
‘20/20 hands’. Frequently each side can
make a part-score in its chosen suit and it
simply doesn’t pay to sell out to your
opponents’ choice of one-level contract.

When to ‘protect’ –

and how far to go
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Andrew Kambites

YOUNG CHELSEA
ONE OF THE WORLD’S

GREAT BRIDGE CLUBS

Duplicate every weekday evening
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will probably fail.

Diagram (iv)
♠ A J 5 4 2 ♠ K Q 3
♥ 9 7 5 ♥ 8 4
♦ 10 9 3 ♦ A J 5 4
♣ A 9 ♣ 10 6 5 2

Auction 6
West North East South

1♥ Pass 2♥
Pass Pass Dble Pass
2♠ Pass Pass 3♥
3♠ All Pass

In Diagram (iv) East should be even more
desperate to compete after North’s second-
round pass in Auction 6, although the
bidding is one level higher. North-South
have found a fit, but show no inclination to
proceed to game. This is very likely to be a
20/20 hand. West doesn’t take East’s bidding
too seriously because East has already
passed, hence the quiet 2♠ bid. However,
South pushes with 3♥ and, as is often the
case, the side with the higher ranking suit
wins the auction at the three level. �

Often a protective bid starts a ‘scrambling’
auction with each side  trying to push the
other to the three level. For the East-West
hands in Diagram (iii) the auction may
develop as shown in Auction 5:

Diagram (iii)
♠ K J 6 4 ♠ Q 3
♥ 8 7 ♥ 10 9 6
♦ A K 10 ♦ Q 4 2
♣ 8 5 4 3 ♣ A J 9 6 2

Auction 5
West North East South

1♥ Pass Pass
Dble Pass 2♣ Pass
Pass 2♥ 3♣ 3♥
All Pass

East’s 2♣ is plenty opposite a protective
double but with North-South having a
heart fit and East-West having a club fit,
each side is prepared to push to the three
level in competition. The result of all the
action following West’s protective double
is that North has been pushed from a
comfortable 1♥ to a 3♥ contract  which

PRIZE PLAY
QQQQUUUUIIIIZZZZ

A competition you can all enter

TAKE a look at the play situation below and
give your answer. Please include very brief
details of your reasoning.

There are three categories in our
competition: up to and including Master;
for those up to and including Regional
Master; and for those with higher ranking.
The categories are slightly different to last
time; make sure you enter the correct one!

West leads the jack of spades against 3NT by
South (2NT – 3NT). What is the best line for
making the contract?  

♠ 6 4 2
♥ 6 3
♦ J 7 5
♣ K J 10 9 4

♠ K Q 9 3
♥ K 4
♦ A K 10 9
♣ A Q 8
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makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnik.co.uk 
� 020 8661 8866

This twin-pack of playing cards (‘Monet
Terrace’) is the prize on offer in our series of
play posers set by Julian Pottage.

playing cards now on sale online.
For more information visit

www.piatnik.co.uk

Entries to Julian Pottage, 17 Beach
Road, Porthcawl CF36 5NH, or e-mail
ebuquizmaster@tiscali.co.uk. Entries
must arrive by February 20. Please
indicate on the top left-hand corner of the
envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. Julian
Pottage will judge the entries and the first
correct answer drawn in each category will
win a prize.
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Andrew Robson reports

Lords beat Commons
in nail-biter

THE annual Lords v Commons bridge
match which took place on 12th Dec-
ember 2008 at London’s Crockford’s
Club saw the closest finish in its thirty-
four-years’ history. It was a fitting date
for the event: twelve years to the day
since its original sponsor, Jack Perry,
passed away. His son Stephen (head of
London Export) now sponsors the
contest.

Buoyed by a thin game and slam bid
and made (uniquely) by the Commons’
least experienced pairing (on paper) of
Nick Palmer (Lab, Broxtowe) and John
Hemming (Lib Dem, Birmingham
Yardley), the underdog Commons team
leapt to an early lead, preserving it
going into the lunch break (never a dry
affair). They extended their advantage
when Bridget Prentice (Lab, Lewisham
East) doubled an opposing 4♠ that was
bid to make: down four and a tem-
porary lead of over 2000 points
(aggregate scoring). However, barely
two minutes later Lady Henig doubled
the same 4♠ contract at another table
(the four tables played the same boards
simultaneously, making gripping view-
ing for the assembled press); in despera-
tion, the Commons pair ran from the
frying pan to the fire of 5♦, and that
went down five (doubled). The Lords
were back in the hunt and, with all four
Lords pairs producing fine results on
the last three deals, they overhauled the
Commons to win by a mere 110 points
to take the Jack Perry Trophy for a third
year in a row. They now lead 18-16 in
the overall series.

The Sir Anthony Berry Trophy,
awarded each year for the best bridge
moment, went jointly to Lord May of
Oxford and Lord Harrison. Both
executed a strip squeeze and throw-in
to perfection to land a 3NT contract in
the morning session.

Lords: Lord Skelmersdale (Captain) – Lady
Oppenheim-Barnes; Lord Baker – Lord
Kalms; Lord Harrison – Lady Billingham;
Lord May – Lady Henig.
Commons: Michael Mates (Captain) –
Robin Squire; Bridget Prentice – John
Marek; Evan Harris – Tony McWalter; Nick
Palmer – John Hemming.
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king and a spade to the eight, ten and
queen. West was endplayed and returned a
heart, which Marston ruffed. Now a low
spade left West endplayed again to lead into
the ace-jack of spades at trick twelve.

Could the defence have beaten the
contract? Yes. East’s play of cashing his
winners at the start gave declarer an easy
run. The contract is defeated in a number
of ways. For example, if East switches to
his trump at trick two, declarer is likely to
put in the ten, losing to the queen. West
plays a diamond and declarer cannot pre-
vent him making three trump tricks as
East can eventually play a third diamond
when in with a club winner.

England’s Jack Mizel played the next deal
at the Palm Beach Regional in May 2008:

Love All. Dealer South.
♠ Q 6 5 3
♥ J 10
♦ A 10 2
♣ K 8 5 4

♠ 7 ♠ K J 4
♥ Q 9 8 7 2 ♥ K 5 3
♦ 7 4 3 ♦ K Q 6
♣ A Q J 9 ♣ 10 6 3 2

♠ A 10 9 8 2
♥ A 6 4
♦ J 9 8 5
♣ 7

West North East South
Pass

Pass Pass 1♣ 1♠
3♥1 3♠ All Pass

1 Fit-jump, hearts and clubs

West led a low
heart to the king
and ace and Mizel
played back a
heart at trick two,
West winning the
queen. Now West
switched to ace
then queen of
clubs to dummy’s
king  and away
went a diamond.
Now a spade to the ten scored and
declarer continued with a heart ruff and
a club ruff before running the nine of
diamonds to East’s queen. This was the
first endplay as East could not afford to
return either a diamond or a spade so
played a club. Mizel ruffed and played
ace and another spade to East’s king and,
down to nothing but diamonds, East had
to lead away from the king at trick twelve
to give the contract.

Could the defence have beaten the
contract? Again, yes. West could have led a
diamond through at trick three instead of
playing on clubs. No doubt he was
concerned that a diamond play might
solve a problem for declarer and, this early
in the play, he had insufficient information
to see what was to come.

It looks as though East could also beat
the contract by putting in the jack on the
first round of spades. However, declarer
wins the ace and ruffs the third heart then
a club, high. Now he can play the nine of
spades, overtaking in dummy. If East wins
and returns a trump, this can be won in
dummy with the six, and the last club
ruffed, after which a diamond finesse
endplays East. If East ducks the queen of
spades, declarer is in dummy to ruff the
club and now exits with a spade to the
king. Again, East is endplayed. �

TO achieve one endplay to bring home a
contract is very satisfying, but how about
two endplays on the same deal? This first
example came up in the PABF Zonal
Championships of 2006 and featured Paul
Marston, one of the top players in
Australia for more than  two decades.

N/S Game. Dealer North.
♠ 7 6
♥ 10 8 7
♦ A K J 7 5 2
♣ 4 3

♠ K Q 9 2 ♠ 8
♥ J 6 5 3 ♥ A 9 4 2
♦ Q 10 ♦ 8 4 3
♣ 9 8 7 ♣ A K J 6 5

♠ A J 10 5 4 3
♥ K Q
♦ 9 6
♣ Q 10 2

West North East South
Zejun Grosvenor Shi Marston

Pass 1♣ 2♠
Pass Pass Dble All Pass

China’s Zhuang
Zejun could see
three likely trump
tricks so passed
the reopening
double and led a
heart.

Shi Haojun won
the ace of hearts,
cashed the top
clubs, and exited
with a heart to de-

clarer’s king. Marston cashed the queen of
clubs then crossed to the diamond ace to
ruff a heart. Next came a diamond to the

Double
endplay
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Brian Senior

To be effective, an endplay re-
quires that all the defender’s
safe exit cards have been
removed at the point where he is
put on lead, so that any return is
to declarer's benefit. Note how
in the featured deals, the first
throw-in forced the defender to
use up his one remaining safe
exit card, and the second end-
play finished him off.

Paul Marston

Jack Mizel
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Master Point
promotions 

Avon

2 Star Premier
Master
Mr P Keightley

County Master
Mr P Bennett

Mrs C Stevens

District Master
Mr B Wibberley

Local Master
Mr MG Close

Mr G Evans

Bedfordshire

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs ES McAllister

5 Star Premier
Master
Mr S Bligh

2 Star Master
Mr PJ Scott

1 Star Master
Mr PR Bower

Mr PA Thornton

Master
Mr J Boughey

Mrs LS Francis

County Master
Mr ARJ Leach

Area Master
Mr ED Lowther

Club Master
Mr JD Cardiff

Local Master
Mr P Taylor

Berks & Bucks

Tournament
Master
Mrs RM Hague

5 Star Master
Mr R Ball

Mr D Cook

4 Star Master
Mrs EJ King

3 Star Master
Mrs S Davies

Mrs B Wilson

2 Star Master
Mr WJ Barclay

Mr JR Crook

Ms S Hegi

Mr MB Tuson

1 Star Master
Mr RG Cheetham

Mrs E Parkinson

Advanced Master
Prof JR Turner

Mr GC White

Master
Mrs E Heyes

Mr DK Porteous

Mr GW Wright

County Master
Mr R Findlow

Dr A George

Mrs JS Hutchison

District Master
Mrs D Anstey

Mr ND Bishop

Mrs P Chantler

Mr DA Collier

Dr A Lloyd

Dr L Swarbrick

Mrs M Wills

Area Master
Mr S Galvin

Mrs AG Posgate

Mr ME Prentice

Club Master
Mrs B Felmer

Local Master
Ms R Clarke

Ms B Piercy

Cambs &
Hunts

Grand Master
Dr J Mestel

Premier National
Master
Mr TR King

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr K Smith

1 Star Master
Mrs G Haarhoff

Advanced Master
Mrs A Harrison

Master
Mrs M Gardner

Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Ralph, Andrew
and Cathy Smith, and Steve Tomlinson
for winning the Daily Telegraph Cup.

The Championship Teams, the first
county event of the season, resulted in a
convincing win for Robert Glass, Bernard
Mitchel, Jeremy Rickard, Robert Covill.
The Ladies Pairs was won by Cathy
Walker – Chris King with Lene Priess –
Irene Robinson second. The Men’s was
won by Ralph and Andrew Smith for the
second year running with Mike Letts –
Nelson Stephens the runners-up.

Western League: in the match with
Wiltshire the A match was for teams of
eight and was won 13-7 by Avon (David
Jones, Duncan Cairns, Mike Elliott, Mike
Davies, Jeremy Rickard, Robert Glass,
Brian Dyde, Peter Sherry). Avon also
won the B and C team matches 16-4 and
17-3 respectively. The B team was Preben
Schmidt, Lene Priess, Jack Terry, Alan
Jones, and the C team Sue O’Hara, Sue
Lowe, Dan Lewis, John Wooten.

In the County Knock-Out the quarter-
finals line up is: A.Smith v R.Glass, H.
Oliver v E.Page, D. Birt v B. Dyde; D.
Jones v I. Robinson. To date Page, Birt
and Robinson have won their respective
matches.

The Bristol Bridge Club Pairs Cham-
pionship (Spielman Cup) was won by
Margaret Harris – Richard Kendall. The
Bristol Bridge Club Premier Pairs was
won in October by Brian Goalby – Tony
Letts, in November by Mike Brady –
Brian Etheridge, and in December by
Cathy Walker – Pat Chant. The West of
England Bridge Club Swiss Pairs was won
by Irene Robinson – Jeremy Rickard.
The Bristol Bridge Club Christmas Swiss
Teams was won by Dan Lewis, Ray
Mardon, Joan Flowerdew, Stephen Royal.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

WINNERS of the Inter-
club Teams of Four held
on Nov 20 were Anne
and David Gilling with
Lynne Emmett – Ron

Davis, scoring +56 IMPS. This event was
followed by the new Seniors’ Teams at
Wilstead on Dec 10. Winners with a score
of +51 IMPs were Alan Cooke – Maris
Sheppard playing with Terry Pearce –
Kathleen Gilbert. Congratulations to the
winners of these events.

The County committee have decided
to introduce a new Victor Ludorum
trophy in memory of Jon Williams. The
trophy will be scored on a ‘points’ basis
and be awarded at the AGM to the most
successful player of the year in Beds
County events. Competitors’ current
‘points’ totals will be displayed on the
BBA website. As a new feature, it is now
also possible to check the home page for

qualifiers for the end-of-season Cham-
pions’ Trophy. Take note!

Diary Dates: Thursday Feb 12, Inter-
club Teams of 8, 7.30pm. Sunday Feb 22,
County Pairs Semi-Final and Final,
Wilstead, 2pm. During March, details of
the Mixed Pairs, the EBU/Beds Swiss
Teams and the Seniors’ Pairs are
available on the BBA website. A One Day
Green Pointed Swiss Teams’ event takes
place on Sunday, March 15 at the Safari
Lodge in the midst of Woburn Safari
Park. More details from Brian Keable or
the BBA website

Should you know of any items of
local interest that you think may be
suitable for this column, or successes of
local players outside the County, please
e-mail details to peterjscott21@yahoo.co.uk
for inclusion in future issues.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk

IT is very sad to report the
death of Hedy Brown on
December 22. Hedy was a
founder member of the
County, won most of our

competitions and was still competing in
events earlier in the year.

Pride of place in this report goes to
our Tollemache team (in the picture
below, from the left: [seated] Richard
Palmer, Mike Perkins, John Howard,
Ian Reissmann; [standing] Chris Burley,
Richard Bowdery, Ed Scerri, Simon Cope,
Tim Rees, Dick Davey, with non-playing
captain, Addis Page) who not only made
it through to the Final but won their
heat by a convincing margin ahead of
last year’s overall winners, Kent. Good
luck in the Final on Feb 14-15 Also a
winner was Steve Gore in the Malvern
Congress Swiss Pairs.

The Qualifying round of the County
Teams Championship was won by a large
margin by Richard Palmer, Dick Davey,
Ed Scerri and Chris Burley. The quali-
fying teams will be joined in the knock-
out stages by last year’s winners captained
by Mike Perkins, who were given a bye as

they were playing in the EBU Premier
League. Congratulations to John Howard,
Ian Reissmann and Mike, who, with
three other team-mates, finished fourth
in the top division of the Premier
League: as a result John has been
selected for the EBU team in the
Camrose Trophy at Oxford, March 6-8,
with Mike and Ian as the Reserve pair.

The Boothroyd Plate was won by Addis
Page – Liz Hayton; our thanks go to
Addis for his excellent captaincy of our
Tollemache team (see above).

Congratulations to Nick & Katherine
Doe who won The Flitch for the second
time ahead of last year’s runners-up,
Colin and Juliana Simpson.

Diary Dates: Feb 1, Friendly Swiss
Pairs at SBBC. Feb 26, Improver Pairs at
SBBC. Apr 5, Mixed Pairs at Windsor.
Apr 15, Senior Pairs at SBBC (start
10.30am).

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org.uk
CATHERINE Curtis – Paul Fegarty won
the Great Northern Swiss Pairs; their team
has reached the final of the Silver Plate.

Ely Bridge Club is now holding dupli-
cate sessions on a Monday afternoon,
and from January Paul Fegarty will be
running beginners/improvers classes at
the same time. More information from
pfegarty@yahoo.co.uk, � 01353 649563.

Chris Larlham, David Kendrick, Rod
and Sue Oakford retained the Open Swiss
Teams; second were Mark Tilley, Mike
Trask, Rob Miller, Dan Baines; third
were Trevor King, Marion King, Bab
Vajda, Brian Hope. Cambs & Hunts has
again qualified for the Tollemache final;
the team was Julian Wightwick, Giles
Woodruff, Catherine Curtis, Paul Fegarty,
Victor Milman, Rod Oakford, Paul
Barden, Jonathan Mestel. Cambridge A
were runners-up in the 2007/08 NICKO.

Diary Dates: Jan 18, County Indivi-
dual Final; Feb 8, County Pairs Final;
Mar 14, Novice Pairs Tournament; Apr
19, Garden Cities Qualifier; Apr 26,
Jubilee Swiss Pairs.

COUNTY NEWS
Congratulations to the
newly promoted Premier
Grand Masters:
Mr GW Hyett, Manchester
Mr GA Tredinnick, Kent

Congratulations to the
newly promoted
Grand Masters:
Mr SW Burton, Kent
Dr J Mestel, Cambs & Hunts
Mr RAF Robinson, Middlesex
Mr N Sandqvist, London

THE YEARLY MASTER-POINT RACE
We regret being unable, because of deadlines, to publish the results of the yearly Master Point Scoring
competition. These will be up on the EBU website www.ebu.co.uk as soon as possible after the com-
petition’s closing date on 26th January 2009 and will be included in the April issue of English Bridge.

The Berks & Bucks Tollemache team
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Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

In the annual Inter-insular
Matches played in Jersey this
year, Guernsey ran out com-
fortable winners in the A
and the B Teams (six teams

in each set). At half-time Guernsey were
leading by 60 IMPs in the As and by 54
IMPs in the Bs. The final score saw
Guernsey win the A by 76 and the B by
100 IMPs.

With most of the Islands’ best players
in Jersey for the week-end, the chance
was taken to play several County Finals
and here Jersey fared much better.The
first two pairs in the Ladies were Roz
Bavin – Marion Miles and Meredith
Case – Rosemary Pallot; the Men’s Pairs
was won by David Frisewell – David
Hole with Guernsey’s Mike Allen – Andy
Hall second. The Restricted Pairs (Upper
Level) was won by Roz and Marion
(again!) with Dick Langham – Rudi Falla
runners-up. In the Restricted (Lower
Level), Margaret Thompson – Mike
Hancock (Gsy) won with Jersey’s John
and Fiona Honey second. The weekend
was directed by Malcolm and Barbara
Carey and they were praised by the two
Chairmen, Norman Le Cocq and Robert
Plumley.

County Open Pairs: 1. Hugh Bacon –
Martin Jones, 2. Kath Evans – Barbara
Hunter (both Guernsey), 3. Norman Le
Cocq – Rosemary Pallot.

In District Competitions in Jersey
David Hole – Marion Miles and Brian
Youd – Sue Rankin were equal first in
the Mixed Pairs. In Guernsey the Ladies
Pairs result was: 1. Cath Bott – Sue Shaw,
2. Brenda Walker – Brenda Lihou; Men’s
Pairs: 1. Colin Tostevin – Mike Allen, 2.
James Fattorini – John Seymour.

Finally, apologies for omitting a fine
performance in the Guernsey Congress
from our last report. The relatively inex-
perienced team (at this level) of Marilyn
Robilliard, Brian Powell, Peggy Moss
and Jacqui Rumball were outright win-
ners of the Pivot Teams. Very well done.

Cornwall
www.jkeast.freeserve.co.uk

Congratulations to Sallie
Green – Rob Mabley, who
were the top pair in qua-
lifying for the Champion-
ship Pairs at the Torquay
Congress. They finished an
excellent third in the final.

It has been a good
autumn for Ken and Janice Keast. Chris
and Sandra Bickerdike, with Jim and
Frances Barker, were convincing winners
of the Pivot Teams from the Keasts, Joe
Bryant and Mick Robson. Ken and
Janice won the Bodmin Swiss Pairs, from
Jo Brown – Jenny Cant, who had led for
much of the competition.

There were a pleasing seven tables
for the Newcomers Pairs, won, in a tight
finish, by Bob Pretty – Chris Cheetham,
who were delighted to get 61.25%,
from Barbara Shipley – Catherine
Harris. The Mens’ and Ladies’ Teams
finished with a crushing win for the
holders (Ken Keast, Wally Heaton, Jo

Bryant, Mick Robson) from Jo Brown,
Jenny Cant, Wendy Brown, Mimi
Falconer (it was good to see Mimi back
in county competitions).

Diary Dates: Feb 1, Teams of Four,
Ladock. Feb 15, Penventon Swiss Pairs,
Redruth. Feb 22, Club Teams of Eight,
Ladock. Mar 1 and 4, John Perks Green
Pointed Pairs, Ladock and Penzance.
Mar 15, John Perks Final, Ladock. Apr 3-
5, Cornwall Congress, Falmouth.

Cumbria
www.ccdba.co.uk

OUR County Teams Qualifier was held
on November 9th. There was an entry of
eight teams, and four went forward to
the final on Dec 7. The winners and
runners-up were: 1. Ken Johnson, Peter
Mollart, Trevor Duddle, and William
Thomson with 42 VPs; 2. Tink Steven,
Leo Lehninger, David Latimer and John
Robinson.

Derbyshire
www.dcba.org.uk

THE Vic Morris Plate
was retained by Roger
and Jennifer Floutier,
Don Smedley and John
Griffin, who very nar-
rowly beat Maggie Beale,

Gary Flood, and Pat and Alan Smith. The
Invitation Pairs was won by Stan
Haywood – Jackie Starsmore with David
and Mary Marshall in second place.

Diary Dates: Mar 25, First County
Trial.

Devon 
www.devonbridge.co.uk

THE Plymouth Congress,
Oct 25-26, took place
at its new venue, the
Future Inn, and looks
forward to more people

competing in 2009. Congratulations to
John Beard – Roger Evens who won the
Pairs event, and Geoff and Nethie White,
Jenny Flood, Phil Palmer who won the
Teams.

The Torquay Bridge Club Congress,
14-16 November, was again a very
successful event thanks to Chris and
Joan Ley, and Joy Murray Brown and
helpers. Over 120 pairs and 59 teams
competed. Congratulations to the win-
ners: Pairs: Alison Pollock – Amos
Bridgman; Swiss Teams: Roger Andrews,
Leslie Angus, Grayle and Colin Webb;
Mixed Pairs: Mike Huggins – Irene
Robinson; Flitch: Mike and Marion
Kelsey; Marjory Bean Cup: John Murray
Brown – Linda Starling; Photographica
Printers Trophy: Jan Mills – Shirley
Crowley; Consolation Pairs: Pam Ward –
Don Pearson. (The last three winners are
members of Torquay Bridge Club – well
done).

Congratulations to Warner and Louise
Solomon (playing with Rob Lawy and
Andrew Thompson) who won the teams
at the International Festival of Bridge in
Cuba. At the Seniors Congress Warner
was second in the Championship Pairs
with Ken Woods (formerly Devon) and
Louise was second in the Swiss Pairs in

partnership with Pat Davies.
The team representing Devon in the

Tollemache (Alan and Jette Bailey,
Warner and Louise Solomon, Jim Grant,
Stefan Lindfors, Ann Slee and Richard
Lingham) finished 6th in their Group
(of nine) winning 4 matches, drawing 1.

Diary Dates: North Devon Congress,
13,14 & 15 March 2009. Devon County
Congress, 17-19 April 2009.

Dorset 
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

SPECIAL
congratulations to Roger
Andrews, Lesley Angus,
Gayle and Colin Webb

on winning the Swiss Teams at the
Torquay Congress in November.

County Results: Ladies Pairs: 1.
Margot Wilson – Janet Smith, 2. Doris
Hutchinson – Inga-Lill Button, 3. Dawn
Gladwinfield – Mooneen Potter. Men’s
Pairs: 1. Miles Cowling – Martin Brook,
2. Tim Dunsby – Chris Guy, 3. David
Berwitz – Roy Riley. Chope Salver: 1
Eugene Sheehan – Mary Clews, 2. Miles
Cowling – Daphne Philipps, 3. John &
Marion Howitt.

National Results: Wessex Swiss Teams:
1. Miles Cowling, Bob McRobert, John
Carter, John Dakin. Malvern Congress
Swiss Pairs: 19. Margot Wilson – John
Gardner. Torquay Congress: Swiss Teams:
1. Roger Andrews, Lesley Angus, Gayle
and Colin Webb; Prographica Printers
Trophy: 8. Paul White – David
Wooldridge; Consolation Pairs: 13. Mary
Osmond – Nicky Willis, 19. Roger
Andrews – Lesley Angus.

Dairy Dates: Apr 4, Garden Cities
Qualifier, 7pm. Apr 5, Swiss Teams for
The Gee Trophy, 2pm, hosted by
Allendale BC. May 10, Swiss Teams for
The Udall Trophy, 2pm, hosted by
DCBA at the Allendale Centre. Jun 7,
DBCA AGM, 11am, Allendale Centre –
followed at 2pm by Swiss Teams for The
Allendale Trophy.

Please e-mail information of interest
to Martin.john.brook@gmail.com.

NOTE: the new county website is now
hosted at www.bridgewebs.com/dorset.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk

IN the EBU Congress in
Dubrovnik, Ray Cornell –
David Clark finished 5th
in the Swiss Pairs and,
with Albert Kitchin, were
second in the Pivot Teams

and fourth in the Swiss Teams.
The Swiss Teams event in the

Felixtowe Congress was won by Val and
Paul Mollison with Judith and Simon
Moorman. Joint third in the same event
were Alan and Elaine Green, Anne Segal
– Frank Morrison, and Angela Fenton –
June Brown with team-mates.

The Wednesday event of the BGB
Autumn Sims was won by Alan Phillips –
Denise Smiles from the M&B Club. The
leading Essex players in the Eastern
Counties Sims were Roger Bright –
Simon Moorman, who finished in 6th
place.

Recent Essex events: George Curtis

County Master
Mr J H Govinden

District Master
Mr B Ransley

Area Master
Mr D Cotterell

Miss JE Curry

Mr A Willis

Channel
Islands

Advanced Master
Mrs PA Church

Club Master
Mr R Ingram

Local Master
Dr DJ Mortimer

Cornwall

5 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr B Benfield

11 Star Regional
Master
Mr N Grenfell

Regional Master
Mrs J Cant

Tournament
Master
Mrs CR Trezise

3 Star Master
Mr J Hardisty

2 Star Master
Mrs M Bagrie

1 Star Master
Mr RGS Draycott

Cumbria

1 Star Master
Mrs C Edwards

Advanced Master
Mr R Atkinson

Master
Mrs MJ Millidge

Mrs M Teasdale

Local Master
Mrs J Sellers

Derbyshire

1 Star Regional
Master
Mrs EJ Hall

District Master
Mrs J Allsop

Ms J King

Mr P Knighton

Mr D F Mann

Club Master
Mr A Marsland

Local Master
Mr M Forrest
Dr V Rushton

Devon

Premier National
Master
Mr R Carter

6 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs K Wynn

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs MK Kelsey

Mr MJ Kelsey

1 Star Regional
Master
Mrs S Bennett

6 Star Premier
Master
Mr N Marsden

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs EM Floyd

Mrs J Whitlam

5 Star Master
Mrs J Gillet

2 Star Master
Mr AG Foot

Mrs P Simpson

1 Star Master
Mrs CA Coard

Advanced Master
Mr J H Thompson

Master
Mr RH Masters

Mrs J Stephens

County Master
Mr S Gilbert

Mrs A Sandall

Mr RT Shaw

District Master
Mr KRC Evans

Mr RK Harris

Mr R Juniper

Mrs K Neville

Club Master
Dr E Calder

Mr P Martin

Direct

Premier Master
Mr GSG Hargreave

5 Star Master
Mrs HE Jones

Area Master
Mr DM Cox

Local Master
Mrs D Cook

Ms A Davies

Mr M Schenk

Dorset

1 Star Master
Mrs AB Filer

Mr MH Filer

Advanced Master
Mrs ME Osmond

Master
Mrs GA Laing

Club Master
Mrs B Williams

Essex

Life Master
Mr DA Embleton

10 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr CJ Charlton

Master Point
promotions 
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Swiss Teams: 1. Michael Watson, Jacek
Lapszys, Phil Collier, Peter Scotting; 2.
Sandy Riach, Rob Elliott, Ann and
Terry Clark; 3. Patrick O’Gara, Sue
French, Wendy Coldham, Pat Watson.
Autumn Seniors: 1. Allan Greenstein –
Yvonne Dias; 2. Alan Green – Frank
Morrison; 3. Peter Oake – Ray Cornell.
Fletcher Trophy: Mountnessing BC
(Alaric Cundy, Chris Megahey, Roger
and Jill Tattersfield, Alan Green, Peter
Oake, Dennis Valtisiaris, John Sutcliffe).
Cup for Clubs: Hutton BC (Maureen
and George Vede, Eric Field, Dave
Brace). Tony Kelvin Trophy: 1. Ray
Cornell, David Clark, Simon Moorman,
Ray Clarke; 2. Margaret Curtis, David
Sherman, Peter Oake, Frank Morrison;
3. Allan Greenstein, Yvonne Dias, Bob
and Jill Hair. Play with an Expert: 1.
Chris Rastin – Catriona Lovett; 2.
Vivienne Meander – Tony Philpott; 3.
Maureen Hodge – David Embleton.
Mixed Pairs: 1. Catriona Lovett – Mike
Harbour; 2. Val and Paul Mollison; 3.
Stephanie and Laurie Burtt.

Diary Dates: Feb 22, Helliar Trophy.
Mar 11, Essex Spring Seniors. Mar 27,
Gwen Herga Trophies.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk

THE County Team has again qualified
for the final of the Tollemache. The team
– Joe Angseesing, John Rockwood,
Richard Chamberlain, Graham Sadie,
Paul Denning, Patrick Shields, Dan
McIntosh and Derek Rue, with Judy Sanis
as captain – came second in their section
to a team of Middlesex internationals.

A new event – a simultaneous pairs
which was played in Gloucester, Newent,
Stroud, and Tewkesbury – took place last
September. The top four places went to
David Hauser – Alison Pritchard
(Stroud), Robert Macrae – Lesley Mitchell
(Tewkesbury), Mike Gander – Beryl
Stanley (Newent), and John Councer –
Nicky Ferguson (Stroud). These pairs
were rewarded with team-mates from the
county team to take part in the Leslie
Everett on October 19th. This was won by
Joe and Wendy Angseesing, Jim Simons
and Peter Waggett. In second place, just 6
IMPs behind, were Paul Denning, Patrick
Shields, Kanwar and Veronica Rahim.

The 2008-09 Play with an Expert was
won by John Councer, Lesley Harrison,
Mike Lewis. Chris Smith. The Leonard
Cup for non-expert pairs was won by
Anne Wilkinson – John Botting with
Fred Pitel – John Councer runners-up.

Inter-club Teams of Eight: Cheltenham
Bridge Club.

Hants and IoW

www.bridge.hampshire.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Madeline Lawson – John
Jones who won the B final
at the Seniors’ Congress in

Daventry.
County results: The Jubilee Cup for

teams of eight featured a very close
finish between Jan Whitehead’s team
and the Basingstoke team. By 1 point
Jan’s team won the day. Her team-
mates were Ray Crawford, Marion

Rudd, Fred Esch, Steve Howell,
Margaret Blewitt, Kathy Vaile, Andrew
Bennett. 2. Sandra Ruffell, Mary Lucas,
Gill Harris, Andrew Jenkins, Keith
Williams, Dennis Chambers, Tracy
Adams, Steve Tearle. Bloxham Trophy:
1. Helen Kinloch, Tony Page, Tracy
Adams, Steve Tearle; 2. John Jones, Mac
Nurmohamed, Madeline Lawson,
Stuart Strachan; 3. Janet Smith, Margot
Wilson, John Gardner, Eugene
Sheehan. Chidwick Cup Duplicate
Event: 1. Kathy Vaile – Andrew Bennett,
2. Brian Anderson – John Shergold, 3.
Marion Rudd – Fred Esch. Yuletide
Mini-Swiss Teams: 1. Madeline Lawson,
Mac Nurmohamed, Jaquie Bellinger,
John Jones; 2. Pauline Serby, Kathy
Vaile, John Moore, Guy Lawrenson; 3.
Sue Hands, Brian Johnson, Sonia
Blandy, Georgie Dalton.

Diary Dates: Feb 8, Valentine Mini-
Swiss teams. Feb 12, IBM Simultaneous
Pairs (in clubs). Feb.22, Pivot Teams.
Mar 29, Candover Mini-Swiss Teams. All
the above will be played at Romsey,
starting at 2pm unless otherwise listed.
Entries: Lillian Craigen � 02380 254276
or lillian.craigen@sky.com.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk 

OUR neighbours in Worcestershire
invited Herefordshire clubs to join with
Worcestershire clubs in entering their
annual Swiss Teams competition for
Clubs (the Healey Cup). Four HBA
affiliated clubs entered together with
twelve WCBA clubs; of the Hereford-
shire clubs, the Wyeside team finished
second (Gisela Ogden, Ben Britton,
Gillian and Basil Goddard) and the
Ledbury team fourth (Sue and Derrick
Munday, Graham Ling and Brian
Meadows) of the sixteen  entries.

After three matches, the Herefordshire
teams lie in overall fifth place among the
eight counties that make up the Western
League with the A team well placed in its
division. The county team won three of
their matches in the Tollemache qualifier
(against Devon, Wiltshire and Dorset) –
the same number as last year.

The Men’s Pairs for the Country
Gentlemen’s Association Trophy attracted
ten entries this year and was won by Chris
Chowney – Steve Booth, with Mike Ralph
– Ben Britton second and Maurice Curtis
– Bernard Palmer third. There were nine
entries for the Ladies’ Pairs for the Lambe
Corner Salver which was won by Jutta
Shadforth – Heather Brace, with Janet
Holder – June Homes second and Sue
Munday – Susan Sharp third.

The Inter-Club Teams League has
attracted 17 entries again this year
including two from our new affiliated
club, Much Marcle. After the first round,
Hereford C and Wyeside B shared the
lead with 68 VPs.

Diary Dates: Feb 1, Swiss Pairs for
the Bulmer Rose Bowl, Tarrington,
10.30am. Feb 20, Mixed Pairs for Ray
Paul Salver, Bartestree, 7pm. Feb 28,
Club Teams of 8 for the Chadd Shield,
Tarrington, 2pm. Mar 20, Inter-Club
Teams League, Round 3, Ledbury, 7pm.
Mar 28, Championship Pairs, Tarring-
ton, 10.30am.

Master Point promotions 
29 Star Premier
Master

Mr AW Fifield

11 Star Premier
Master

Mr DN Caldwell

5 Star Premier
Master

Mr MJ Harbour

2 Star Premier
Master

Mrs JA Moorman

Tournament
Master

Mrs S Sheringham

4 Star Master

Mrs BH Benton

3 Star Master

Mr TJ Connett

Mr GK Thompson

2 Star Master

Mrs AF Goodey

Mr K Wallace

Advanced Master

Mr JM Patel

Mrs MM Williams

Master
Mr J Bowles

County Master

Mr CW Hook

Mr T Todman

District Master

Mr C Hext

Area Master

Mr CP Hickson

Mr G McGuffin

Mrs J McGuffin

Mr M Morris

Club Master

Mrs CA Segal

Gloucestershire

Premier National
Master

Mrs V Rahim

Premier Regional
Master
Mr D McIntosh

1 Star Tournament
Master

Mrs SE Hetherington

District Master

Mr J Barnby

Mr C P Fleming

Club Master

Mr JN Davis

Hants & I.o.W.

7 Star Regional
Master
Mrs K Caulfeild-

Stoker

Mr P Dunne

Mr WK Palmer

1 Star Regional
Master
Ms J Shortman

8 Star Premier
Master
Mrs CJ Palmer

6 Star Premier
Master
Mr G Collins

4 Star Premier
Master
Mrs MA Rubra

1 Star Tournament
Master
Mr S Cross

Mr MA McMorran

5 Star Master
Mr S Appleby

Mrs A James

2 Star Master
Mrs A Baker

1 Star Master
Mr K Cholerton

Advanced Master
Mr D Heasman

Master
Mr R Green

Mrs D Isaacs

County Master
Mr D Adams

Mr BJ Bonny

District Master
Mr C Christmas

Mr M Cross

Club Master
Mrs M Webb

Herefordshire

4 Star Regional
Master
Mrs M Newcombe

19 Star Premier
Master
Mrs J Homes

Advanced Master
Mrs J Kingston

Master
Mrs JI Foot

County Master
Mr G Cole

Club Master
Mrs D Martin

Herts

Life Master
Mr P Littlewood

Premier National
Master
Mr A Lewis

Mr DJ Peers

4 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs S Bond

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr JV Marmery

4 Star Regional
Master
Mr M Bett

3 Star Regional
Master
Mrs P Henry

2 Star Regional
Master
Mr G Conrad
11 Star Premier
Master
Mr JE Mills

9 Star Premier
Master
Mr J Preston

3 Star Premier
Master
Mr K Farraway

2 Star Premier
Master
Mr DA Fensome

Premier Master
Ms J Mumford

4 Star Master
Mr M Isham

1 Star Master
Mrs J Sedgwick

Mrs DM Turner

Advanced Master
Mrs FV Paterson

Mr S Southworth

Master
Mr D Blasebalk

Mrs G Hardy

Mr TJ Matthews

County Master
Mr C J Pullen

Dr J Sissons

Mr D Wren

District Master
Mr M Ayres

Mrs AMI Hay

Area Master
Mrs C Rice

Mr PM Rice

Club Master
Mr RE Bambrough

Mr JM Fletcher

Local Master
Mrs P Betty

Mrs JE Childs

Isle Of Man

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs DC White

4 Star Premier
Master
Mrs M Beere

County Master
Mrs YM Bain

Kent

Premier Grand
Master
Mr GA Tredinnick

Grand Master
Mr SW Burton

Life Master
Mr MB Brown

Mrs L Radford

7 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr RC Shilling

5 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr BM Lippard

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr B Evans

Mr PL Morgan

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs L Clark

14 Star Premier
Master
Mr K Rains

10 Star Premier
Master
Mr G Moorhouse

9 Star Premier
Master
Mr DT Hudson

5 Star Premier
Master
Mr O Saeed

2 Star Premier
Master
Dr S Goldwin

2 Star Tournament
Master
Mr MP Silverman
1 Star Tournament
Master
Mr B Beavis
Tournament
Master
Mr JA Dos Santos

COUNTY NEWS

Couple required to run occasional
bridge weekends in S.E. England

Must be friendly and efficient, and have previous
experience. Computer scoring including teams

events. Please supply references.

Box No 250 Loud, 90 Milton Park, Abingdon. OX14 4RY
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Hertfordshire

www.hertsbridge.co.uk
IN the Senior Congress Stan
and Tara Harding were
second with Michael Shine
– Adrienne Tinn fourth in
the Pairs ‘B’ Final. Tony

Slater, Pat Barnett, Margaret and Bernard
Eddleston were fourth in the Teams.

A few omissions were made in the last
report. In the Dubrovnik congress; Nigel
Walsh was second in the men’s pairs and
fifth in the Swiss Teams. In the Autumn
Congress Jackie Davies was second in
the Satellite Pairs.

Local Results: Humble Cup: A number
of high profile casualties left the quarter-
finalists line up as follows: Cookman,
Harding, Kitajewski, Oram, Quayle,
Rodney, Shine, Stimson. Eccles Cup: 1.
Welwyn Garden City (Dennis Spruce,
John Hunter, Nadia Button, Cindy
Andrews, Louise Tavacoli, Michael
Rudd, Janet and David Wren); 2. St
Albans (Diana and Nick Barry, Christine
Cameron, Wendy Dew, John Duthie,
Eirwen Cox, Colin Owen and Martin
Shuttleworth); 3. Sobell (Catherine Staf-
ford, Michael Gentry, Audrey Mace,
Chris Richmond, John Francis, Fiona
Frais, Elaine and Howard Atkins). Mixed
Pairs: 1. Richard Irwin – Julie Abley, 2.
Michael Aslett – Helen Robinson, 3.
Peter Clark – June Ball. Swiss Pairs: 1.
Jackie Davies – John Marr, 2. Richard
Irwin – Julie Abley, 3. Amanda Barnes –
John Hirons. The Golf Club Trophy was
won by Dyrham Park ‘A’ (Howard
Levene, Stewart Wiseman, Malcolm
Landau, Beatrice Fess).

Diary Dates: Sunday Feb 15, Rose
Bowl. Sunday Feb 22, Humble Cup 2nd
Quali-Final. Friday Mar 20, Marjorie
Lukyn Charity Cup Final. Sunday Mar
22, Newcomers & Intermediate Cham-
pionship.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk

THE Kent team led by Pat
Collins with Derek Patter-
son, Stuart and Gerald
Tredinnick, played their
Gold Cup semi-final in
December in Peebles and

won comfortably. Sadly, they lost the
final to Janet de Botton’s team (David
Burn, Jason and Justin Hackett, Nick
Sandqvist, Artur Malinoski) by one IMP
after 64 boards.

In the preliminary round of the
Tollemache Cup, Kent is through to the
2009 final which is being played in
February. The team of Jeremy Willans,
Ian Draper, Gerald and Stuart Tredin-
nick, Derek Patterson, Pat Collins, Denis
O’Donovan and Peter Law won the cup
last year.

Congratulations to Barbara Schultz –
Craig Cooper, winners of the David
Boston Cup simultaneous charity event
beating 1500 pairs nationwide.

At the Barbados Bridge League Sun,
Sea and Slams Congress, winners of the
Swiss Teams were Mike Rafferty – Liz
Blande and team-mates. Alison and Peter
Burt won the Bajan Rum Pairs.

The Corbett Cup, Corbett Plate and
Mitchell Salver are now being played

under the umbrella of the Inter-club
Competition; the preliminary round as
well as the final both take place in
February.

There was a strong turn-out for the
Maidstone Club Christmas Teams in
December, which was won by Colin
Wilson, Diana Avis, Brian Crack and
Shirley Goldwin.

Diary Dates: Feb 7, Inter-club Com-
petition (Teams of 8), Prelim, 2.30pm,
Kingshill. Feb 21, Inter-club Compe-
tition, Final, Kingshill. Apr 5, Larsky
Cup Final, 11am, Tunbridge Wells. Apr
5, Junior Pairs, 11am, Tunbridge Wells.
May 17, Green Point One Day Event,
1pm, Canterbury.

Lancashire 
www.lancsbridge.co.uk

LANCASHIRE just missed
out on qualifying for the
Tollemache Final by finish-
ing third in its qualifying
group behind Yorkshire

and Warwickshire but ahead of Surrey
and London. The team was Austin
Barnes, Stuart Norris, Andrew Petrie,
Jeff Smith, Gareth Roberts, Paul Fern-
head, Paul and Hilda Williams.

In the Northern Bridge League, Lan-
cashire A finished fourth out of six
counties, Lancashire B fourth out of seven
and Lancashire C third out of eight.

LCBA Congress Pairs: 1. Brian Ripley –
Barrie Newall. LCBA Congress Teams: 1.
Stuart Norris, Des King, Austin Barnes,
Rod Greenhalgh. Bury Swiss Teams: 1.
Catherine Draper, Andrew Woodcock,
Ollie Burgess, Jackie Pye. Lytham Rose
Bowl: 1. Andrew Woodcock – Catherine
Draper.

Diary Dates: Feb 1, LCBA Cham-
pionship Pairs, Blackburn Bridge Club;
Feb 22, LCBA Teams of Eight Cham-
pionship, Bury Athenaeum. Feb 27-Mar
1, EBU Spring Congress, Harrogate. Mar
7, LCBA Restricted Pairs, Brierfield BC.
Mar 20-22, Cumbria Congress, Winder-
mere. March 29, Bury Spring Swiss
Teams, Bury Athenaeum.

Leicestershire 
www.leicsbridge.org.uk

RECENT County teams
results: Nov 16 vs Oxon,
1st team won 14-6, 2nd
team lost 5-15, 3rd team
lost 3-17; Dec 14 vs

Derbys, 1st team lost 1-19, 2nd team lost
3-17, 3rd team won 17-3. The current
league positions are: 1st team (Dawes
League) 6th place; 2nd team (Porter
Cup) 5th place; 3rd team (Markham
Trophy) 3rd place, and Leicestershire are
4th in the overall merit table.

Congratulations to Bill Gray – Brian
Marlow who finished eighth (of 1449)
nationally in the David Boston Sim Pairs.
Seven Leicestershire clubs held heats,
raising a total of £560 for the LOROS
and Rainbows charities.

The Josephs Bowl (the Leicestershire
Teams-of-Four championship) has rea-
ched the quarter-final stage, to be played
on January 14th. The quarter-final ties
are Stokes vs Krantz, Nutt vs Thompson,
Mahoney vs Watson, and Shaw vs Odams.

The Wilde Cup (non-expert teams of

four) was won by the team comprising
Irene Pacey, June Dixon, Jackie Simpson
and Tom Simpson. After three rounds
Bill Hood – Nick Stevens have
maintained their lead in the Stanley
Trophy.

Diary Dates: (Note: details of Gimson
Trophy Heats are on the LCBA Website).
Feb 2, National Pairs heat, LGS. Feb 8,
Midlands League County match vs Staffs
& Shrops, LGS. Feb 18 Buckby (Men’s)
and Olga (Ladies) Pairs Cups, Barkby.
Mar 11, Stanley Trophy heat 5, Glenfield.
Mar 14, Green Point Swiss Pairs, EMBA,
Spondon. Mar 15, Green Point Swiss
Teams, EMBA, Spondon. March 24,
Leicester Mercury (Learners) Pairs,
County. Mar 29, Barkby Charity Swiss
Teams. Apr 5, Midland League County
match vs Lincolnshire.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk

THE Restricted Pairs event
scheduled for Nov 9 had
to be cancelled due to lack
of entries.

There was a good turn
out for the Ghost Pairs held on Dec 7,
four tables up on last year. 1st N/S:
Shirley Wimbles – Trish Herring. 1st
E/W: Roy Hughes – Keith Stewart.

Don’t forget that your EBU renewal
form is enclosed with this mag.

Diary Dates: Feb 15, Random Seeded
Teams; pre-entry essential, closing date
10 Feb; team-mates are drawn to partner
an experienced seeded pair. Mar 8,
Garden Cities Heat; the county is
holding this for only one more year if
there are not sufficient entries to make it
viable; players must belong to the club
they represent. Mar 29, Vincent’s Men’s
and Ladies’ Pairs.

London 
www.metrobridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Nick Irens, Tom Townsend,
David Gold, Espen Erich-
sen and Alex Hydes who
won the Premier League. As

a result of the League Tom, David and
Espen, along with David Bakhshi, Tony
Forrester, Peter Czerniewski and Andy
Bowles have all been selected for at least
one England Camrose match. Alice Kaye
has also been selected for the England
U25 Women’s Team in the Channel
Trophy. Another great achievement was
the winning of the Gold Cup by Janet de
Botton and her team, including Nick
Sandqvist and David Burn.

Sadly, our Tollemache team did not do
so well this year, failing to qualify for the
final from a very tough group.

Results: Lederer Memorial Trophy: 1.
Gold Cup Winners (Alexander Allfrey,
Andrew Robson, Tony Forrester, David
Bakhshi); 2. Ireland (Tommy Garvey,
Hugh McGann, Tom Hanlon, Adam
Mesbur); Play with the Stars: N/S Les
and Irene Hough (Roehampton), E/W
Loulou van Geuns – Kate Manners
(Roehampton). Daily Telegraph Cup: 1.
Avon (Cathy Smith, Ralph Smith, Andy
Smith, Steve Tomlinson); 2. London
(Nick Boss, Alan Woo, Brian Callaghan,

Master Point
promotions 
4 Star Master
Mrs M Trevor-Jones

3 Star Master
Mrs JA Jessup

Mr J W Mills

Mrs A Rossiter

2 Star Master
Mr BM Waters

1 Star Master
Mr AFG Harrison

Ms T Musgrave

Mr N Williams

Advanced Master
Mrs L Eveleigh

Mrs J O'Doherty

Mr MM Proto

Mrs AM Salamon

Master
Mrs P Henshaw

Mr HW Tuff

County Master
Mr A Baber

Mr HD Swales

Mr R Thearle

District Master
Mr J Bryan

Mrs NP Gilbert

Mrs J Griffiths

Mr AM Judd

Mr BK Smale

Mrs JC Vening

Area Master
Miss A Friend

Mrs P Sainsbury

Mr AE Wells

Club Master
Mrs S Bayne

Mrs J Wreford

Mrs G Younge

Local Master
Mrs K Izzard

Lancashire

Premier National
Master
Mrs JM Brearley

National Master
Mr NR Barnes

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr SJ Challinor

8 Star Regional
Master
Mrs M Cartwright

4 Star Regional
Master
Mr MN Cleaver

Regional Master
Mr DB Newall

11 Star Premier
Master
Mrs M Fyne

Tournament
Master
Mrs J Rosser

4 Star Master
Mrs MP Finch

3 Star Master
Mrs A Sallin

2 Star Master
Mrs A Rostron

1 Star Master
Mrs J Gibson

County Master
Miss ER Wilson

District Master
Mr I Clough

Mr R Harrison

Mrs O Morgan

Mrs DA Wood

Area Master
Mr H Crisp

Leicester
Tournament
Master
Mr GF Mead

4 Star Master
Mr I Walkerdine

3 Star Master
Mr P Riley

2 Star Master
Mr C Bisson

1 Star Master
Mr S Barney

Mrs G Cole

Mrs LD Neville

Mr R Seymour

Master
Mrs Thomas

Mr B Thomas

County Master
Prof RC Fraser

Area Master
Mr P Anderson

Club Master
Dr CJ Graves

Mr J Hollands

Local Master
Mr M Lewis

Lincolnshire

Life Master
Mr A King

6 Star Premier
Master
Mr HS Watson

3 Star Master
Mr DWG Archer

2 Star Master
Mr AG Darley

Advanced Master
Mrs AM Child

Master
Mr RW Barker

Ms H Dunning

County Master
Mrs M McLeod

Miss M Williams

District Master
Mr D Trinder

Mr T Welch

Club Master
Mr G Walker

Mrs M A Walker

London
Grand Master
Mr N Sandqvist
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Greg Sokolowski, Jacek Sikora).
Diary Dates: Feb 22, Palmer Bayer

Trophy, Restricted System Pairs, YCBC,
1pm. Mar 14-15, Green-Pointed Swiss
Weekend (Swiss Pairs on Saturday at
1pm, Swiss Teams on Sunday at 11.30
am, at YCBC and Barkston Gardens
Hotel). Mar 22, Junior Teams of Four
Championship, YCBC, 12 noon. Apr
23, Garden Cities Heat Inter-Club
Teams of Eight, YCBC, 7pm. For all the
above, contact Chris Duckworth
� 020 7385 3534 or chris.duckworth@
lineone.net. Apr 26, Fox Shammon
Trophy Seniors Pairs, Queens Club,
2pm; contact Steve Eginton, steve@
eginton.co.uk or � 01628 780862.

Manchester

www.lighton.btinternet.co.uk/

CONGRATULATIONS
to Mike Bell and Adam
Hickman on playing in
the Channel  Trophy

(London, Dec 19 – 21). Also to Jennifer
Marvin, Elizabeth Roberts and Amy
Stout on playing in the Channel Trophy
Under 25 Women’s Teams event.

Congratulations to Alex Morris on
being selected for the Junior Camrose in
partnership with Fiona Brown.

Gold Cup: Congratulations to Jason
and Justin Hackett on being part of the
winning team in Peebles on Dec 13 – 14
for the fourth time in the last nine years
– a truly wonderful achievement.

Congratulations to Kath Nelson and
Tracy Capal on being selected to play in
the 2009 Lady Milne Trophy.

Congratulations to Michael Byrne
and Mike Bell, and John Holland and
Michelle Brunner on being selected for
the England teams in the Camrose in
February and March 2009. Also well
done to Bill Hirst and John Hassett who
were selected but unfortunately were
unable to accept the invitation due to
Bill being in Australia.

Congratulations to Gary Hyett and
Rodney Lighton on winning the Ben
Franks on Dec 7. The runners-up were
John Holland – Michelle Brunner,
followed by Alec Smalley – Barbara
Lewis in third place, and John Roberts
– Fred Bell in fourth. These four pairs
will represent Manchester in the Corwen
Trophy in June 2009.

Diary Dates: Sunday Feb 8, Cantor
Cup for newcomers, Altrincham Bridge
Club. Saturday Mar 14, EBU Green
Point Event, Pairs, Altrincham Bridge
Club. Sunday Mar 29, Portland Pairs,
Manchester Bridge Club, 1pm start.
Sunday Apr 5, Gazette Trophy, Altrin-
cham Bridge Club.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS
to Liz and Bill Wattle-
worth who eased to a
comfortable win in the
County Open Pairs event

for the Waterworth Cup. They won the
first session comfortably, and then
proceeded to give the rest of the field
no chance by winning the evening

session as well. Pete Foster – Neil
Thomas of Manchster were second.

The Merseyside Cup, Open Swiss
Teams, was won by the foursome of
Paddy Murphy, Barry Jones, Ted Reveley
and Mike Swanson.

Diary Dates: Feb 8, Jean Keen Trophy
(Women’s Teams), MBC. Feb 22, Mer-
seyside & Deeside Cup, MBC. Mar 12,
Charity Challenge, MBC. Mar 15, Eric
Howarth Trophy (Open Green-pointed
Swiss Teams), Deva BC. Apr 14-16, BGB
Sim Pairs, clubs. Apr 19, Preece Rose-
bowl, Blundellsands BC. Apr 26, Charity
Teams, MBC. May 4, MayDay Swiss
Pairs, MBC. May 8, Lady Connell/
Cheshire Salver finals, LBC. May 9,
Green-pointed Pairs event, MBC. May
21, Andrew Rosebowl LBC.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Artur Malinowski for win-
ning the BGB Gold Cup as
part of the de Botton team
and to Alexander Allfrey
for winning the Lederer
Memorial Trophy. Well done
to Shivam Shah for second

place at the Channel Trophy in the Under
21 Team. Best of luck to all the Middlesex
players selected to play for England in the
2009 Camrose and Lady Milne compe-
titions: Glyn Liggins, Jeremy Dhondy,
Alexander Allfrey and Ian Panto for the
Camrose and Catherine Seale for the Lady
Milne. Well done to Gary and Dafydd
Jones who were selected to represent
Wales in the Camrose.

At the London Year End Congress,
Catherine Seale finished second in the
Swiss Pairs. In the Swiss Teams, Glyn
Liggins ended second, Gary and Dafydd
Jones were third. Pauline Cohen and
Glyn Liggins were second in the Mixed
Pairs.

The Middlesex team qualified for the
Tollemache final by finishing first in
their group. Best of luck to Heather
Dhondy, Nevena Senior, Neil Rosen,
Martin Jones, Jeremy Dhondy, Keith
Bennett, Richard Hillman, Ian Pagan,
Tony Waterlow and Victor Silverstone.

Congratulations to the Acol ‘B’ team
(Jerry Harouni, Ray Robinson, Tony
Waterlow and Waseem Naqvi) who won
the National Inter-Club Knockout.

In County events, Jill Feldman – Peter
Clark won the Middlesex Congress Swiss
Pairs. Catherine Seale – Ian Pagan came
first in the Swiss Teams. Uday Hegde –
Gary Jones were first in the Gentlemen’s
Pairs and Charlotte Vine – Valerie Durbin
came first in the Ladies’ Pairs.

At the Middlesex Heat of the Under
19s Pairs Championship, Basil Letts –
Edward Hughes D’Aeth came first with
62.5% and Chris Tipping – Alex Joseph
were second with 54.2%. Good luck to
both pairs in the final.

Diary Dates: Mar 8, Ranked Masters
Teams at Pinner Bridge Club. There are
a multitude of qualifying heats sche-
duled for the National Pairs, the Mid-
dlesex Mixed Pairs, and the Middlesex
Championship Pairs. An extensive com-
petitions calendar can be found on the
County website. Do report points of
interest to hsbakhshi@aol.com.

Norfolk
www.norfolkbridge.co.uk

MIKE Harnden is retiring
from his post as County
Auditor after five years. As
well as his excellent
services to the County,
Mike has also been the

booking manager for the Thetford Swiss
Teams annual event, a fund-raising
activity for charity. His efforts in this
area are greatly appreciated by the
participating bridge players and by the
charities that benefit from the money
raised on their behalf.
Chairman John Aspinall is also stepping
down, and wife Julie is retiring from her
post as Treasurer. Both have given the
County excellent service over the past
years and their efforts have been widely
appreciated.

Mark Hill’s team won the Autumn
round of the Norfolk and Norwich
League, with Mark Hill, Mike Bolster,
Paul Darby, Steve Dannell. Division 2
winners and runners-up were the teams
of John Singh and Eamon Bloomfield,
who will move up to Division 1 for the
Spring round in the new year.

Trophy winners: The Orb Pacquot
Swiss Pairs was won by Brian Barrett –
Peter Clemens.

Diary Dates: Feb 8, Committee Cup,
club teams of eight, Roundwood. Mar 8,
North Walsham Swiss Teams,
Bawburgh. And it is again time to be
thinking about the 50th Norfolk
Congress, 3-5 April at King’s Lynn.

Happy New Year, everyone.

North East 

www.neba.co.uk
IN early November Joe
and Stella Bateman won
the Gazette Cup and
Ian Rankin – Mike
Stanbury the Shield.

The main event of
the period was the NEBA Congress at
Allensford, with 54 tables (12 in the
Newcomers). The Congress was superbly
organised by Bev Godfrey and directed
by Ian Benneworth and team. Ian was
in splendid form and his waistcoats
made Joseph’s coat look shabby.
Winners were: Ladies’ Pairs: Sue Pell –
Sheila Galloway; Mixed Pairs: Gill Gold
– Ray Green, Speed Pairs: Ray Green –
Adam Matthews, Swiss Pairs: Peter
Mollard – John Halliwell; Speed Teams:
Ros Wigham, Steve Bryne, Jo Lormor,
Ann Caygill; Swiss Teams: Pat Baron,
Dave Roberts, Steve and Georgia Ray;
the Quaich (best overall performance):
Liz Reese and Bob Watts. The Newcomers
Pairs went to Andy Clarke – Stephen Reay.
A very good weekend all round!

E. Thompson – R. Impett won the
Autumn Simultaneous Pairs and Bill
Brumby, Jacqui Taylor, Geoff Parker and
Gary Coupland the new Cramlington
Swiss Teams. The Niman-Israel Mixed
Pivot Teams was a victory for Chris
Stenning, Aileen Cunningham, Richard
and Sue Davies.

Congratulations to all our winners.
Full results are available on the website.

In the Inter-club League Hurworh A

Master Point
promotions 
Premier Life
Master
Mr D Goodwin

Premier National
Master
Miss S Dunn

Mr EG Paul

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr D Strawbridge

3 Star Premier
Master
Mr C Watkinson

1 Star Premier
Master
Ms C Howard

4 Star Master
Mr JS Sheppard

Advanced Master
Mrs Y Lewis

County Master
Dr D Greig

District Master
Mrs S Komine

Area Master
Ms AS Bragadir

Club Master
Mr M Hopkins

Mr K Meng

Manchester

Premier Grand
Master
Mr GW Hyett

Premier Life
Master
Mr S Travers

6 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs JB Jones

3 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr S Mattinson

3 Star Regional
Master
Mrs G McMullan

5 Star Premier
Master
Dr AL Brown

3 Star Master
Mr TB Askew

Mr JF O'Neill

Ms B Rowlands

1 Star Master
Mrs PA Booth

County Master
Ms M Green

Miss HJ Schofield

Mr F Wetton

Local Master
Mrs J Baldwin

Merseyside/
Cheshire

Premier National
Master
Mr J D Griffith

Premier Regional
Master
Mrs J Pembridge

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs J Dearing

3 Star Premier
Master
Mrs J Kennedy

5 Star Master
Mrs MM Thompson

1 Star Master
Mrs CJ Kidd

Advanced Master
Mrs MW Walster

County Master
Mrs A Thompson

Area Master
Mr A Bailey

Mr GA Charlesworth

Mr A P Roberts

Local Master
Mr A Sellers

Middlesex

Grand Master
Mr RAF Robinson

Life Master
Mr A Malinowski

Mr V Reader

Mr R Sitch

National Master
Mr DE Lake

Premier Regional
Master
Ms J Bostock

Regional Master
Mr M Christie

Mr G Ridger

Premier Master
Mr D Margo

1 Star Tournament
Master
Mr W Staniaszek

5 Star Master
Mrs G Western

3 Star Master
Mr M Gentry

2 Star Master
Mr T Wheatley

1 Star Master
Miss JM Boot

Advanced Master
Mr CS Goldsmith

Mr TH Lemon

Mr D Shah

Mrs K Shah

Mr NL Shah

Miss CL Tan

Master
Mr J Shah

Mr JL Shah

Mr V Shah

County Master
Mrs P Desai

Mr A Lakhani

Mrs S Sargent

District Master
Mr H Patel

M MA Rasheed

Mr PR Shah

COUNTY NEWS
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include four U25 Internationals: Chris
Owen, John Atthey, Dom Maloney and
Tom Dessian. The Northeast is very
proud of our young players, and wishes
them all well. Chris and John also had
the honour of representing England
Juniors in the Lederer invitational
event.

Diary Dates: Feb 2-6, Student Simul-
taneous Pairs. Feb 8, Chronicle Cup
final. Feb 9-11, NEBA Simultaneous
Pairs. Mar 28, Kempson Vase final.

Northamptonshire
www.northantsbridge.info/

IN the Tollemache qualifier on Nov 29-
3, Northants finished fourth in their
group of ten teams with 95/180 VPs. The
team won six of their nine matches
including those against both of the
qualifying teams.

Congratulations to Orton Bridge
Club for winning the Lakeland for the
first time on Nov 23. In a close contest
they defeated three of their five
opponents to win with 61/100 VPs.
Orton go on to play in the Garden Cities
regional final next May.

The Northamptonshire team were
runners-up in the Cambs & Hunts Open
Swiss Teams.

Several Northants players made the
trip to Warrington to play in the Great
Northern Swiss Pairs on Oct 4-5. Mike
Trask and Mark Tilley finished 8th out
of 82 pairs; Dan Baines and Rob Miller
also finished in the top twenty.

In the Bedford Congress Teams the
leading Northants team was Mark Tilley,
Mike Trask, Jim Deacon and Mark
Hodgson who finished third. Mike
Wiggin’s team were 6th. In the Pairs,
Graham and Berry Hedley finished
second. Graham and Berry also deserve
congratulations for winning the Swiss
Pairs at the EBU Daventry Seniors
Congress.

Nottinghamshire
www.nottsbridge.org.uk

IN the county match versus Derbyshire
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd teams all lost, 9-11,
6-14 and 9-11 respectively.

Anniversary Teams: 1. Christine Tim-
mons, Jackie Parsons, Ellen Overton,
Evelyn Grainger; 2. David and Joan
Burgess, Carol Fisher, Martin Mellor.
Swiss Teams Championship: 1. John and
Irene Auld, Lloyd Eagling, Keith Rodgers;
2. Robert Northage, Marjorie Gilbert-
son, Tony Marshall, J Steele.

Diary Dates: On Sundays the Journal
Cup will be on 29 March (starting at
13.00), and the Inter-Club Pairs Final on
19th April (make sure your club runs a
heat). Enquiries and entries to Graham
Brindley � 0115 9232186. Attention is
drawn to the Leicestershire/EBU Green-
Point Swiss Pairs on the 14th and Swiss
Teams on the 15th of March.

On Wednesdays the National Pairs
Heat is on 25 February, the NCBA
Individual Championship on 18 March,
the BGB Simultaneous Pairs on 15 April,
and the Priday Cup commences on 25
March. The NCBA AGM is on 10 May
(for which motions must reach the
Secretary by 31st March).

Oxfordshire 
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Alan Wilson on reaching
the distinguished rank of
Grand Master.

Summertown Bridge
Club’s splendid effort in

raising £768 for Children in Need placed
them ahead of all other bridge clubs
nationally. Not far behind in fourth
place was Oxford BC with £551.

At the Malvern Congress, Oxford-
shire’s County Chairman John Slater
and Helen Lawton-Smith achieved
second place with Jean Squires – Isobel
Townley-Freeman fourth.

Congratulations to Roger van
Noorden – John Deech and to Wendy
Claye – Judy Brown on winning the
Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs respectively.

The handsome Oxford Times Trophy
for Novice Pairs (and accompanying
prize monies for first and second places)
generously sponsored by Oxford Times
Newspapers, was won by Melinda Jordan
– Alison Withers-Green, with Jane Darke
– Suzanne Abell runners-up.

The ever-popular Swiss Pairs was won
by Ian Angus – Phil Stephens.

In November, Alan Ridgeley – Chris
Wadsworth won the Seniors event with
Krishan Jalie – Geoff Nicholas winning
in December. These competitions con-
tinue on the second Monday of every
month.

At the annual Lords v Commons
match, run under the auspices of the
EBU, Oxfordshire’s County President
Evan Harris played for the Commons
team, which narrowly lost to the Lords
on the last hand!

Andrew Robson returns to Oxford-
shire on 23 April, 7.30-10.30pm at
Oxford Bridge Club. His seminar will
target both the less experienced and
average club player. Many hands are
played illustrating his chosen topic. Due
to high demand and limited places,
please contact Brenda Harris ASAP
by e-mail brenda.buckgate@yahoo.co.uk
or � 01865 511136.

Diary Dates: Feb 8, Dawes League v
Nottinghamshire (away). Mar 22, Nat-
ional Newcomers Simultaneous Pairs,
Oxford BC. Mar 25, OBA Management
Committee meeting at Roke.

Somerset 
www.somersetbridge .org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Marjorie Dilworth – Sheila
Coda who won the County
Ladies Pairs; 2. Gina Howard
– Caroline Macpherson;
3. Anona Taylor – Valerie

Dunn. Congratulations to Bill Rowe –
David Howard who won the County
Men’s Pairs; 2. Mike Powell – Ken
Bawdon 3. Ralph Smith – Steve
Tomlinson.

The Tolle Team of Colin Juneman,
Graham Heal, Eric Cummings, Colin
Flood, Colin Simcox, Frank Coltman,
Mike Whittaker and Roger Sweet had
some good chances of qualifying for the
final for the first time, but in the end
finished fourth in their group.

In the Western League the B team has

Master Point promotions 
Mr R Shah

Area Master
Mrs S Patel

Club Master
Mr M Benson

Mrs J Livingstone

Mrs R Mann

Ms B Stankiewicz

Local Master
Mrs Z Abrahmsohn

Ms F Choglay

Mrs V Cobb

Dr J Grey

Mrs M Nell

Norfolk

National Master
Mr MHS Whiting

3 Star Master
Mrs PA Swarbrick

Mrs M Yapp

2 Star Master
Mrs EO Turnbull

1 Star Master
Mr JR Bailey

Advanced Master
Mr AW Longstaff

Master
Mr P Bullard

Mrs CN Sadd

Mrs BA Warren

County Master
Mrs DL Ffitch

Area Master
Ms H Cao

Club Master
Mrs LJ Tracey

Mr ND Tracey

Local Master
Dr R Vining

Northants

Life Master
Mr D Baines

4 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr M Keogh

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr R Gibson

7 Star Regional
Master
Mr B Davies

1 Star Premier
Master
Mr AN Heslop

3 Star Master
Mr R Clements

2 Star Master
Mr G Boulby

1 Star Master
Mrs JM Raven

Advanced Master
Mrs J Burton

Club Master
Mr LD Craner

Mrs S Murison

North East

Life Master
Mrs MM Gilbert

National Master
Mr D Morrison

5 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs P Bell

4 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs PM Durie

Mrs CS Green

Regional Master
Mr D Thunder

8 Star Premier
Master
Mrs PM Hands

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs M Kennerley

4 Star Premier
Master
Mr GF Young

2 Star Premier
Master
Mrs PL Gladwin

Mrs B Kirkland

1 Star Premier
Master
Mr B Lumsden

3 Star Master
Mr D Bainbridge

2 Star Master
Mrs C Newton

Advanced Master
Mr WS Craig

Mrs S Houghton

Mrs J Pallister

Mrs D Rivers

Mr JH Smith

Master
Miss E Slowther

County Master
Mrs VSR Robertson

Mr T Stone

Mr A Thwaites

District Master
Mr FJ Aitken

Mrs M Pickering

Area Master
Mr P Baker

Mrs D Forster

Mr D Smith

Club Master
Mrs S Harrison

Mr JR Jones

Local Master
Mr R Billinghurst

Mrs I Lowson

Mrs E A Robson

Mr N Whitfield

Notts

Premier Regional
Master
Mrs Y Dowson

Mr J Smithies

6 Star Premier
Master
Mr AR Coleman

2 Star Premier
Master
Mrs AR Brookes

1 Star Master
Mrs SA Ashtari

Master
Mrs P Bamforth

County Master
Mrs B Emerson

Mr PG Merritt

Mr T Middleton

Oxfordshire

Premier Life
Master
Dr NS Wilkes

7 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr D Southcombe

3 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr C Sheppard

4 Star Premier
Master
Mr MJ Hannon

3 Star Premier
Master
Mrs L Burwood-Smith

2 Star Premier
Master
Mr A Burwood-Smith

Tournament Master
Mrs CJ Harlow

4 Star Master
Mr D Tuohy

2 Star Master
Mr S Bliss

Mr AP Lambe

1 Star Master
Mrs S Bliss

Advanced Master
Mr A Harris

Mrs JE Loran

Mr B Murtagh

Master
Mrs BA Jordan

District Master
Mr IM Brackenridge

Mr P Whitaker

Mr N Whiting

Area Master
Mr B Atkins

Mr J Coulson

Mr S Davis

Dr JS Deech

Miss DM Simon

Mr P Smitham

Mrs AM Withers

Green

Club Master
Mr P Bowden

Ms J Peters

Dr M Wilkinson

Somerset

Premier Life
Master
Mr WH Rowe

Premier National
Master
Mr G McBride

4 Star Master
Mr RHB Beach

3 Star Master
Mrs RA Martin

2 Star Master
Mrs J Osmond

1 Star Master
Mr DC Parkin

Advanced Master
Mrs SH Custance

Baker

County Master
Mrs M Nielsen

Area Master
Mrs H Vale

Club Master
Mr IC Russell

Staffs &
Shropshire

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs M Davies

4 Star Master
Mrs M Scott

3 Star Master
Mrs P Evans

Dr SC Mudge

Advanced Master
Mr M Jones

District Master
Miss VK Johnson

Area Master
Mr ND Thorne

NISSAN RAND
THE EBU is sorry to hear of the death of Nissan Rand. 

Nissan was a leading member of the European Bridge
League’s Seniors Committee and was a frequent visitor to
our shores to play in congresses.
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continued to perform well. Tom Gibbard,
David Porter, John Durrant and Stewart
Upton won 13-7 against Wiltshire. Les
Botting, Jenny Farrington, Brian Green-
wood and Mike Powell won 16-4 against
Devon. The C team has continued its
topsy-turvy season. Anne Harris, Gordon
Little, Alan Bamber and Richard Feetenby
won 19-1 against Devon. The team of
Sally Stuttard, Liz Roach, Mary Stodgell
and Valerie Dunn won 18-2 against
Dorset.

Diary Dates: Jan 11, County Swiss
Pairs, Nailsea. Feb 14, National Pairs
Heat, Taunton.

Staffs and Shrops
www.wolverhamptonbridge.org.uk/
Staffs/

CONGRATULATIONS to Jason and
Justin Hackett for winning the Gold Cup
for the fourth time. Manchester County
council is holding a civic reception for
them to celebrate their silver medal in
Beijing.

Edward Levy, Mike Goldsmith and
Jason finished third in the Donegal
Congress.

The winners of the Wolverhampton
Club Championship were Annette Lucas
– Mike Cornes. Alma Richards – Judi
Stevenson won the Ladies Pairs, and Ron
Stevenson won the Individual Summer
Handicap.

In the County Simultaneous, Gillian
Allsop – Des Biott scored nearly 67% to
win. In second place were Ray Stubbs –
Marion Jordan, while Pat Andrews –
Ivor Clarke took the third spot.

Paul Hackett reached all the finals in
the American Nationals with a top-ten
finish in the Blue Ribbon Pairs and the
point-a-board Reisinger. He was also part
of the team that finished second in
Division 1 of the Premier League.

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

THE Novice Pairs was a
resounding success again
this year attracting 22 pairs,
and the winners were Jilly

Horrex – Fi Burrell.
The Suffolk Knockout Championship

Teams produced the following semi-
finalists: Julian Lang (David Morran,
Claude Stokes, Din Gudka), Basia
Malinowska (Joan Mayhew, Anne
Wilmer, Mark Honess), Peter Sutcliffe
(Debby Sutcliffe, Jim Gobert, Peter
Gemmell), Graham Beeton (Jeff Orton,
Robert Green, Colin Bamberger). The
Suffolk Teams Plate was won by Rick
Hanley, Bill Tweddell, Mike Malin, Eric
Newman. The Suffolk Simultaneous
Pairs was held in November, 1. Jan
Wynne – Arthur Beals (Woodbridge),
2. Bill Johnston – Claude Stokes
(Frinton), 3.Bim and Sam Wilson
(Deben).

Due to a date change of The Daily
Telegraph Cup competition, Suffolk were
invited to enter a team in this event. The
team of Peter Gemmell, Peter Sutcliffe,
Jim Gobert and Chris Chambers
finished in 5th place.

A special thanks go to Norman Less
who is retiring as editor of Table Talk

after many years. During his tenure he
has done a sterling job. Richard Evans is
taking over from Norman.

Diary Dates: Feb 8, Bury St Edmunds
Congress, 2pm. Feb 15, Suffolk Singles,
2pm, Colchester; Mar 1, Sudbury/
Colchester Congress, 2pm, Leavenheath
Village Hall. Mar 8. Suffolk Newcomers,
2pm, Colchester. Mar 15, Club Teams
of Four, 2pm, Stoke-by -Nayland.

For more information regarding
Suffolk competitions please contact the
Competitions Secretary Rick Waters, e-
mail rickwtrs@talktalk.net or � 01379
870291.

Surrey
www.surreycountybridge.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Dr Bomi
Kavarana, who has been awarded the
Tom Bradley Award for services to the
teaching of bridge in Surrey. The Tom
Bradley Award is assigned each year to a
non-school teacher for services to the
teaching of bridge in England. Bomi has
worked very hard to get schools in
Surrey interested in bridge, and he is a
worthy recipient of this award.

In the first County competitions of
the season, Gerald Searle – Kath Street
won the Seniors Pairs. Ladies Pairs
champions are Marie Thomson –
Margaret Kirton, with Clair Sexton –
John Samuels winning the Men’s Pairs.

For the first time in many years the
Surrey team failed to reach the final of
the Tollemache.

Diary Dates: Feb 1, Affiliated Teams
of 8, Richmond. Feb 8, 30K Pairs, Oxshott.
Feb 22, Newcomers Teams, Oxshott.
Mar 8, 30K Teams, New Haw. Mar 22,
Newcomers Pairs, Oxshott.

Please note that All County daytime
events will now start at 1pm.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk

SUSSEX ran an Invitation
Pairs event over eight months
of the year. Pairs are invited to
play and six scores are to
count. Different venues are
arranged for each match. The

winners in 2008 were Mick Carrington –
Richard Fedrick with 101 IMPs Many
congratulations to both of them. Second
were John Williams – Shefton Kaplan
with 95 IMPs, and third Jeremy Willans
– Jill Skinner with 88.

The Ladies Pairs this year was won by
May Langmaid – Heather Barker; 2.
Joan Kellett – Frances Fuller; 3. Andrea
Galpin – Joan Hootman.

Basic Bridge Pairs at Bognor: 1.
Laurence Chiswell – Chris Reimoser;
2. Jasmine Whiteway – Pete Ansell.
3. Barry Tomlin – Audrey Williams.

Diary Dates: Feb 1, Individual
Final, Worthing. Feb 15, Kremer
Dersch Trophy, Eastbourne. Mar 1,
SCCBA Teams of Eight, Eastbourne.
Mar 29, Portland Pairs. Apr 4, SCCBA
Basic Bridge Pairs, Hastings. Apr 5,
Sussex Pairs Final, West Sussex. Apr
17-19, SCCBA Spring Congress,
Uckfield. Apr 19, AGM, Uckfield. Apr
26, SCCBA Mixed Pairs Final, West
Sussex.

Suffolk

4 Star Regional
Master
Mrs J Wynne

3 Star Regional
Master
Mrs GL Newton

Mr JR Newton

1 Star Regional
Master
Mr N Bresler

5 Star Premier
Master
Mr H Huson

1 Star Tournament
Master
Mrs A Gemmell

3 Star Master
Mrs E Clement

Mr WP Franklin

Advanced Master
Mrs P Deman

Master
Mr JD Davis

County Master
Mr PT Brown

Mr D Cairns

Mr P Rickard

Mrs JM Wood

District Master
Mr MH Pearson

Club Master
Mrs C Crookenden

Mrs JA Mortimer

Mr JR Mortimer

Local Master
Mr I Ward

Surrey

Premier Life
Master
Mr JL Cooke

Mr JA Samuels

Life Master
Mrs V Derwig

Miss M Owen

National Master
Mrs D Richmond

Mrs BP Stephens

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs J Kennedy

8 Star Regional
Master
Mr DA Hughes

5 Star Regional
Master
Mr CD Brick

Mr DA Richards

Mrs FE Trebble

3 Star Regional
Master
Mrs J Beresiner

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs JS Adams

13 Star Premier
Master
Mr BSTC Matthews

9 Star Premier
Master
Mrs RA Gallagher

8 Star Premier
Master
Mr AR Baig

Rev'd CS Douglas

Lane

7 Star Premier
Master
Mrs EM Cocking

Mr AG Pratt

6 Star Premier
Master
Mr AR Patrick

5 Star Premier
Master
Mr DJ Dick

Mr DJ Pym

4 Star Premier
Master
Miss MA Frame

2 Star Premier
Master
Mr M Skelly

1 Star Tournament
Master
Mrs LI Hearon

Tournament Master
Mr JAD Adams

5 Star Master
Ms LC Major

4 Star Master
Mr ED Humphrey

3 Star Master
Mr CE Lemon

2 Star Master
Mr AJ Armstrong

Mrs SA Howland

Mr FK Lyness

1 Star Master
Mrs ED Farrar

Advanced Master
Mrs MV Amer

Mr PA Amer

Mr DW Champion

Mr JA Cumming

Dr JH Davies

Mrs JS Joseph

Mrs ME Muccini

Mrs L Picchiani

Mrs B Rowley

Mrs SW Seaby

Mr D Sheldon

Mrs KR Street

Master
Mrs U Free

Mr MLJ Hatton

Mrs P Jardine

Mr D Mulvany

Mrs P J Prendergast

County Master
Mrs VA Bornhoft

Mrs SM Mill

Mrs M Thorne

Miss D Trayler

Mrs W Young

District Master
Mrs J Benson

Mr RJ New

Mr D Rates

Mrs F Wallace

Area Master
Mr RJ Bass

Mr RJ Carlier

Mr T Cooper

Mr C Jonas

Mrs A Liddell

Mrs FJ McCann

Club Master
Mr RAR Booty

Mr P Bushby

Mrs P Clapp

Mrs SJ Muggeridge

Mrs J Sperryn-Jones

Mrs ME Webster

Local Master
Ms CA Garner FCCA

Mr GE Osborne

Mr TJ Pearce

Mr G Service

Sussex

Premier Life
Master
Mr D Curtis

6 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mrs J Whiteway

5 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr PJ Bates

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr WJ Nicolle

7 Star Regional
Master
Mr RJ Pyart

5 Star Regional
Master
Mr J Clift

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs M Etherington

17 Star Premier
Master
Mrs LY Mence

7 Star Premier
Master
Mr A Vaughan

Premier Master
Ms Z Karimjee

2 Star Tournament
Master
Mr AT Jones

4 Star Master
Mr DJ Boots

3 Star Master
Mrs EM Rixon

1 Star Master
Mr B Spears

Advanced Master
Mr PH Cartwright

Mr RR Heathfield

Master
Ms E Fegredo

Ms J Gill

Mrs S Grinham

Mr G Inkpen

Mr BM Tomlin

County Master
Mrs P Bacchus

Mr I Sanderson

Mrs K E Whiting

Mrs S Witcomb

District Master
Mr B Davies

Mr TS Hewson

Mrs E Jones

Mrs J Ross

Mr R Shuker

Area Master
Mrs P Feltham

Mrs BI Richmond

Mr M Sinclair

Mr B Slade

Club Master
Mrs M May

Mrs S Salisbury

Mr M Sheppard

Mr B Sowton

Warwickshire

Life Master
Mrs M Pyner

Premier National
Master
Mr KJ New

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr PJ Nicholds

2 Star Regional
Master
Mrs L Birch

Mr R Birch

3 Star Master
Mrs MG Williams

2 Star Master
Mr C P Curtis

Advanced Master
Mr JR Westlake

Mrs BEH Whitehouse

Master
Dr M Norcott

Mr J Stringer

County Master
Mr R Burton

Area Master
Mrs M Kolodotschko

Mrs F Moses

Local Master
Mrs B McWilliam

Mr R Wildgoose

Westmorland

3 Star Premier
Master
Mr AF Wallis

County Master
Mr L Marshall

Club Master
Mr M Middleton

Local Master
Mr C Walker

Wiltshire

1 Star Premier
Regional Master
Mr R Karn

1 Star Premier
Master
Miss E E Barwell
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Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

HEARTY congratulations
to Susan Stockdale and
Fiona Brown (Yorks) on
winning the England
Ladies Trials and their
selection for the Lady

Milne team, and to David Jones, Gary
Watson, Steve Green, Roger Bryant,
Dave Cropper, Susan Stockdale, Mike
Leese and Steve Wood on qualifying for
the final in the prestigious Tollemache
Cup. Further, David, Gary, Steve,
Graham Link, Roger Bryant, Rob Helle,
David Kenward and Gareth Roberts
won the local Garden Cities heat, and we
wish the Coventry team another suc-
cessful run in the final.

The county enjoyed mixed blessings
with 20-0, 6-14 and 17-3 at Staffs and
12-8, 6-14 and 6-14 against Oxon in the
Dawes, Porter and Markham competi-
tions respectively.

Recent successes: Warwicks Cham-
pionship Pairs: 1. Steve Green – Rob
Helle, 2. Colin and Libby Lang.
Warwicks Swiss Pairs: 1. David Kenward
– Glyn Preece, 2. Anne Woosnam –
Barbara Wren. Introductory Pairs: 1.
Chris and Errol Thomas, 2. Annemarie
Wallis – Jackie Williams. WMBC’s
Weston Trophy was won by Matthew
Bailey – Rob Wilson, with runners-up
Sue Goldman – David Hulston.

Diary Dates: Note the Goodman Cup
Teams heat on Wed Feb 4 at WMBC. The
Spring sessions of the Warwicks Pairs
Premier & Div I leagues begin on Thurs
Feb 12, and Div II & III on Thurs Feb 19,
both at WMBC, and the Coventry Pairs
begin again on Thurs Feb 26. The
second heat of the Goodman Cup will
be on Wed Mar 4, the EBU Newcomers
Pairs on Sun Mar 22, and the Goodman
Cup Final and the Frank Cup Teams
(Open) on Apr 1, all at WMBC.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk

THE good news is that
entry to county events is
up significantly on recent

years, assisted by the Bath Bridge Club’s
affiliation to Wiltshire. Twenty-five pairs
contested the County Pairs qualifier,
while a remarkable seven teams com-
peted in the Wiltshire heat of the Garden
Cities, Bath ‘A’ taking first place ahead of
Swindon. Four matches have been
completed in the Premier League and the
table now has a more familiar look with
Pat Davies’s team in the lead, closely
followed by the teams captained by Bob
Bannister and Martin Buck. Still all to
play for.

Wiltshire’s breakthrough in the Tolle-

mache has been postponed for a further
year. The team found itself in a tough
group and performed creditably to half-
way before slipping to a disappointing
8th place. This performance has been
subject to exhaustive analysis, the pre-
liminary conclusion of which is that it
was down to our encountering better
players. Our performance in the Western
League likewise leaves something to be
desired: after four matches we lie 6th of
the eight counties competing. Western
League supremo Diana King has denied
rumours that she has lost the dressing
room and has called on Wiltshire
representatives to prove themselves
worthy of the shirt.

Many congratulations to Gayle and
Colin Webb who with fellow Warminster
members Roger Andrews and Lesley
Angus had a brilliant day at the Torquay
Congress, triumphing in a field of over
fifty teams. Gayle meanwhile is hard at
work organising this season’s Wiltshire
Green Point events – see below.

Diary Dates: w/c Feb 16, Wiltshire
Simultaneous Pairs (clubs). Feb 22,
Championship Pairs Final. Mar 14-15,
Green Point Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams
at the University of Bath.

Worcestershire
www.worcestershirebridge.co.uk

THE Ron Allen award is
given to those in Worcest-
ershire who have helped
with the smooth running
of bridge within the

county. This year there are two reci-
pients of the award: Barbara Griffiths
and Sue Lane.

Barbara has made an exceptional
contribution to the game of bridge. She
has been a member of Bromsgrove
Bridge Club for 42 years; a committee
member for over 30 years, and for the
last 17 years has been Honourary
Treasurer.

Sue has been on the Malvern Bridge
Club committee for over 25 years, as
well as being on the Worcester Bridge
Club committee and for a time on the
county committee. During that period
she has been tireless in helping out the
respective clubs and promoting the
game.

Many thanks to both for their hard
work in the cause of bridge over many
years.

At our very own Malvern Congress,
Stewart Fishburne – Stephen Gore won
the Swiss Pairs, with Colin Payne – Judy
Aiton winning the Non-expert Prize. The
Swiss Teams was won by Malcolm
Young, Alan Kenny, Jeff Calladine and
Richard Horsley.

Congratulations to our members on
their various recent county successes:
the Bill Dalman Trophy (mixed pivot

teams) was won by Paul Hammond,
Joyce Skelton, Stewart Fishburne, John
Sansom; the Worcestershire Mixed Pairs
was won by Pam Pearce – John Samson;
the Healey Cup (inter-club teams of 4)
was won by Stourbridge: David Banks,
Brian Nightingale, Georgina and Ian
Lineker.

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.freeserve.co.uk/

THE county is sorry to
report the sudden death of
Stan Collins. Stan was a
charismatic personality and

a strong supporter of tournament
bridge at all levels of the game from club
competitions through to county and
national events. He will be sadly missed
on the bridge-playing circuit.

The Yorkshire team won its heat in
the qualifying round for the Tollemache
inter-county competition. Congratula-
tions to Graham Jepson (npc), Richard
Winter, Sarah Teshome, Hugh McGann,
Fiona Brown, Sandy Davies, Tom Gis-
borne, David Robinson, Mike Pomfrey,
Phil Godfrey and Steve Raine.

Four county players took part in the
final of the national Whitelaw Cup
competition for women’s teams. Sarah
Teshome and Fiona Brown were on the
winning team, and their opponents
included Carole Kelly and Sandy Davies.

Yorkshire teams put up their cus-
tomary strong performance in the 2008
Northern League. The A team finished in
second place, the B team won their
division, and the Yorkshire South & East
team ended up in second place in the C
division. The junior Under-25 team –
whose average age was 14 – won their
head-to-head mach against Manchester.

Rob Myers – Cedric Cockcroft
achieved an excellent third place in the
David Boston Sim Pairs – a competition
which this year had an entry of 1450
pairs from 25 counties. Yorkshire players
raised over £1100 for two children’s
hospices, Blue Bell Wood and Martin
House.

The Nelson Rose Bowl (Women’s
Teams) was won by Susan Pell, Sheila
Galloway, Annette Jackson and Elaine
Hulley and the Ryedale Pairs by father
and daughter combination Gary and
Danielle Sissman.

Diary Dates: Feb 1, Yorkshire League
(fifth round). Feb 8, Yorkshire Schools
Pairs (Harrogate). Feb 12, Margery
Cartwright Simultaneous Pairs, Feb 15,
Yorkshire Cup Final (Doncaster). Mar
18, Peter Littlewood Seniors Pairs
(Tickton). Feb 22, Yorkshire League
(sixth round). Mar 15, Yorkshire League
(seventh round). Mar 29, Doncaster
Swiss Teams. Apr 3-5, Scarborough
Congress. �

3 Star Master
Mrs PE Rowell

Advanced Master
Mr B Cross
Mrs I M Findley

County Master
Mr A Hill
Mr L C Ladle

Area Master
Mrs P Lewis

Club Master
Mrs W M Smith

Local Master
Mr G Baskerville
Mr B Fordred
Miss J Goodwin

Worcester

Premier Life
Master
Mrs S M Griffin

1 Star Regional
Master
Mr R E Whyard

5 Star Premier
Master
Mrs E Boyes
Major R M Macrae

Advanced Master
Mrs J Jackson
Mr D C Stainton

District Master
Mr D L Heard

Club Master
Mr B Carter
Mr M S Rees

Yorkshire

Premier Life
Master
Mrs A Barnett

National Master
Mr S Codling
Mr I Grant

2 Star Premier
Regional Master
Miss GM Woodcock

4 Star Regional
Master
Mrs M Johnson

3 Star Regional
Master
Mrs A Cooper

20 Star Premier
Master
Mr GA Whitfield

7 Star Premier
Master
Mr I Johnson

6 Star Premier
Master
Prof D Fraser
Mrs J Jones

Premier Master
Mr A Gembicki

4 Star Tournament
Master
Mr K Jones

2 Star Tournament
Master
Miss J Benson
Mrs BM Thornton

Mrs R A Watson

4 Star Master

Mrs A Drake

3 Star Master

Dr A Davidson

Mrs S Hammond

2 Star Master

Mrs BM Harrop

Mrs JL Jackson

1 Star Master

Mr MJ Baker

Mr B Fairweather

Mrs L Ingall

Mrs ME Kent

Advanced Master

Mr S J Blackburn

Mrs J Brear

Mr JM Eccleston

Mr C Fort

Mrs C W Stack

Master

Mrs E Cooper

Mrs P A Fort

Mr I Hazlehurst

Mr A Jillott

Mrs M O'Connor

County Master

Mrs J Britteon

Mrs S Brown

Mr M Dredge

Mrs B P Hutchinson

Mr D Newbound

Mrs D C Roberts

District Master

Mrs S L Andrews

Mr G Bak

Mr J Castle

Mrs J Dent

Mr T Johnson

Mrs R Makings

Mr M A Ott

Mr K W Tubman

Mr EA Vickerman

Area Master

Mrs P Barraclough

Mr I R Birkby

Mrs B Day

Mrs J M Firth

Mr P T Healey

Mr K Knaggs

Club Master

Mrs A M Drewery

Mrs B Fryer

Mrs C M Hayes

Mrs M Huddlestone

Mr PCB Skuse

Mrs E Waring

Local Master

Mrs C M Brett

Mrs J A Cordingley

Mrs M Currie

Mr D J Ford

Mr W Gee

Mrs R Gunning

Mrs H A Land

Mrs JA McCartney

Mrs PJ Young

FEBRUARY 23 is the closing date for the submission
of county reports for the next issue of English Bridge.

Please e-mail: elena@ebu.co.uk

Master Point
promotions 
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7NT ♠ Void
♥ Void
♦ 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
♣ 7 6 5 4 3 2

♠ K ♠ Void 
♥ K Q J 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ♥ Void
♦ Void ♦ A K Q J 10 9
♣ Void ♣ A K Q J 10 9 8

♠ A Q J 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
♥ A
♦ Void
♣ Void

3NT ♠ Void
♥ Void
♦ 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
♣ 7 6 5 4 3 2

♠ A K 6 5 4 3 ♠ Void 
♥ A K 7 5 4 3 2 ♥ Void
♦ Void ♦ A K Q J 10 9
♣ Void ♣ A K Q J 10 9 8

♠ Q J 10 9 8 7 2
♥ Q J 10 9 8 6
♦ Void
♣ Void

4♠ ♠ 5 4 3 2
♥ 2
♦ 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
♣ Void

♠ K J ♠ A Q 
♥ K J ♥ A Q
♦ K J 10 ♦ A Q
♣ A K Q J 10 9 ♣ 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

♠ 10 9 8 7 6
♥ 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
♦ Void
♣ Void

1NT ♠ Void
♥ Void
♦ 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
♣ 7 6 5 4 3 2

♠ A K Q 5 4 3 ♠ Void 
♥ A K J 7 5 3 2 ♥ Void
♦ Void ♦ A K Q J 10 9
♣ Void ♣ A K Q J 10 9 8

♠ J 10 9 8 7 6 2
♥ Q 10 9 8 6 4
♦ Void
♣ Void

These answers are taken from Richard
Pavlicek’s excellent website, www.rpbridge.
net, reproduced with permission. �

Bridge knowledge (1):
1. The longest continuous truss bridge

(8 miles) in North America, the
Astoria-Wegler Bridge, connects
which two states of the USA?
Washington State and Oregon.

2. Which is longer, the Forth Road
Bridge or the Humber Bridge?
Forth (2512m). Humber is 2220m.
Pretty close, eh?  

3. What sort of bridge is London Bridge?
A box girder bridge. Dull, I know . . .

4. Which is the only bridge in Britain to
have a church at both ends (okay, you
can Google that one)?
Putney Bridge. I find this hard to
believe, but what do I know?

5. What’s the connection between
Harold Godwinson and  Ron Harris?
Stamford Bridge. Fought battle of,
most appearances for Chelsea FC at.

Where would you find:
6. Segal and Vaughn

The Bridge at Remagen.
7. Holden and Rooney

The Bridges of Toko-Ri.
8. Holden and Hawkins

Bridge on the River Kwai.
9. Eastwood and Streep

The Bridges of Madison County.
10. Leigh and Taylor

Waterloo Bridge.

Bridge knowledge (2):
11. Off which bridge did Billy Jo

McAllister jump?
Tallahatchie, in the famous Bobby
Gentry song ‘Ode to Billy Jo’.

X
M

A
S

Q
U

IZ

2008 Christmas
Competition Answers

The winner, who receives a copy of Peter Hasenson’s ‘British Bridge Almanack’, is
John England of Blackwater; EBU vouchers for £15 and £10 respectively to second
and third go to David Wilson of Cottingham and Ned Paul of Twickenham.

Ian Payn
12. Under which bridge was Roberto

Calvi, nicknamed ‘God’s Banker’,
found hanging in 1982?
Blackfriars.

13. In which city would you find Ponte
dei Sospiri?
Venice. It’s the Bridge of Sighs.

14. Which King of Persia had two bridges
built across the Hellespont?
Xerxes I, of course.

15. Who couldn’t decide between Daniel
Cleaver and Mark Darcy?
Bridget Jones. Sue me.

Who wrote about:
16. Madison County 

Robert James Waller.
17. San Luis Rey

Thornton Wilder.
18. Toko-Ri

James A. Michener.
19. Kwai

Pierre Boulle.
20. Too Far

Cornelius Ryan.

What are the minimum point counts
necessary between two hands to make the
following contracts against any defence?

21. 7♠ = 5 HCP
22. 7NT = 11 HCP
23. 3NT = 6 HCP
24. 4♠ = 0 HCP
25. 1NT = 3 HCP

In all the deals below, South is declarer.

7♠ ♠ 6 5 4 3 2
♥ Void
♦ 5 4 3 2
♣ 5 4 3 2

♠ K ♠ Q 
♥ J 10 9 ♥ A K Q
♦ A K Q J ♦ 10 9 8 7 6
♣ A K Q J 10 ♣ 9 8 7 6

♠ A J 10 9 8 7
♥ 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
♦ Void
♣ Void

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S
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individual actors, directors, academics and
students. I became director of the organisa-
tion after a few years, and fought the then
Conservative government when it removed
all our funding. From there it was a natural
progression to becoming a marketing
specialist, first for Baker Tilly and later as a
lecturer at Brighton University. It was in the
latter capacity that I came up with a useful
teaching tool, the ‘TICK Principle’
(Think, Identify, Consult, Know), which

can be applied to many
aspects of life!

Hard work does not
scare me, whether paid
or (as now) unpaid.
Lunch is always a simple
affair of chopping a few
raw veg and throwing
them together on a plate,
so I can get back quickly
to whatever project I am
involved with. Dinner is
not very different, un-
less we have family or
friends round for a
meal, in which case I get
out my cookery books
and really go to town

with producing several courses. Luckily
my husband, James, is very much like me
in this respect, and we enjoy our evenings
whatever the size of our meal and the
extent of the company.

One great aspect of my involvement
with the EBU is that the work is varied and
often takes me out of the house. I usually
attend one meeting a week, as I chair several
committees and sit on others, such as the
Laws & Ethics and Tournament commit-
tees, ex-officio. Now that I am Chairman, I
also have the privilege of representing the
EBU at special events such as the Lords vs
Commons annual match – a wonderful
break from the office!

Like many other people involved in
bridge administration, the more I work
for the game, the less time, sadly, I have to
enjoy it. However, James and I try to play
at our local (West Sussex) club once a

I GET up at 7am, and my first contact with
the world is being mugged by my  Labrador
who wants her breakfast! My other dog is
not far behind, so I feed them both while
gulping down my coffee and toast. Then
it’s time to exercise in front of the television
and by 8.30 I am usually sitting in front of
my computer answering all the (many!) e-
mails that have accumulated overnight.

Since I have become involved with the
EBU, the first part of my day is spent dea-
ling with all sorts of
immediate issues: re-
quests for information
and advice, and general
correspondence. I am in
daily contact with our
General Manager, Barry
Capal, as well as the
members of the Board
of Directors and the
members of the Club
Committee and Univer-
sal Membership Project
Board. And of course I
am available to everyone
else who either works
with, or has an interest
in, the EBU.

Major project work comes later, in the
afternoon: at present I am involved with
setting up several partnership schemes
which will benefit, I believe, both the EBU
membership and bridge in general. These
require extensive research into the advan-
tages bridge brings to society as a whole and
different ages groups in particular.

My approach to work as an EBU admin-
istrator is very much the result of my
previous work experience. I started off as a
stage manager, but in 1985 I went to City
University and did a few postgraduate
courses on marketing the arts. I then
found myself a job as the public relations
officer for the British Theatre Association
– home of the nation’s theatre library,
publisher of Drama magazine and a
theatre training organisation with a mem-
bership that ranged from all the television
companies to many small amateur theatres,

Sally Bugden’s Top Tip

Approach your game of bridge
in the right spirit!

SINCE I am but an ordinary player, I am
not in a position to give tips that are
going drastically to improve your
bridge expertise! But I do love the
game and I can share two principles
that have really enhanced my enjoy-
ment of bridge: be sociable at the table
and approach each hand as best you
can!

Neither principle is difficult to follow
and requires just a simple action: at the
start of each round, greet your
opponents, and at the start of each
hand count your tricks. The former will
help towards creating the right
atmosphere at the table, and the latter
will give you the chance to focus and
do the best you can.  

Start off the right way, and not only
will you enjoy your bridge more but
you might also get better results –
although I am still to prove the latter!

A day in the life of . . .

Sally Bugden
Sally Bugden was elected Chairman of the EBU at the October 2008 AGM, having
served as Vice Chairman the previous two years. She plays bridge in partnership
with her husband, James, and especially enjoys the social side of the game.

week, and always play in the Brighton
Congress and events such as the NICKO
which, being played in people’s homes,
tend to be more sociable. After all, it was
the social aspect of bridge that first
attracted me: I had been married to James
for five years when I decided that I had
better join him in what seemed a great
pastime, so I went to classes and have
never looked back. We still always partner
each other, and find pleasure in pursuing
such an absorbing activity together.

We also try to see our family as often as
possible. My first marriage failed pretty
rapidly, and left me a single mum with twin
girls that mean the world to me. James’s
two daughters from his previous marriage
are just as dear. Now they are grown up and
have their own lives and partners, but we
are still very close: at Christmas they all
came to stay with us, so I could give free rein
to my creative instincts organising the
Christmas lunch and a quiz on Boxing Day.

Whatever time I have left, usually at the
end of the day, is spent on indulging my
other great interests: reading (William Boyd
and detective stories being my favourites),
watching DVDs (The Wire series especially),
with the occasional trip to the theatre a
much-loved extra. I do try to cram as much
as possible into twenty-four hours, which
is why I love the internet: I can shop
without going out, leaving me more time
to relax at the end of the day! �
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FREEPHONE: 0800 0346 246
or tel: 01656 773178 www.bridgeoverseas.co.uk

Prices quoted are for half board
and include  Bridge licensed by the EBU

- Masterpoints given

British Isles Bridge Breaks
GREAT PRICES AND NO SINGLE SUPPLEMENT FOR EARLY BOOKING

MARCH 2009
Friday 27th Mar - Wed 1st Apr 
5 nights. The Whitehall, Bournemouth.
Recently voted Bournemouth’s best
medium sized hotel for 2008. £239

APRIL 2009
Mon 6th – Fri 10th Apr
4 nights Cumbria Grand, Lake District.
Very beautiful situation. £269

EASTER – Fri 10th – Mon 13th Apr
3 nights. Situated in beautiful
Shropshire, the holiday Inn continues
to receive outstanding praise from our
clients for its high standards, superb
facilities and excellent cuisine. £229

Sun 19th – Fri 24th Apr
5 nights. Westhill Country Hotel,
Jersey. Superb value for a very
attractive venue. £269

MAY 2009
Fri 1st – Mon 4th May
3 nights. Three Counties, Hereford. A
firm favourite thanks to its fine cuisine
and attractive ambience. £229

Mon 11th – Fri 15th May
4 nights. Regency, Dublin. A first class
hotel ideally sited for exploring Dublin.
£299

Sun 17th – Fri 22nd May
5 nights. The Whitehall, Bournemouth.
£259

Fri 22nd – Mon 25th May
Whitsun. 3 nights. Holiday Inn,
Ironbridge Telford. £229

JUNE 2009
Sat 6th – Fri 12th June
6 nights. Croyde Bay, North Devon.
Very good value and delightfully
situated, a long time favourite venue.
£299.

JULY 2009
Mon 6th – Fri 10th
4 Nights. Cumbria Grand, Lake
District. £269

Sun 12th –  Thurs 16th
4 Nights. Bosworth Hall, Market
Bosworth. Set in 11 acres of
landscaped gardens and parkland.
£229

Sun 19th – Thurs 23rd
4 Nights. Prince of Wales, Southport.
£199

AUGUST 2009
Sun 16th – Thurs 20th
4 Nights. Daunceys, Weston-Super-
Mare. Superb seafront location. £249

Sun 23rd – Thurs 27th
4 Nights. Bosworth Hall, Market
Bosworth. £229

Sat 29th – Tues 1 Sept
3 Nights. Holiday Inn,
Ironbridge/Telford. £229

Sat 29th – Tues 1 Sept
3 Nights. Three Counties, Hereford.
£229

SEPTEMBER 2009
Sat 5th – Fri 11th
6 Nights. Croyde Bay, North Devon.
£299

Sun 20th – Fri 25th
5 Nights. Westhill Country Hotel,
Jersey. £269

Mon 28th – Fri 2nd
4 Nights. Cumbria Grand, Lake
District. £269

OCTOBER 2009
Sun 4th – Thurs 8th
4 Nights. Esplanade, Llandudno. We
return again, by popular demand, to
this friendly hotel. £229

Sun 4th October – Fri 9th Oct
5 nights.  The Whitehall Bournemouth 
£249

Mon 12th – Fri 16th
4 Nights. Daunceys, Weston-Super-
Mare. £239

Sun 18th – Thurs 22nd
4 Nights. Bosworth Hall, Market
Bosworth. £229

NOVEMBER 2009
Sun 1st – Thurs 5th
4 Nights. Prince of Wales, Southport.
£199

Mon 9th Nov – Fri 13th Nov
4 nights. The Whitehall Bournemouth 
£199

Westhill,
Jersey

Bosworth
Hall

The Whitehall,
Bournemouth

Ironbridge, Telford

HOLIDAY INN
IRONBRIDGE/TELFORD

24th December – 2nd January  
4 night breaks over xmas (full board)
and new year or the whole 9 nights 
No single supplement

THREE COUNTIES HEREFORD

24th December – 2nd January
3 night breaks over xmas, twixmas
and new year or the whole 9 nights.

Hereford
Cathedral

XMAS &
NEW YEAR

PRICES HELD
FROM LAST

YEAR FOR EARLY
BOOKING
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The very best Acol-playing Software available

Q

Make your cheque payable to and send to: Ryden Grange, Knaphill, Surrey GU21 2TH

� 01483 489961  www.mrbridge.co.uk/mrbridge-shop Fax 01483 797302

PLUS 9.1

FEATURES

� The Usual Friendly Interface (see above)

� Hint and Help Buttons – always at hand

� Easy Windows Installation

� Comprehensive Manual

� Rubber, Duplicate and Teams Scoring

� Instant results playing in teams mode

� 2,500 pre-played hands for teams

� 2,000 pre-played hands for match-pointed
pairs including 1,000 new hands

Check your pairs percentage and ranking

Systems include: several versions of Acol,
including Bernard Magee’s system, Standard
American or create your own.

� £80 including postage

TRADE-IN
Trade-in any previous version of 
Q Plus. Just post in the booklet and
disk and a cheque for £32.

Order now with confidence.

PS. Phone for details of Bernard Magee’s
tutorial programs. Advanced Declarer Play
now ready, £75.

SYSTEM

� 8mb RAM � Pentium or equivalent

� CD-ROM � Windows XP or Vista

Now
Ready

NEW

NEW
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